
NEW
Gardening

Accessories

OVER 50 NEW
Spring

Bulbs

NEW
Potato

& Garlic Ranges

SEE
INSIDE

for special
offers

Onion ‘Red Cross’
Our bestselling onion | £3.99

See Page 6

This exclusive super-concentrated 
fertiliser contains essential trace 
elements and minerals to boost healthy 
growth, and encourage bumper crops 
and maximum flowering. Unlike fresh 
manure or chemical fertilisers, it won’t 
scorch plants so can be used regularly 
as a top dressing; perfect for use with all 
fruit, vegetables and ornamental plants.

●   The lightweight, dry formula is easy to work with
●   It’s super versatile - soak in water to create a nutritious liquid feed
●   Slow-release nutrients to feed your plants over a long period
●   Super-concentrated so only requires a couple of handfuls 

per square yard

Nourish Your Soil This Autumn

Organic Extra Double Sack
1090-4610
WAS £35.90 NOW £29.99

Organic Extra Sack
1090-4605
WAS £22.99 NOW £19.99 

   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 *

Kent & Stowe 
Digging Spade 
& Fork Set

1090-5711
with Ladies gloves

1090-5710
with Men’s gloves 

£50.00

Kent & Stowe 
Border Fork & 
Trowel Set

1090-5708
Ladies gloves

1090-5709
Men’s gloves 

£24.98

FREE  
DELIVERY

on this item

FREE
luxury leather 
gloves worth 

£14.99

PLUS

FREE
seed and weed 

gloves worth 
£5.99

PLUS

Great as a gift

EXCLUSIVE
SAVE

£ 9.98*

SAVE
£ 5.00*

* Compared to buying individually

Helpi g you get the job do en n

Why our custo ers love Orga ic Extranm

Be efitsn

●   Slow release
●   Improves soil structure
●   Suitable for all plants 

(including ericaceous)
●   Ready-to-use

Autumn 2020
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Online
marshallsgarden.com
Easy to order
100% secure

Phone
0844 557 6700
(7p a minute + your 
telephone charges)

Post
Marshalls Garden,
Alconbury Hill, 
Huntingdon, PE28 4HY

Grow Your Own

Flowers & Plants
Garden Care

Wild Birds &  
Wildlife

What our symbols mean

Suitable for cutting

Attracts bees

Requires support

Hardy perennial

Hardy annual

Half hardy annual

Self fertile Good for pots and 
containers

Disease Resistant

Mild Spice

Medium Spice

Hot Spice

Grow well in full sun

Grow well in half sun

Grow well in full shade

Good for hanging 
baskets

              to the Marshalls autumn 2020 
catalogue. We hope you’re keeping safe and have 
been enjoying your gardens over the summer.

Autumn is a magical time in the garden as we’re able to 
enjoy the stunning colours of the season whilst preparing 
to wind the garden down for winter, and plan ahead for 
spring.

It’s also nature’s planting time as the soil is still warm so 
perfect time to plant new shrubs and perennials and 
nourish the soil for bigger and better crops next year. It’s 
also time to think about protection for tender plants to 
support their growth during the colder months.

 

You’ll find 37 pages of veg seed and NEW onions, shallots 
and garlic, and we’ve introduced a NEW range of 1KG seed 
potatoes. You can also pre-order your spring planting veg 
plants for delivery next season.

In our flowers and plants range, you’ll find NEW winter 
bedding and over 50 NEW spring bulb varieties for 2020, 
as well as NEW shrubs and perennials to give your garden 
colour and interest the whole year through.

We’ve also remained loyal to the firm favourites we know 
you look forward to growing year after year, so you can be 
sure we have something for every gardener.

Compost delivered 
direct to your door.

See insert for details. 

Onions, shallots and 
NEW garlic ranges.

See page 6.

Autumn protection  
& tidy solutions  

See pages 54 & 152.

NEW wildlife food, 
feeders & habitats.

See page 157.

website 
for our full 

range

Go to 

Look i 
for these 
highlights

siden

I this edition n

eWelco m
  

   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †
† Charges apply
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Your New Autumn Offers
See page 134 See page 141

GETBUY ANY FREE12 GETBUY ANY FREE13 OR MORE SAVEBUY PER PLANT£23
Choose any 3 x 9cm shrubs &  

get cheapest free
Choose any 4 x 9cm alpines &  

get cheapest free
Choose any 3 x 9cm perennials & 

saving will be applied

See page 101 See page 105 See page 106

Allium ‘Globemaster’

Terms & Conditions apply. See marshallsgarden.com for details.

Viola ‘Sorbet Blueberry Frost’ 

Jasminum nudiflorum Lewisia cotyledon ‘Rainbow’ Geranium ‘Johnson’s Blue’

Buy any 4
get 1 free

Choose any 5 spring bulbs
& get cheapest free

Buy 2 or more

save £2 per pack
Choose any 2 winter bedding plants & 

saving will be applied

What to expect 

WHEN ORDERING PLANTS

Plug plants are seedlings 
which are grown in 
modular trays and are 
ready to ‘pot on’ into 
larger pots when you 
receive them.

For extra large plugs,  
1 & 2 Ltr pots and bare 
roots, these can be 
planted directly into the 
ground or containers.

On arrival, unpack them 
and place in water to 
moisten the compost 
and then leave in a warm 
place for a day or so to 
settle before planting.

Potted Plants Bare Root Plants

1 litre 2 litre

Large Plug Plants

Quantities & sizing: 

9 cell tray - plug size 7 x 5cm  

24 cell tray - plug size 3 x 2.5cm   

Extra-Large Plug Plants

Quantities & sizing: 

3 cell tray - plug size 5 x 3cm  

6 cell tray - plug size 5 x 3cm

Multi-sown modules (approx. 40 seedlings in total)

Quantities & sizing: 

9 cell tray - plug size 7 x 5cm 

24 cell tray - plug size 3 x 2.5cm 

Each cell contains approximately four seedlings

All sizes shown are approximate

Medium Plug Plants

Quantities & sizing: 

25 cell tray - plug size 2 x 1cm  

50 cell tray - plug size 2 x 1cm 

12 cell tray - plug size 3 x 2cm  

16 cell tray - plug size 3 x 2cm  

5

  
   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †    Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †

† Charges apply † Charges apply
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   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †

† Charges apply

Shallot ‘Eschalote Grise’

Shallot ‘Jermor’

Shallot ‘Red Sun’

Shallot ‘Longor’

Shallot ‘Golden Gourmet’Autumn Planting 
Shallot Duo

Often referred to as a Banana 
shallot, this is the first choice for 
many top French chefs. Highly 
prized for its strong gourmet 
flavour, it is a must for many 
kitchen gardeners.

Produces shallots with an 
unrivalled sweet taste that will 
enhance any cooking dish. With 
a slightly elongated shape, this 
copper coloured shallot has a great 
tasting, pink tinged flesh.

One of the best red-skinned 
varieties, it produces bumper crops 
of white, pink tinged bulbs with 
a really good flavour for cooking, 
salads or pickling. Good storage 
variety.

With copper-coloured skins, each 
set produces a cluster of up to nine 
bulbs and stores well. Great as a 
bulb vegetable to overwinter in 
your allotment.

This is one of the best of the brown-
skinned shallots. Producing good 
fleshy bulbs with a delicious flavour. 
They are a very good storage 
variety, keeping well for several 
months.

Contains ‘Red Sun’ and ‘Golden 
Gourmet’ to provide you with 
hearty flavour through the summer 
and autumn, 15 sets of each variety.

|1040-6082 Approx. 15 sets £10.99

|1040-6029 Approx. 20 sets £6.99

|1040-6103 Approx. 15 sets £4.99

|1040-6100 7 sets £10.99

|1040-6102 Approx. 15 sets £4.99

Garlic ‘Provence Wight’

|1040-6025 2 bulbs £4.99

Autumn Planting Onion, 
Shallot & Garlic Trio
Great value Autumn planting pack 
which includes 75 sets of ‘Onion 
Shakespeare’, 15 sets of ‘Shallot 
Golden Gourmet’ and 2 bulbs of 
‘Garlic Provence Wight’ which 
provide the best autumn flavours.

|1040-6054 £9.97

Onion ‘Shakespeare’

|1040-6093 Approx. 75 sets £3.99

|1040-6105 Approx. 30 sets £7.98

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

Autumn Planting Onions, Shallots & Garlic

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Oct-Dec  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Oct-Dec  
Harvest Jun-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Oct-Dec  
Harvest Jun-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Jul

Sent Sep-Feb | Plant Out Sep-Dec  
Harvest Jun-Jul

Sent Sep-Feb | Plant Out Sep   
Harvest Jul-Sep

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec  
Harvest May-Jul

||

|||

Onion ‘Snowball’

Autumn Planting Onion 
Sets Duo Pack

Onion ‘Radar’

Onion ‘Shakespeare’Onion ‘Red Cross’Onion ‘Senshyu Yellow’

Snowball is a superb white onion 
with attractive round bulbs. Their 
white skin and flesh have a mild 
delicate flavour. This great variety is 
not the best for storing, but perfect 
for eating fresh.

A duo pack of onion sets contains 
'Shakespeare' and 'Red Cross', two 
of our best selling autumn planting 
onion varieties.

Onion Radar is particularly resistant 
to bolting and is superb when 
eaten fresh & stores well into the 
autumn. Radar is loved for its mild 
flavour.    

A British bred, autumn planting 
brown skinned variety that shows 
exceptional bolt resistance and 
produces high yields of good sized 
bulbs. Excellent skin formation that 
results in good storage potential 
well into the winter months.

Red Cross Onion Sets produce 
large bulbs with deep red skin and 
white flesh with clearly defined red 
rings. Over winters well and stores 
for up to 3 months.

This popular overwintering 
Japanese onion produces high 
yielding crops of straw coloured 
bulbs with a mild flavour.

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Jul 

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Oct-Dec 
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec |  Plant Out Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Jul 

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Mar-Apr, 
Sep-Nov | Harvest May-Sep 

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Jul Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec 

Harvest Jun-Jul 

1040-6061 Approx. 75 sets £3.991040-6016 Approx. 75 Sets £3.79

1040-6093 Approx. 75 sets £3.991040-6005 Approx. 75 £3.991040-6035 Approx. 75 sets £3.99
|1040-6083 Approx. 75 sets

of each variety £5.98

£ 4.00*
SAVE
Triopack

* Compared to buying individually

Highly Reco mme nded

I nte nse Flavour

Bolt Resista nt

Bolt Resista nt

Browse our best-selling 
autumn & spring planting 
onions, shallots and garlic, 
as well as lots of NEW 
varieties for 2020.

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually

Custo mer Favourite

Onions, 
Shallots 
& Garlic
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8 Grow Your Own

  
   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †

† Charges apply

Autumn Planting GarlicAutumn Planting Garlic

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Out Sep-Dec | Harvest May-Jun

||

Garlic ‘Extra Early 
Wight’

Garlic ‘Early Purple 
Wight’

A reliable hardneck variety. Early 
cropping with a rare all-white 
colouring, producing a crisp fresh 
flavour. Bred on the Isle of Wight, 
with clean, brilliant white flesh, it 
withstands even rough winters.

One of the earliest softneck garlics 
of the season. Lift the bulbs from 
the end of May and early June for a 
tasty harvest. It is quick to dry and 
is often consumed green.

1040-6078 2 bulbs £6.991040-6079 2 bulbs £4.99

Garlic ‘Elephant’

Garlic Early Duo

Garlic Farmers Duo
Jumbo Garlic ‘Elephant’ is sweeter and milder than traditional garlic, but it’s 
their size that will particularly impress. Grow it just like regular garlic though - 
it overwinters well.

Our two bestselling and most popular garlic varieties. This duo contains 2 bulbs 
of ‘Extra Early Wight’ and 2 bulbs of ‘Early Purple Wight’, giving you approx. 20 
cloves of each.

‘Extra Early Wight’ and ‘Elephant’ are both large bulbs, perfect for roasting. 
Both garlic varieties put up tall, impressive stems to give you visual impact 
on your vegetable plot and taste great too. Contains 10-15 cloves ‘Extra Early 
Wight’ and 6 cloves ‘Elephant’ Garlic.

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest May-Jun

|1040-6045 12 jumbo cloves £11.99

|1040-6115 4 bulbs £9.98

|1040-6046 6 jumbo cloves £7.99
|1040-6116 10-15 Extra Early Wight cloves, 6 Elephant cloves £9.98

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Oct-Dec   
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest May-Jun

|1040-6064 2 bulbs £4.99|1040-6089 2 bulbs £6.99

|1040-6121 2 bulbs £6.99|1040-6119 2 bulbs £6.99

Garlic ‘Caulk Wight’Garlic ‘Iberian Wight’

Garlic ‘Maddock Wight’Garlic ‘Kingsland Wight’

A dependable, attractive purple-striped 
garlic from as early as June. Proven to 
thrive in the UK, this variety survives 
winter temperatures down to -20°C 
so you can rest assured you will get 
ultimate flavour over the colder months.

An excellent soft-neck variety that 
produces big, bulbous garlic cloves that 
can be fried, roasted or sautéed in the 
kitchen and perfect for storing in a cool 
position for supplies over the summer 
and into autumn. 

A large, softneck variety with purple 
stripes and fat cloves. This classic, 
all-round white garlic originates 
from Cordoba, near Seville in south-
west Spain, but grows well in the UK, 
producing strong aromatic flavours.

A beautiful variety with pink cloves that 
originates from south west France. A 
most versatile hardneck variety that 
produces brilliant white skins with an 
exotic gourmet flavour, taking meals to 
the next level.

Garlic ‘Rose Wight’ Garlic ‘Rhapsody Wight’
A hardneck variety with pink striped outer skin and white rounded cloves. Garlic 
‘Rose Wight’ is great for adding an excellent, intense flavour to your meals.

This softneck garlic variety features large, bright bulbs with purple streaks 
and will add a fresh, zingy flavour to your favourite recipes. Ideal for pots and 
containers, the bulbs will lift themselves up out of the ground as they grow, 
ready for you to harvest.

|1040-6117 2 bulbs £6.99 |1040-6118 2 bulbs £6.99

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan   
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan   
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan    
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan  
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan | Harvest May-Jul Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Jan | Harvest May-Jul

£ 3.99*

BUY 12
SAVEExtra Large Cloves

£ 5.00*
SAVE
Duopack

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually
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10 Grow Your Own

  
   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †

† Charges apply

Spring Planting Shallots & GarlicAutumn Planting Garlic
Heritage Garlic Collection

Buy individually

|1040-6060 6 bulbs £9.97

Garlic Autumn Planting Duo
This Autumn Planting Garlic Bulbs Duo Pack consists of flavoursome 
‘Carcassonne Wight’ and ‘Provence Wight Garlic’ bulbs, giving you a soft neck 
and hard neck variety for optimum flavour. 2 bulbs of each variety.

|1040-6051 4 bulbs £7.98
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest May-Jul

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr | Harvest Jun-Aug

Garlic ‘Picardy Wight’Garlic ‘Solent Wight’Garlic ‘Lautrec Wight’Garlic Spring Planting DuoGarlic ‘Carcassonne 
Wight’

Garlic ‘Provence Wight’
This softneck variety originally 
came from the province of Picardy 
in northern France and so is suited 
for growing in cooler, wetter 
conditions. Poduces pink-tinged 
white bulbs with plump and juicy 
cloves full of flavour.

A robust garlic, perfect for eating 
fresh or for storage. With a strong, 
fresh aromatic flavour, this softneck 
variety stores well and will reward 
you with large, strong-flavoured 
bulbs that will last well into 
autumn.

A classic hardneck variety, originally 
from southwest France but grown 
for us on the Isle of Wight. The 
white skinned, deep pink cloves 
have a smooth, almost creamy 
flavour.

This Spring Planting Garlic Bulbs 
Duo Pack consists of 1 pack of 
flavoursome ‘Lautrec Wight ‘and 1 
pack of ‘Solent Wight’ for the best 
flavour in everyday dishes.

A beautiful pink-cloved hardneck 
variety with an exceptionally 
fine and potent flavour. Thrives 
in the UK and is one of the 
most successful varieties for 
overwintering. 

A vigorous, white softneck garlic 
that is large and sweet, producing 
fat, juicy cloves. This variety is 
proven to grow well in the UK and 
brings a Mediterranean flavour to 
both vegetable and fish dishes.

|1040-6049 2 bulbs £4.99|1040-6041 2 bulbs £4.99|1040-6042 2 bulbs £4.99|1040-6043 2 bulbs each £7.98|1040-6092 2 bulbs £4.99 |1040-6025 2 bulbs £4.99

This value spring planting duo pack consists of ‘Golden Gourmet’ and ‘Red 
Gourmet', both highly aromatic, award-winning, rounded bulbs. An enhanced 
version of 'Dutch Yellow', 'Golden Gourmet' has been chosen for its excellent mild, 
sweet flavour whilst 'Red Gourmet' impresses with its attractive coppery-brown 
skin and sweet pink flesh. Both of these improved shallot varieties have been 
chosen for their high yielding capabilities, good storage and resistance to bolt.

Best of Both Shallot Collection

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec  
Harvest May-Jul

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr  
Harvest Jun-Aug

|1040-6019 40 sets £7.98

This collection contains unusual and delicious varieties that are guaranteed to 
add that special touch to your meals. Contains ‘Kingsland Wight’, ‘Rose Wight’ 
and ‘Caulk Wight’. Collection contains 2 bulbs of each variety.

Buy individually

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

A fabulous hard-neck garlic with purple skin, and large, easily peeled juicy cloves.

Easy to grow with intense flavour, perfect for many of your favourite recipes.

Shallot 'Golden Gourmet'

|1040-6033 20 sets £4.99
One of the best of the brown-skinned shallots producing good fleshy bulbs.

Shallot 'Red Gourmet'

|1040-6010 20 sets £4.99
Attractive red shallot with a lovely sweet taste.

Bright white skins with aromatic flavours and pink cloves.

Garlic ‘Caulk Wight’

Garlic ‘Kingsland Wight’

Garlic ‘Rose Wight’

|1040-6117 2 bulbs £6.99

|1040-6119 2 bulbs £6.99

|1040-6064 2 bulbs £4.99

£ 9.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

£ 2.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually
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12 Grow Your Own

  
   Order online: marshallsgarden.com |    0844 557 6700 †
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Spring Planting Onions, Shallots & GarlicHeat Prepared Onions

Spring Planting  
Onion Duo

Onion ‘Autumn Gold’Onion ‘Rose Gold’  
(Heat Prepared)

Onion ‘Fen Globe’  
(Heat Prepared)

A great-value duo pack of the 
best spring-planting onions to 
mail-order. Contains 75 of each 
variety ‘Red Baron’ and ‘Stuttgarter 
Stainfield’ for a handsome supply of 
tasty bulbs from summer to winter.

A smoother, rounder shape to 
original strains so it can be easily 
cut and prepared with little waste 
and has an excellent flavour. 
Proving very bolt resistant, this 
variety is good for early spring.

This new and exciting onion with 
white and rose-colour flesh is 
perfect for home growing; simply 
plant your sets in early spring and 
enjoy harvests from August. Loved 
for its sweet flavour.

An old variety which produces 
heavy crops of large bulbs with a 
mild flavour and have light brown 
skins. Heat prepared to prevent 
bolting and will produce amazing 
crops.

|1040-6097 75 sets of each £5.98|1040-6034 75 sets £3.99|1040-6110 75 sets £4.99|1040-6000 75 sets £4.49

A stunning collection of some of our favourite heat treated onions. Heat 
treated by Marshalls, for greater bolt resistance, giving you a higher chance of a 
successful crop. Enjoy ‘Fen Early’, ‘Red Fen’ and ‘Rumba’.

A chestnut-skin onion producing one of the earliest crops from a spring planting. 

A top performing main crop variety that’s ideally suited to growing in the UK.

A winner in our trials, ‘Red Fen’ is renowned for its excellent performance.

Onion Collection (Heat Prepared) with Fertiliser

Buy individually

|1040-6018 75 sets of each £13.48

Onion ‘Fen Early F1’

Onion ‘Red Fen F1’

Onion ‘Rumba’

|1040-6006 75 sets £3.99

|1040-6030 75 sets £3.99

|1040-6031 75 sets £3.99

Sent Feb-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr | Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Feb-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Feb-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Onion ‘Stuttgarter 
Stanfield’

Onion ‘Red Baron F1’

Stuttgarter Stanfield Onion Sets 
produce an onion with a sweet, 
smooth and very mild taste, 
delicious for salads or cooking. 
The bulbs have excellent keeping 
qualities and are slow to bolt.

With such superb results achieved 
by our customers it's no wonder 
this ‘Red Baron’ onion set grows 
in popularity each year! Stronger 
flavoured than our other onions, 
stores well until the following April.

|1040-6001 Approx. 75 sets £3.99|1040-6004 Approx. 75 sets £3.99

Onion, Shallot & Garlic Spring Planting Trio
A value trio pack collection which contains three of our top selling varieties, 
onion Autumn Gold’, shallot ‘Golden Gourmet’ and garlic ‘Picardy Wight’ which 
will give you great crops and top quality harvests.

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

|1040-6101 1 pack of each £9.97

|1090-5883 3 gro-beds £14.99|1090-3230 1 fleece tunnel £12.49

|1090-4042 900g £6.99|1090-3783 5 storage nets £4.99

Patio & Greenhouse  
Gro-Beds

Fleece Tunnel

Pre-Planting Onion, Garlic  
& Shallot Fertiliser

Onion Nets

Patio and greenhouse gro-beds are 
perfect for home-growing and will hold 
your favourite salads, vegetables fruits 
and flowers. Collapsible and convenient 
to store, each bed holds 140-150 litres of 
compost.

Give crops, plants and flowers the 
protection they need in all weathers with 
this great value cover. Made from high 
quality fleece to give plants and crops 
warmth and insulation they need, whilst 
keeping air, moisture and sunlight in.

Specially formulated for garlic and other 
alliums, this concentrated, slow release 
fertiliser is high in trace elements. This 
ensures strong bulb development and 
growth, early ripening and maturity, 
good skin and bulb firmness.

These onion nets are the ideal size 
for storing onions, shallots and garlic, 
keeping them in tip top condition for 
months on end. Remember, after you’ve 
harvested your bumper crop of home-
grown onions, leave them to dry before 
storing in sacks.

Dim H30cm, W80cm, D54cmDim H40cm, W50cm, L310cm

Dim H85cm, W52cm

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr   
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Jan-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Sep

* Compared to buying individually

£ 4.00*
SAVE
Triopack

* Compared to buying individually

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack

Bolt Resista nt
£ 1.98*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Includes Half 
Price Fertiliser 
Worth £6.99

Bolt Resista nt
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Vegetable Seed - Customer Favourites

Salad Leaves ‘Salad 
Bowl’

Courgette ‘Zucchini F1’

Cauliflower ‘Clapton F1’

Cabbage ‘Duncan F1’

Salad Leaves ‘Baby  
Leaf Mix’

Carrot ‘Rainbow Mix F1’

Carrot ‘Sweet Candle’

Runner Bean ‘Polestar’

Tomato ‘Sungold F1’

Spring Onion ‘White 
Lisbon’

Spinach ‘Perpetual’

Tomato ‘Gardener’s 
Delight’

|1020-2645 1500 seeds £1.79

|1020-2670 15 seeds £1.99

|1020-2170 20 seeds £2.99

|1020-2203 80 seeds £2.99

|1020-2057 300 seeds £2.99

|1030-3158 50 seeds £2.79

|1020-2848 300 seeds £1.79

|1020-2918 55 seeds £1.89

||

Parsnip ‘Gladiator F1’Carrot ‘Resistafly F1’ 
Will establish and grow vigorously 
showing strong disease resistance. 
An excellent all round performer, 
with great internal quality and 
fine flavour to give a parsnip of 
outstanding worth for the kitchen 
or the showbench.

This carrot is an F1 variety meaning 
it has excellent disease resistance 
and also, as the name suggests, 
resists against carrot root fly. Expect 
the crops to be large, smooth and 
cylindrical with excellent flavour.

Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Sep-Feb Sow Out Feb-May | Harvest Oct-Feb

1020-2147 600 seeds £2.791020-2408 800 seeds £2.49

|1020-2621 2000 seeds £1.99

|1020-2348 250 seeds £2.49

|1020-2944 15 seeds £3.29

|1020-2768 750 seeds £1.69

Sweetcorn ‘Honeydew’

Runner Bean ‘Firestorm’

Leek ‘Neptune’

Cucumber ‘Mini Munch’

Tomato ‘Shirley’

Brussels Sprouts 
‘Clodius’

Pea ‘Hurst Green Shaft’

Beetroot ‘Boltardy’

Cucumber ‘Mini 
Muncher’

Broad Bean ‘Aquadulce 
Claudia’

|1020-2884 50 seeds £2.79

|1030-3186 45 seeds £2.99

|1020-2567 350 seeds £1.99

|1020-2514 5 seeds £3.99

|1020-2902 20 seeds £3.49

|1020-2155 30 seeds £3.99

|1030-3056 300 seeds £2.29

|1020-2026 400 seeds £1.79

|1020-2085 6 seeds £3.99

|1030-3090 100 seeds £2.99

Vegetable Seed

Growing your own is really rewarding 
as you get something flavoursome and 
satisfying to put on your plate at the end 
of the process. There is still plenty that 
can be sown as we head into autumn 
including salad leaves, onions, spring 
onions, carrots, broad beans and peas.

Give them the best start with a high-
quality seed compost and protect 
with fleece as the temperatures 
get colder.

These vegetable seeds are 
some of our bestsellers and 
are tried and tested by our 
customers who choose to 
grow them year after year. 

Many have also won the 
Prestigious RHS AGM, so 

are recognised by industry 
experts too! 

Customer 
Favourites

Over

700 
varieties of 
veg seed 
available 

online
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Vegetable Seed - RHS Award of Garden MeritVegetable Seed - RHS Award of Garden Merit

Carrot ‘Marion’

Leek ‘Krypton’

Chilli ‘Basket of Fire’

Lettuce ‘Amaze’

Courgette ‘Tuscany’

Spring Onion ‘Guardsman’

Cucumber ‘Marketmore’

Parsnip ‘Pearl’

|1020-2178 500 seeds £2.49

|1020-2570 50 seeds £2.99

|1020-2235 6 seeds £2.49

|1020-2586 300 seeds £2.29

|1020-2691 10 seeds £1.99 |1020-2509 20 seeds £1.99

|1020-2793 200 seeds £2.29

|||

Runner Bean ‘White 
Lady’

French Bean ‘Cobra’Broad Bean ‘Masterpiece 
Green Longpod’

Faultless in all respects and has 
the thickest, most succulent and 
tender pods we have ever tasted! 
A strong grower and a wonderfully 
heavy cropper. 

Produces huge, deliciously tender 
and tasty crops of exceptional 
quality beans. With lovely violet 
flowers too this is a vegetable 
beautiful enough for any flower 
border.

A reliable and popular long pod 
Broad Bean variety with up to six or 
seven flavoursome beans in every 
pod. An early variety that produces 
an impressive yield which are 
excellent for freezing.

1030-3155 50 seeds £2.991030-3147 100 seeds £2.991030-3191 60 seeds £2.79

These have been awarded 
the Royal Horticultural 

Society’s Award of Garden 
Merit (AGM), a prestigious 
accolade which indicates 
that the plant has been 

recommended by the RHS. Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-May 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jun-Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Aug-Sep

|

|
1020-2857 500 seeds £1.99
1020-2728 1000 seeds £2.79

Pea ‘Kelvedon Wonder’

Sweetcorn ‘Swift F1’

Mangetout Pea ‘Delikata’

Pepper ‘Diablo F1’

Radish ‘Sparkler’

Tomato ‘Premio F1’

Spinach ‘Amazon F1’

Cabbage ‘Tundra F1’ 

Tomato ‘Sweet Million F1’

Calabrese ‘Green  
Magic F1’

|1030-3044 300 seeds £2.29 |1030-3060 200 seeds £2.29

|1020-2434 50 seeds £1.99 |1020-2265 10 seeds £2.49

|1020-2246 1000 seeds £1.79

|1020-2180 10 seeds £2.29

|1020-2250 100 seeds £2.79

|1020-2893 15 seeds £2.29

|1020-2261 1500 seeds £2.29

|1020-2165 60 seeds £2.79|||

Brussels Sprout  
‘Clodius F1’

Broccoli ‘Claret F1’Beetroot ‘Baby Beet 
Action F1’

An excellent early variety producing 
heavy crops of well-filled pods. Ideal 
for successional sowing to provide 
crops through mid-summer and 
autumn too.

This superb broccoli provides a very 
good crop for early spring. Spears 
are extra large and succulent and 
can be harvested for up to 4 weeks. 
A British bred plant with a vigorous 
growth.

Produces smooth-skinned, round 
beets. Begin harvesting when 
2.5cm in diameter for deliciously 
sweet and tender crops. We 
recommend pulling a ‘pilot’ 
beetroot at end of the row to check.

1020-2155 30 seeds £3.991020-2120 90 seeds £2.791020-2049 380 seeds £1.99
Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Mar-Apr

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Apr-May 
Harvest Nov-Apr

Super Sweet

Heavy Cropper

Bolt Resista nt

Outsta ndi n

Variety
g
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Vegetable Seed - New for 2020 Vegetable Seed - Exhibition Varieties

Carrot ‘Chantenay Red 
Cored 2’

Shallot ‘Ambition’

Marrow ‘Badger Cross F1’

Pea ‘Alderman’

Beetroot ‘Pablo’

Leek ‘Oarsman’

Onion ‘Showmaster’

Cabbage ‘Kilaxy’

|1020-2370 3000 seeds £1.89

|1020-2836 75 seeds £1.99

|1020-2676 15 seeds £1.99

|1030-3034 300 seeds £1.99

|1020-2038 300 seeds £2.49

|1020-2525 50 seeds £2.79

|1020-2378 200 seeds £1.99

|1020-2237 20 seeds £2.79

||||

French Bean ‘The 
Prince’

Tomato ‘Yellow Mimi F1’Swede ‘Tweed F1’Tomato ‘Montello F1’

An old variety, but deservedly 
popular as it has much to 
recommend it. It produces a heavy 
crop of long, flat, almost stringless 
pods with a lovely flavour.

An eye-catching cordon tomato 
variety, producing full and 
flavoursome plants with an 
abundance of sweet and crunchy 
fruits. A strong, disease-tolerant 
plant.

One of the first hybrid swedes, 
Tweed has globe-shaped uniform 
roots with an attractive purple 
shoulder and tasty cream-coloured 
flesh. Produces an impressive yield 
and has good resistance to clubroot.

This variety is so prolific producing 
handfuls of tasty fruit that are so 
easy to harvest through mid- to 
late summer, making it perfect for 
producing sauces or passatas. Ideal 
for pots, and hanging baskets.

1030-3135 160 seeds £2.491020-2441 10 seeds £2.991020-2264 100 seeds £2.291020-2900 6 seeds £2.49
Sow In Feb-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Sep-Feb Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Sep

Tomato ‘Veranda Red’

Pea ‘Utrillo’

Chilli ‘Mirch Masala’

Pea ‘Sugar Lace’

Tomato ‘Orange 
Wellington’

Leek ‘Odrin’

Aubergine ‘Genie’

Sweetcorn ‘Café’

A dwarf patio tomato variety that 
is packed with big flavour! Great 
for growing in pots on a balcony 
or patio table, or in a yard or small 
space. Produces an abundance of 
bite sized fruits per plant.

A distinctive, late variety with dark 
green foliage and pods. The pods 
are very large, with up to 10 peas 
per pod, at harvest time. Presents 
very well, making it the perfect 
shelling pea for the home gardener.

A medium hot chilli that produces 
an abundance of downward facing 
hot peppers that ripen to a fiery red 
on semi-erect plants. Gives a kick 
to curries, stir fries, sauces, soups 
and salsas.

A tasty sugar snap pea that is 
compact enough to grow in a large 
pot. Pick regularly to encourage a 
long cropping period.

Fantastic beefsteak tomato with 
smooth, orange fruit vibrant with 
colour, while the flesh is firm, dense 
and virtually seedless. With a fresh 
flavour, this is a delicious addition to 
salads, sandwiches or roasted.

An outstanding variety with 
excellent winter hardiness. 
Produces good yields of sturdy 
white stems with striking blue-
green leaves that stay upright in 
the ground.

A fantastic variety which produces 
several fat, deep purple fruits that 
are high in potassium, folates and 
magnesium and a good source 
of vitamins E and K. No spines on 
stems makes picking easy. Ideal for 
greenhouse or patio.

An early variety with a clean tidy 
habit and excellent husk protection. 
Produces sunny yellow cobs with 
an outstanding sweet flavour. 
Performs well even in lower soil 
temperatures.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow Out Mar-Jul | Harvest Jun-Sep

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow Out Mar-Jul | Harvest Jun-Sep

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Jan-Feb | Sow Out Mar-May 
Harvest Dec-Apr

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Sep

|1020-2458 10 seeds £2.99

|1030-3217 300 seeds £2.29

|1020-2457 10 seeds £2.49

|1030-3216 150 seeds £2.79

|1020-2456 12 seeds £2.99

|1020-2460 50 seeds £3.99

|1020-2455 15 seeds £3.29

|1020-2459 30 seeds £2.99

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Bolt Resista nt

Up to 11 Peas per Pod!

Bred by  
Marshalls

Exclusive
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Vegetable Seed - Collections / Vegetable Seed A-Z Vegetable Seed A-Z - Beans (Broad)

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Mini Lettuce Seed 
Collection

Aubergine ‘Moneymaker 
F1’

Mini Veg Patch Seed 
Collection

Artichoke ‘Violet Globe’

All Year Round Herb 
Collection

Artichoke ‘Green Globe’

Marshalls Allotment 
Seed Collection

Grow your own mini lettuces with 
this collection chosen for their 
creamy, buttery taste. Contains 
‘Little Gem’, ‘Tom Thumb’ and 
‘Amaze’.

‘Moneymaker’ is an excellent 
quality Aubergine, giving reliable 
results! Suited both to greenhouse 
growing and a warm sunny patio. 
Well loved for its outstanding fruit 
quality and bountiful crop.

Perfect for starting your own veg 
patch. Contains our favourite 
varieties of beetroot, carrot, lettuce 
salad leaves, spring onion, kale, pea, 
runner bean, spinach and radish.

Beautiful in the border and 
delicious too! Artichoke ‘Violet 
Globe’ is a perennial plant 
producing wonderfully tasty crops 
year after year.

A collection of popular and easy to 
grow culinary herbs for a variety 
of tastes. Great for enhancing our 
meals. Includes fennel, parsley, 
coriander, thyme and sage plus 6 
other herbs.

A great delicacy, this reliable 
heritage variety produces 
wonderfully flavoured crops that 
can be steamed, boiled and served 
with melted lemon butter or 
hollandaise sauce.

Grow an allotment's worth of 
crop from this all-you-need seed 
collection. Contains 25 of our 
favourite varieties including root 
vegetables, brassicas, courgette, 
beans, squash, spinach, spring 
onion, beetroot, radish, swede, pea, 
leek, sweetcorn and marrow.

Harvest Apr-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest Jun-Aug

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest May-Aug

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-May 
Harvest May-Aug

Sow In Dec-Feb | Sow Out Mar-May, 
Oct-Nov | Harvest May-Aug

Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Jun-Sep

Sow Out Oct-Dec | Harvest May-Aug
Sow In Jan-Apr | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Sep

1020-2936 3 packets £4.19

1020-2017 30 seeds £2.49

1020-3776 10 packets £15.00

1020-2002 25 seeds £2.29

1020-2050 11 packets £14.99

1020-2000 35 seeds £2.29

1020-2119 25 packets £34.99

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Aug 
Harvest Jun-Oct

||

|

|

||

Broad Bean ‘Meteor 
Vroma’

Broad Bean ‘Robin 
Hood F1’

Broad Bean ‘Aquadulce 
Claudia’

Broad Bean ‘Masterpiece 
Green Longpod’

Broad Bean ‘De Monica’Broad Bean ‘The Sutton’

An award winning variety that 
produces long, well-filled pods with 
tender beans of good flavour. An 
early cropper that is ready with big 
pods to harvest as early as May and 
overwinters well.

Neat and compact plant growth 
makes these perfect for container 
gardening as well as in direct soil. 
Produces masses of pods from 
attractive flowers from May.

Award winning variety that is 
recognised as the best variety for 
an autumn sowing. Establishes 
itself quickly, is very hardy and 
produces very early crops of long 
glossy pods.

A reliable and popular variety 
that produces up to six or seven 
flavoursome beans in every pod. 
Excellent for freezing so you can 
enjoy these tasty beans even after 
harvest time.

A dual-sow, disease-resistant variety 
which can be sown to overwinter 
for early spring crops or left until 
spring. Fast growing, producing an 
abundance of tender beans.

Lower growing than our other 
broad beans but just as tasty. Ideal 
if you have a small garden or a very 
exposed site, where taller beans 
may suffer from the wind.

1030-3112 60 seeds £1.991030-3200 40 seeds £3.79

1030-3090 100 seeds £2.99

1030-3191 60 seeds £2.79

1030-3108 45 seeds £2.791030-3114 65 seeds £2.79

Broad Bean ‘Red 
Epicure’

Broad Bean ‘Sciabola 
Verde’

|1030-3119 50 seeds £2.59

|1030-3193 60 seeds £2.29

A-Z
of 

VEG 
SEED

How to grow 
broad beans

Broad beans are the 
hardiest of the bean 

family and grow quickly, 
germinating within about 

5-7 days of sowing and 
require little ongoing 

maintenance. 

Broad bean seeds can 
be sown outdoors from 

February to April and 
harvested in May, or if you 
fancy a spring crop, sow in 
autumn between October 
and November when the 

ground is still warm. 

Dwarf Variety

Pods up to 
40c   m!

Custo mer Favourite

£ 1.88*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 7.41*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 8.40*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 22.76*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

Early Maturi ng Looks Good, 
Tastes Good
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Beans (Runner)Vegetable Seed A-Z - Beans (French Dwarf & Climbing)

French Bean ‘Delinel’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Maxi’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Cobra’ 
Climbing

French Bean ‘Purple 
Cascade’ Climbing

French Bean ‘Castandel’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘The Prince’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Amethyst’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Satelit’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Solista’ 
Climbing

French Bean ‘Voltage’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Borlotto 
Lingua di Fuoco Nano’ Dwarf 

French Bean ‘Nautica’ 
Dwarf

French Bean ‘Algarve’ 
Climbing

French Bean ‘Monte 
Cristo’ Climbing

|1030-3129 160 seeds £2.49

|1030-3126 120 seeds £2.49

|1030-3147 100 seeds £2.99

|1030-3143 50 seeds £2.49

|1030-3136 200 seeds £2.79

|1030-3135 160 seeds £2.49

|1030-3122 200 seeds £2.79

|1030-3207 120 seeds £2.69

|1030-3121 50 seeds £3.49

|1030-3137 120 seeds £3.49

|1030-3213 160 seeds £2.79

|1030-3214 150 seeds £2.49

|1030-3151 120 seeds £3.49

|1030-3124 50 seeds £2.59 |

French Bean Duo Climbing

A duo pack of climbing varieties 
to give you the perfect pair of 
vitamin-rich and attractive, tasty 
beans. Contains ‘Cobra’ and 
‘Purple Cascade’ which will give an 
abundance of crop until the first 
frost.

1030-3106 150 seeds £3.99

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jul 
Harvest Jul-Aug

Runner Bean ‘St George’

Runner Bean ‘Enorma’

|1030-3184 50 seeds £2.79

|1030-3180 50 seeds £2.29|||

Runner Bean 
‘Moonlight’

Runner Bean ‘Polestar’Runner Bean ‘White 
Lady’

A white-flowered variety giving 
you handfuls of smooth, stringless 
pods with excellent flavour. A space 
saving climber which makes it ideal 
for small outdoor spaces and pots 
or containers.

Tall free-flowering plants perfect 
for vertical gardening or when 
space is tight. Produces salmon 
coloured edible flowers which turn 
into stringless beans reaching an 
impressive 25cm in length.

Produces the thickest, most 
succulent and tender pods in the 
runner bean world. A strong grower 
and wonderfully heavy cropper 
which promises a fabulous harvest 
whatever the weather.

1030-3185 50 seeds £2.991030-3158 50 seeds £2.791030-3155 50 seeds £2.99

|1030-3187 45 seeds £3.49

|1030-3186 45 seeds £2.99

Runner Bean ‘Stardust’

Runner Bean ‘Firestorm’

This variety is the result of an expert 
cross between a French bean and a 
runner that produces self-fertile white 
flowers on vigorous plants. The result is 
stringless, smooth beans with a fantastic 
taste.

Lauded for its brilliant red flowers and 
unique ability to self-set without the aid 
of external insect pollination. Produces 
handful after handful of generously-long, 
stringless beans.

Runner Bean Duo
A duo of self pollinating beans that gives you a bumper crop that is packed full 
of flavour and freezes well. Contains ‘Firestorm’ and ‘Stardust’ varieties which 
both produce stringless pods of fresh and sweet tasty produce.

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Jul-Oct

|1030-3105  90 seeds £4.70

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Aug

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Red & White 
Flowers

Self-Fertile
£ 1.78*
SAVE
Duopack

£ 1.49*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually* Compared to buying individually

Heavy Cropper

Early Croppi ng

Picki ngLo
Seaso

n
ng
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Brussels SproutVegetable Seed A-Z - Beetroot

||

Beetroot Quattro 
Gourmet Mix

Beetroot ‘Cylindra’

A great mix of four different 
coloured beetroots. Harvest as 
baby beet or leave to mature, use 
them to create amazing salads or 
unusual roasted vegetables.

A great variety for slicing that stores 
well and keeps its sweet flavour all 
season. Produces roots with a well 
flavoured dark red flesh and can be 
harvested over a long period.

1020-2045 300 seeds £2.491020-2042 450 seeds £1.89

Beetroot ‘Pablo’

Beetroot ‘Solo F1’

Beetroot ‘Burpees 
Golden’

Beetroot ‘Chioggia F1’

|1020-2038 300 seeds £2.49

|1020-2037 400 seeds £2.49

|1020-2060 100 seeds £1.49

|1020-2059 300 seeds £1.89

|1020-2431 170 seeds £2.99|1020-2049 380 seeds £1.99

|1020-2061 200 seeds £1.99

Beetroot Sugar Salad MixBeetroot ‘Baby Beet  
Action F1’

Beetroot ‘Monika’Beetroot ‘Boltardy’

A colourful collection of the sweetest, 
softest-hearted varieties that you can 
eat straight from the garden with no 
cooking. Perfect for growing in UK plots 
and disease resistant for successful 
harvests.

Great for home growing from seed in 
pots and raised beds. Sow little and often 
to produce smooth-skinned, round beets 
which are wonderfully tender, with a 
sweet earthy taste. A great all rounder 
which has a good resistance to bolting.

A monogerm variety meaning less need 
for thinning for easy growing. Delicious 
young as sweet baby beets, and slow 
to bolt even when weather-stressed. A 
reliable favourite for grow your own.

A true gardeners favourite for early 
sowing, due to its resistance to bolting. 
This tried and tested variety produces 
beets with an excellent sweet flavour, 
smooth skin and deep red tender flesh.

|

|
1020-2026 400 seeds £1.79
1020-2027 1450 seeds £2.49

Sow Out Mar-Jul | Harvest Aug-Nov Sow Out Mar-Jul | Harvest Jul-Nov

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov
Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov

|

|

|||

Brussels Sprout ‘Ruby 
Crunch F1’

Brussels Sprout 
‘Trafalgar F1’

Brussels Sprout Long 
Crop F1 Duo

Brussels Sprout ‘Brodie F1’Brussels Sprout ‘Bright F1’

The first F1 hybrid variety available 
producing uniform, reliable plants 
to give a harvest of crunchy, bite-
sized sprouts. Thrives in cooler 
conditions and are hardy plants 
well suited to growing in the UK.

Produces heavy crops of easy-
harvest firm buttons. Good flavour 
which intensifies after frosts. 
Vigorous and tall plants that 
withstand harsh winter weather 
and are fully disease resistant.

A great-value saver pack which 
contains ‘Brodie’ and ‘Trafalgar’, 
both selected for their superb 
flavour and solid round sprouts on 
medium height plants. 

The perfect Christmas sprout, 
maturing in time for the festive 
period. An exceptionally sweet, 
tender flavour so perfect for 
children. This variety shows good 
disease resistance to mildew and is 
highly acclaimed by supermarkets.

Early to mid-season sprout, 
maturing just under six months 
after transplanting with an 
impressive yield. This variety 
produces smooth, round sprouts 
which hold well and show good 
disease resistance.

1020-2211 30 seeds £2.69

1020-2077 40 seeds £2.79

1020-2153 2 packets £3.701020-2289 40 seeds £2.791020-2288 40 seeds £2.79

|1020-2210 15 seeds £3.29

|1020-2155 30 seeds £3.99

Brussels Sprout ‘Crispus F1’

Brussels Sprout ‘Clodius F1’

An award winning hybrid variety that 
produces small, tight buttons which are 
dark green with good flavour. An excellent 
source of vitamins C and D, folic acid and 
high in antioxidants, it’s both vigorous 
and has an excellent standing ability.

Excellently flavoured, solid round 
sprouts on medium height plants. Good 
resistance to powdery mildew and ring 
spot. Has performed well in independent 
trials and is now a proven winner with 
veg growers across the country.

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Dec-Feb

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Sep

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest Oct-Nov

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Sep-Feb

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr 
Harvest Nov-Dec

Sow In Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Nov-Feb

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Nov-Feb

Brassicas include 
cauliflower, broccoli, 
cabbage, kale, and 

brussels sprouts which 
are all remarkably hardy 

in cooler weather and are 
rewarding to grow, as well 
as being very nutritious. 

Brassicas should be 
rotated around the garden 
or allotment every 3 years 
as this will help reduce the 
risk of pests and diseases 
destroying crops. When 

planting out, use brassica 
collars to protect from 

cabbage root fly. 

How to grow 
brassicas

Bolt Resista nt

Bolt Resista nt

Bolt Resista nt

* Compared to buying individually

£ 1.88*
SAVE
Duopack
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - CabbageVegetable Seed A-Z - Broccoli & Calabrese

|||

Broccoli ‘Summer 
Purple’

Broccoli ‘Extra Early 
Rudolph’

Broccoli ‘Early Purple 
Sprouting’

Specially bred for summer 
cropping and produces high 
quality, well-coloured spears with 
good heat tolerance. A very high 
yielding and versatile variety that is 
easy to grow and very good for you!

A high quality broccoli that will 
begin to crop in October but is at 
its very best from November to 
February. Good sized, tender spears 
are produced on large framed 
plants.

This buttery soft, nutty-flavoured 
broccoli has an extra long 
harvesting period maturing from 
January to April. Heavy cropping, it 
has good quality spears that can be 
harvested over many weeks.

1020-2138 200 seeds £1.991020-2139 200 seeds £1.891020-2136 400 seeds £1.99

Brokali ‘Columbia’

Broccoli ‘Jacaranda’

Broccoli ‘Spring Rapini’

Calabrese ‘Kabuki F1’

Calabrese ‘Komodo F1’

Calabrese ‘Green  
Magic F1’

Broccoli ‘White 
Sprouting Burbank F1’

Broccoli ‘Claret F1’

Calabrese ‘Marathon F1’

Calabrese ‘Zen F1’

|1020-2924 50 seeds £2.99

|1020-2448 15 seeds £3.49

|1020-2083 500 seeds £1.79

|1020-2110 80 seeds £2.49

|1020-2297 30 seeds £2.79

|1020-2165 60 seeds £2.79

|1020-2076 30 seeds £2.99

|1020-2120 90 seeds £2.79

|1020-2200 30 seeds £1.99

|1020-2112 100 seeds £2.49

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Apr-Jun  
Harvest Nov-Apr

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Jun  
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out Apr-May   
Harvest Oct-Feb

Cabbage ‘Red Rookie F1’

Cabbage ‘Greyhound F1’

Cabbage ‘Regency F1’

Cabbage ‘Primo’

Cabbage ‘Kilaxy F1’

Cabbage ‘Sennen F1’

|1020-2266 70 seeds £2.69

|1020-2204 500 seeds £1.69

|1020-2080 50 seeds £2.49

|1020-2217 500 seeds £1.79

|1020-2237 20 seeds £2.79

|1020-2215 30 seeds £1.99

||

|

Cabbage ‘Tundra F1’Cabbage ‘Supervoy F1’

Cabbage ‘Lodero F1’

The most frost-hardy cabbage, 
sweet as a nut and very reliable! 
A remarkable winter ballhead 
that will stay in good condition 
without splitting for many months. 
Splendid steamed, boiled or 
shredded.

Winter-tough bright green Savoy-
type, with tender blistered leaves. 
This is a great winter-hardy variety 
that shows good disease resistance 
and vigorous growth. Attractive, 
fleshy and tasty.

A main crop variety and is the first 
club root resistant red cabbage. It 
has good storage potential and its 
deep red colour adds interest to 
winter coleslaws as well as cooking. 

1020-2250 100 seeds £2.791020-2018 30 seeds £2.49

1020-2214 20 seeds £2.69

|1020-2258 4 packets £6.69

|1020-2203 80 seeds £2.99

Club Root Resistant 
Brassica F1 Collection

Cabbage ‘Duncan F1’

Avoid the heartbreak of seeing your 
cabbages succumb to clubroot with our 
super clubroot-resistant collection, This 
mix pack contains one packet each of 
‘Kilaxy’, ‘Clapton’, ‘Lodero’ and ‘Crispus’.

Probably the most versatile cabbage in 
the world, and can be used for cooking 
in many different ways. Can be sown 
throughout both spring and summer 
and produces dark green upright leaves 
and tight pointed hearts.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Feb-Sep  
Harvest Jan-Dec

Sow In Feb-May | Sow Out Mar-May  
Harvest Jul-Apr

Sow In Apr-Jun | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Dec-Feb

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out Apr-May  
Harvest Nov-Apr

Sow In Mar-Apr | Harvest Oct-Nov

Heavy Croppi ng

£ 5.07*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

Great FlavourCross Betwee
Broccoli & Cauliflower

n
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - CarrotVegetable Seed A-Z - Carrot

|1020-2351 500 seeds £1.99

|1020-2358 2200 seeds £1.99

|1020-2349 2000 seeds £1.79

|1020-2178 500 seeds £2.49|1020-2160 300 seeds £1.99

|1020-2057 300 seeds £2.99

|1020-2361 500 seeds £1.99

Carrot ‘Sugarsnax 54 F1’

Carrot ‘Amsterdam  
Forcing 3 F1’

Carrot ‘Early French Frame 
4 Lisa’

Carrot ‘Nantes 2’

Carrot ‘Marion F1’Carrot ‘Nandor F1’

Carrot ‘Sweet Candle F1’

Carrot ‘Nairobi F1’

The sweetest carrot you will find! The 
long, thin, uniform roots are extra high in 
beta-carotene giving it a deeper orange 
colour. Stores well in the ground, with 
good resistance to bolting, giving fresh 
carrots over a much longer period.

With a superbly sweet flavour and very 
early harvest, this variety has a great 
colour and is virtually coreless, especially 
when young. Ideal for forced sowings in 
containers or under cloches.

Produces little round orange roots which 
are a rich source of carotene. The fresh 
roots taste delicious and can be used 
for juices or as a healthy snack. Quick 
to crop and perfect for poor soils or 
container growing.

A very early and tender carrot variety 
which produces long, cylindrical roots. A 
fast maturing, deep orange variety with 
little fibrous core makes for a palatable 
carrot with a sweet taste and unique 
flavour.

Produces very tender carrots with 
superb flavour and are suitable for all 
year growing. This award winning variety 
produces blunt tipped roots which are 
exceptionally sweet tasting and a good 
colour.

A fine quality ‘Nantes’ type carrot, stump 
rooted and with resistance to carrot fly, 
making it ideal for gardeners who prefer 
not to use chemicals. Quick to mature 
and gives excellent yields of sweet tasty 
roots.

The perfect variety for growing in UK 
conditions. A show-worthy and robust 
variety that all the best growers use for 
vegetable competitions and exhibitions. 
Given RHS Award of Garden Merit for its 
impressive crops.

An early Nantes style of carrot which 
grows quickly producing good flavour, 
colour and a smooth texture. The 
cylindrical roots have little core which 
makes them very tender. Can be grown 
as both an early or maincrop variety. 

Sow Out Feb-Jul | Harvest May-Nov

Sow Out Feb-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Jun-Nov

Sow Out Feb-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov
Sow Out Feb-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest May-Oct

Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Sep-Feb

Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Aug-Mar Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Aug-Mar

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest Jun-Nov
Sow Out Apr-Jun   
Harvest Aug-Nov, Jan-Mar

Sow In Sep-Oct | Sow Out Feb-Aug  
Harvest Jan-Dec

|1020-2433 300 seeds £1.00

|1020-2169 250 seeds £1.99|1020-2370 3000 seeds £1.89

Carrot ‘Charisma F1’

Carrot ‘Purple Haze F1’Carrot ‘Chantenay Red 
Cored 2’

Super-sturdy late maincrop for enjoying 
harvests in summer and autumn. The 
broad shoulders of this variety are 
resistant to greening and the roots 
produce an excellent crunch as well 
as taste. Highly resistant to bolting so 
perfect for the showbench.

A dark purple carrot which is equally 
as tasty as other Nantes varieties and 
particularly sweet so great eaten raw 
in salads. Not only does this variety 
pack a punch in its colour and taste, it 
is also robust and shows good disease 
resistance.

One of the most reliable of carrots, which 
can be cropped for almost five months 
of the year. The medium size stump 
roots are evenly shaped and of fine 
colour, with a deliciously sweet taste.

|

Carrot ‘Autumn King 2’Carrot ‘Rainbow Mix’
Award winning variety that 
produces big yields of large, stump-
rooted main-crop carrots right 
through the winter when other 
crops are scarce. Has good storage 
potential and shows natural 
resistance to carrot fly.

Choose this unique combination 
for a natural and vibrant mixture 
of different coloured roots, from 
white, yellow and orange through 
to red. These sweet, juicy and 
tender carrots are ideal to brighten 
up salads, soups and stir fries.

1020-2348 250 seeds £2.49

Carrot ‘Resistafly F1’
This carrot is an F1 variety meaning it has excellent disease resistance and also 
as the name suggests protects against carrot root fly. Expect the crops to be 
large, smooth and cylindrical with excellent flavour. Ideal for gardeners who 
prefer not to use chemicals, but yearn to grow blemish free carrots.

|1020-2408 800 seeds £2.49
|

|
1020-2395 2000 seeds £1.99
1020-2398 16900 seeds £2.99

Sow Out Apr-Jul | Harvest Aug-Mar
Sow Out Apr-Jun | Harvest Sep-Feb

|

|
1020-2363 5200 seeds £2.29
1020-2362 2600 seeds £1.79

Whether you are looking for 
uniformity, yield, harvest or 
flavour, we’ve taken care in 
ensuring we bring you the 
very best carrot seeds which 
are suitable for growing in 
the UK. When sowing carrots, 

avoid stony soil if possible or 
opt for a variety with shorter 
roots. Soil should also be free 
draining and sunny. 
Short-rooted carrot varieties 
can be grown in containers 
or growing bags. 

How to grow carrots

British Bred 
Variety
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Celery, Celeriac, Chard & CourgetteVegetable Seed A-Z - Cauliflower & Kale

||||

Kale ‘Redbor F1’Kale ‘Green Curled’Kale ‘Cavolo Nero’Kale ‘Black Magic’
A wonderful and colourful addition 
to the winter garden, this beautiful 
variety has red tinged leaves which 
turn rich purple in cooler weather. 
Ideal for successive cutting it keeps 
on producing tender leaves.

A much-loved, compact curly 
variety that is weather resistant, 
withstanding strong winds and 
grows in poor soils. Produces 
ornamental, dark, frilled leaves with 
a fresh flavour. 

This variety is impressively cold-
hardy and stands up to weather, 
with its flavour intensified after 
a frost. The narrow leaves have 
a savoyed, ‘bubbly’ look. It cooks 
quickly.

This variety of Tuscan kale has been 
bred for the British climate. With 
improved cold tolerance and bolt 
resistance, it is the favourite kale for 
the garden gourmet.

1020-2627 50 seeds £2.791020-2534 400 seeds £1.991020-2579 550 seeds £1.991020-2533 50 seeds £2.49

|1020-2424 240 seeds £1.89

|1020-2170 20 seeds £2.99

Cauliflower ‘All Year Round’

Cauliflower ‘Clapton F1’

A late summer, early autumn variety 
maturing in June-October. This popular 
cauliflower produces large, well 
protected curds which are tasty whether 
steamed or boiled and perfect for 
making piccalilli.

The original variety with clubroot 
resistance. It boasts an erect habit, 
keeping the central curds clean and 
off the ground, and surrounding leaves 
that embrace the central curd for extra 
protection.

Cauliflower ‘Jerome F1’

Cauliflower ‘Sunset F1’

Cauliflower ‘Romanesco 
Celio’

Cauliflower ‘North 
Foreland F1’

|1020-2412 30 seeds £3.49

|1020-2435 15 seeds £2.29

|1020-2109 25 seeds £2.99

|1020-2171 10 seeds £1.99

Sow In Jan-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-May  
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out Apr-Jul  
Harvest Oct-Apr

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out Jun-Jul  
Harvest Nov-Apr

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Sep-Mar Sow Out Apr-Aug | Harvest Jan-Dec Sow Out Apr-Aug | Harvest Jan-Dec

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out Jun-Jul  
Harvest Nov-Apr

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out Jun-Jul  
Harvest Nov-Apr

||||

Swiss Chard ‘Fordhook 
Giant’

Swiss Chard ‘Bright 
Lights’

Celeriac ‘Monarch’Celery ‘Loretta’

A heavy yielder that produces thick, 
tender leaves with a slightly bitter, 
earthy flavour over a long growing 
season. Bolt and cold tolerant, this 
variety is a good choice for the 
beginner or busy gardeners.

Very tasty and easy to grow variety 
with colourful stalks pretty enough 
for the flower border. Very versatile 
and can be eaten as spinach in stir 
fries or in salads.

An improvement on older strains, 
‘Monarch’ is smoother skinned with 
super flavoured flesh. Easy to grow 
from seed, this is a popular Celeriac 
variety because of its flavour and 
versatility.

A self-blanching variety that is 
naturally vigorous and disease-
resistant. Produces smooth, 
crisp, yet succulent sticks with a 
wonderful flavour which you can 
harvest mid summer until mid 
autumn.

1020-2878 500 seeds £1.791020-2591 100 seeds £1.891020-2489 500 seeds £1.991020-2724 200 seeds £1.99

The Mediterranean Courgette F1 Collection

Buy individually

If you love the taste and ease of growing prolific and productive courgette 
plants, then this collection is for you. Contains ‘Tuscany’, ‘Lemona’ and 
‘Romanesco Latino’, all great on flavour, extremely versatile, and easy to cook.

|1020-2672 30 seeds £4.69
Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Jul-Oct

Produces very large crops of deliciously dark fruits with firm flesh and 
excellent flavour.

A vibrant yellow variety with a creamy texture and sweet taste.

A wonderful variety with excellent flavour and characteristic ribs down the fruit.

Courgette ‘Tuscany F1’

Courgette ‘Lemona’

Courgette ‘Romanesco Latino F1’

|1020-2510 10 seeds £1.99

|1020-2671 10 seeds £1.99

|1020-2691 10 seeds £1.99

£ 1.28*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Custo mer Favourite

* Compared to buying individually

Tusca ny Le mo na
Ro
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ma nesco no

Bolt Resista nt
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Cucumber (Indoor)Vegetable Seed A-Z - Courgette & Cucumber (Outdoor)

|1020-2674 10 seeds £1.99

|1020-2078 8 seeds £2.99

Courgette ‘Alfresco F1’

Courgette ‘Modena F1’

Produces a creamy-green coloured 
fruit with a distinctive, delicate flavour. 
Unique amongst other courgettes, this 
variety excels in taste and the texture is 
fleshy which means it keeps well.

This variety produces high yields of deep 
green courgettes, with high disease 
resistance. Pick fruit daily for using raw, 
cooked in ratatouille or spiralised in stir 
fries.

||||

Cucumber ‘Marketmore’Cucumber ‘Burpless 
Tasty Green F1’

Cucumber ‘Mini 
Muncher F1’

Cucamelon ‘Mexican 
Gherkin’

A very reliable outdoor variety. 
Cropping heavily from July with 
fruits up to 20cm long. This 
combined with its resistance to 
powdery and downy mildew make 
this a customer favourite!  

Tender skinned and easy on the 
digestion! These cucumber fruits 
can reach 25-30cm long and are 
crisp and tasty. More digestible 
than others, which is reflected in 
its name.

Considered to be a fantastic 
lunchbox cucumber. A versatile 
variety for growing on the ground 
or up a trellis, perfect for small 
spaces.

Grown like a regular cucumber, 
this exotic variety produces masses 
of bite-size fruits that are fun, 
refreshing and almost citrusy. Great 
for children’s pack lunches.

1020-2509 20 seeds £1.991020-2521 20 seeds £2.691020-2085 6 seeds £3.991020-2064 20 seeds £2.49

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out Apr-May  
Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Mar-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Cucumber ‘Lemon’

Gherkin ‘Partner F1’

Cucumber ‘Euphya F1’

Cucumber ‘Anbar F1’

Cucumber ‘Sherpa F1’

Cucumber ‘Delistar F1’

Cucumber ‘Mini Munch’

Cucumber ‘Telegraph 
Improved’

Lemon-yellow, spherical 
cucumbers that are tender and 
sweet. These easy-grow attractive 
‘rounds’ are excellent for salads and 
pickling. You can expect a long and 
fruitful harvesting season with this 
heavy cropper.

A fantastic variety which produces 
delicious sweet tasting gherkins. 
It has fantastic disease resistance 
resulting in a a consistently high 
yielding crop. Perfect for salads.

A productive, refreshing variety that 
has unbeatable long, straight fruit, 
easy for picking. Shows impressive 
disease resistance so even during 
a wet and dull summer you can 
guarantee champion cucumbers.

A vigorous F1 hybrid giving you 
lots of tasty fruit. Has excellent viral 
disease resistance to cucumber 
mosaic virus so even when the 
conditions are not favourable, this 
still guarantees a high yield.

Self-fertile indoor-growing variety 
that copes well with greenhouse 
temperature fluctuations without 
harming the fruits. Produces a 
bumper yield with a refreshing 
taste.

Grow a fantastic variety of sweet 
cucumber from this value 
pack. You will be rewarded with 
an unusual but great-tasting 
cucumber that boasts a thin skin 
and a delicious taste.

A delicious, thin-skinned and very 
heavy cropping variety that can 
expect up to 20 fruits per week per 
plant! A great snack at any time of 
day, and perfect for popping into 
lunch-boxes.

An improved strain of the much 
loved cucumber. This variety 
produces large crops of long, 
smooth skinned fruits with 
wonderful, mild flavour and few 
seeds.

1020-2283 8 seeds £1.49

1020-2228 10 seeds £2.29

1020-2610 5 seeds £3.69

1020-2511 5 seeds £3.29

1020-2079 6 seeds £3.49

1020-2443 8 seeds £3.49

1020-2514 5 seeds £3.99

1020-2522 10 seeds £2.99

Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Jul-Sep

Courgette ‘Zucchini F1’
An excellent all-round variety giving an exceptionally generous crop right 
through the season of long, dark, emerald green courgettes. With its fine 
delicate flavour, this is a firm favourite with gardeners.

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Jul-Oct

|1020-2670 15 seeds £1.99

Perfect for Pickli ng

Heirloo VarietymGreat for S nacki ng

Highly Reco mme nded
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Leek

Leek ‘Neptune’
A reliable variety, with dark blue-green colour and good shaft length. Has some 
rust resistance and exhibits a sweet, tangy flavour. Very hardy to UK weather 
conditions and will keep going over winter.

Sow In Jan-Feb | Sow Out Mar-Apr | Harvest Nov-Feb

|1020-2567 350 seeds £1.99

|1020-2569 400 seeds £1.99

|1020-2575 700 seeds £1.99

Leek ‘Zermatt’

Leek ‘Musselburgh’

Early maturing variety in great demand 
as a baby leek, it has a long shank with 
erect leaves and is also an excellent leek 
when left to mature. It also has some 
rust resistance.

An exceptionally hardy variety that’s 
very reliable and produces tasty leeks for 
winter dishes. A proven performer and 
still takes some beating as it still crops 
when other vegetables are lean.

Leek ‘Oarsman F1’

Leek ‘Mammoth 
Tornado’

Leek ‘Blauwegroene 
Winter Bandit’

Leek ‘Terminal’

|1020-2525 50 seeds £2.79

|1020-2566 700 seeds £1.99

|1020-2068 250 seeds £1.99

|1020-2003 300 seeds £1.99

|

Leek ‘Krypton F1’Leek Early and Late Duo
An early compact leek with an 
upright habit. It is easy to grow and 
can be used as a baby leek making 
it perfect for smaller plots. It has 
good disease resistance and is an 
excellent cropper.

This duo pack gives you a double-
length harvesting period. Contains 
‘Krypton’ which harvests in summer 
and autumn, and ‘Neptune’ ready 
from October and harvestable right 
through the winter.

1020-2570 50 seeds £2.99
Sow Out Jan-Apr | Harvest Sep-Mar

Sow In Jan-Feb | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Oct-Mar

Sow In Jan-Feb | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Nov

Sow In Jan-Feb | Sow Out Mar-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Mar

Vegetable Seed A-Z - Lettuce

| |

Small Space Lettuce 
Collection

Lettuce ‘All The Year 
Round’

Packed full of vitamins, every head 
of these mini-lettuces provides a 
perfect sphere of healthy leaves. 
Contains ‘Little Gem’, ‘Tom Thumb’ 
and ‘Amaze’. Perfect for container 
growing.

Succulent and sweet butterhead 
lettuce. Sow little and often for 
crops all through summer. Sow in 
September to stand through winter 
to harvest the following spring.

1020-2936 3 packets £4.19 1020-2588 1700 seeds £1.69

Lettuce ‘Little Gem’

Lettuce ‘Tom Thumb’

Lettuce ‘Bijou’

Lettuce ‘Rekord’

Lettuce ‘Webbs 
Wonderful’

Lettuce ‘Nikolaj’

Lettuce ‘Amaze’

Lettuce ‘Radicchio Trevi’

Lettuce ‘Match’ Lettuce ‘Rosedale’

|1020-2630 1700 seeds £1.99

|1020-2598 1700 seeds £1.79

|1020-2590 500 seeds £2.29

|1020-2584 400 seeds £1.79

|1020-2614 1000 seeds £1.79

|1020-2144 400 seeds £1.99

|1020-2586 300 seeds £2.29

|1020-2659 200 seeds £1.89

|1020-2439 1500 seeds £1.99

|1020-2609 500 seeds £1.99

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Aug 
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow In Mar-Apr | Sow Out Mar-Sep 
Harvest Jan-Dec

|1020-2581 400 seeds £2.90

Salad leaves grow best in 
full sun and are perfect for 
growing in free-draining 

containers. 

As the leaves start to grow, 
thin them out by removing 

with your thumb and 
forefinger, as this will give 
the rest of the plants more 

room to grow. 

Sow seeds around two 
weeks apart so you have 

a continuous supply 
throughout the summer. 

How to  
Grow Salad

Bolt Resista nt

£ 2.08*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually

British BredCusto mer Favourite

£ 1.88*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

Lo nng Harvest

U nique Colour!

Soft a
Texture

nd Buttery
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Onion (Spring) & ParsnipVegetable Seed A-Z - Marrow, Melon & Onion

|

|

|

Onion ‘Ailsa Craig’

Melon ‘Outdoor  
Wonder F1’

Onion ‘Fasto F1’
Produces large, globe-shaped 
onions with golden, straw coloured 
skin, perfect for the show bench. 
The excellent keeping qualities and 
mild flavour make it superb for the 
home gardener too.

This great melon variety, will grow 
outdoors. Living up to its name, it 
needs no special soil warming, just 
some mulch or weed suppressing 
membrane.

Producing vibrant, golden-skinned 
crops of an exceptional shape, with 
a sweet, punchy taste, this variety 
matures early with great storage 
potential of up to six months in the 
right conditions.

1020-2738 500 seeds £2.89

1020-2193 10 seeds £2.99

1020-2436 350 seeds £1.99

Marrow ‘Badger Cross’

Melon ‘Esmeralda’

Onion ‘Hylander F1’

Onion ‘Red Baron’

Onion ‘Marco F1’

Shallot ‘Zebrune’

|1020-2676 15 seeds £1.99

|1020-2703 5 seeds £2.99

|1020-2748 40 seeds £2.29

|1020-2766 350 seeds £2.29

|1020-2713 400 seeds £1.99

|1020-2272 75 seeds £1.99

Onion ‘Showmaster’
Colossal in size and sweet-flavoured, this onion will stop everyone in its tracks. 
With its super-size proportions and aromatic and tangy flavour, it's ideal for 
exhibitions and competitions.

Sow In Jan-Feb, Sep-Oct | Harvest Jul-Aug

|1020-2378 200 seeds £1.99
Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Aug-Oct

Sow In Jan-Apr | Sow Out Feb-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar | Sow Out Feb-Apr, 
Sep-Oct | Harvest Aug-Sep

Spring Onion ‘White 
Lisbon’

Spring Onion ‘Guardsman’

Spring Onion ‘Furio’

Spring Onion ‘Lilia’

|1020-2768 750 seeds £1.69 |1020-2715 300 seeds £1.99

|1020-2069 500 seeds £1.99

||

Parsnip ‘White Gem’Parsnip ‘Pearl F1’
This broad shouldered short 
rooted variety is suitable for most 
soil types, even shallow soil. Good 
canker resistance in lots of medium 
length, smooth skinned, fine 
flavoured parsnips.

A high quality variety with very 
uniform, slender roots and a 
smooth white skin. Produces 
an excellent yield of the highest 
quality and delicious when roasted! 
A late crop variety with a good level 
of disease resistance.

1020-2797 1000 seeds £1.991020-2793 200 seeds £2.29

Spring Onion ‘White Lisbon Winter Hardy’

Parsnip ‘Gladiator F1’

White Lisbon is a quick cropping, traditional salad onion. It’s an excellent 
variety for successful sowing and is very hardy. It also makes an aromatic and 
tangy addition to meals.

Will establish and grow vigorously showing strong disease resistance. An 
excellent all round performer, with great internal quality and fine flavour 
worthy for both the kitchen or the showbench.

Sow Out Feb-May | Harvest Oct-Feb

|1020-2147 600 seeds £2.79

Sow Out Aug-Oct | Harvest Feb-May

|1020-2769 400 seeds £1.69

Sow Out Feb-May | Harvest Jul-Mar Sow Out Feb-May | Harvest Oct-Feb

|

|
1020-2857 500 seeds £1.99
1020-2728 1000 seeds £2.79

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

Bolt Resista nt

Dual Purpose 
Variety

Perfect for Exhibiti ng Early Maturi ng

Bred by  
Marshalls
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Pepper (Sweet)Vegetable Seed A-Z - Pea

Mangetout ‘Snow Wind’Mangetout ‘Oregon 
Sugar Pod’

A delicious stringless mangetout 
pea, which stood out from the 
crowd in the trials field on account 
of its pretty pods and great flavour. 
Even older pods are crisp and tasty.

The most well known mangetout 
variety, often stocked in 
supermarkets. Produces extra large, 
sweet, fleshy, stringless pods over a 
long harvest period. Non-climbing, 
dwarf plants that grow only 75cm 
tall.

|1030-3204 200 seeds £2.69|1030-3072 200 seeds £1.99

Pea ‘Kelvedon Wonder’

Pea ‘Spring’

Pea ‘Sugar Ann’

Mangetout ‘Delikata’

|1030-3044 300 seeds £2.29

|1030-3036 300 seeds £2.29

|1030-3040 260 seeds £2.69

|1030-3060 200 seeds £2.29

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jun-SepSow Out Feb-Jun | Harvest Jun-Sep

Sweet Pepper ‘Ace F1’

Snackbite Peppers Collection

A vigorous F1 variety with large bell peppers that you can harvest whilst green 
or allow to mature to a deep red. Performs particularly well in cool climates 
making it popular with UK gardeners. If you haven't had luck with peppers 
before, try this as it's easy to grow, is quick to mature and packed with an 
exceptional sweet flavour.

A collection with great sweetness and very few seeds, this is the perfect little 
sweet pepper to pop in childrens lunchboxes. The plants crop prolifically, have 
a compact habit and are well suited to container growing. Contains 1 packet 
each of yellow, orange and red Snackbite peppers.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

|1020-2864 21 seeds £2.99

|1020-7772 15 seeds £4.50

Sweet Pepper ‘Diablo’Sweet Pepper 
‘Cabaneros’

Sweet Pepper ‘Kubista’Sweet Pepper ‘Bellrouge’

An award-winning Ox-horn type 
pepper which produces ruby-red 
fruit from as early as July and into 
autumn. Produces sweet, thick 
flesh with a satisfying crunch that 
can be used in any recipes.

A uniform and vigorous variety that 
produces extra large, thick-skinned 
and fleshy fruits that grow up to 8in 
long and will ripen from green to 
red. Full of vitamin C content with 
an exceptional flesh sweet flavour.

Give your salads and dishes a sweet 
and tasty flavour with this vibrant 
orange variety that will add colour 
to all dishes. Produces blocky 
square fruits that start off green, 
turning to a vibrant orange when 
fully mature.

A heavy cropper that produces 
thick fruits with a fleshy texture 
which ripen to a classic red shade. 
Ideal for roasting or eating raw with 
its exceptionally sweet flavour and 
subtle hints of citrus, this variety is 
popular with home growers.

|1020-2180 10 seeds £2.29|1020-2016 6 seeds £1.99

|1020-2440 12 seeds £2.29|1020-2452 10 seeds £2.29

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-OctSow In Apr-Jul | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Apr-Jul | Harvest Jul-Sep
Sow In Mar-Jul, Oct-Nov  
Harvest May-Oct Sow In Mar-Jul | Harvest May-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-OctSow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Pea ‘Early Onward’Pea ‘Douce Provence’Pea ‘Hurst Green Shaft’Pea ‘Alderman’
A popular and high yielding 
maincrop dwarf variety that 
features large pods of 8-10 
flavoursome, fresh fat peas. A 
sturdy variety that requires little 
support for easy-care and freezes 
well for supplies through late 
autumn and into winter.

A super sweet and succulent 
variety that grows to around waist 
height for easy picking. Growing 
to about 75cm it needs virtually no 
support. Extremely versatile and a 
variety that you can grow almost all 
year round.

A popular variety that produces 
heavy crops of long pointed pods 
in pairs containing about 10 peas of 
wonderful, sweet flavour. Resistant 
to downy mildew and fusarium 
wilt and at a height of 70cm is 
managable for small spaces or 
large plots.

A climbing pea and firm favourite 
of home growers up and down the 
country. A dependable variety that 
gives you big crops of large, quality 
dark green pods with sublime and 
deliciously sweet peas.

|1030-3050 300 seeds £1.99|1030-3032 300 seeds £1.99|1030-3056 300 seeds £2.29|1030-3034 300 seeds £1.99

Classic Bell Pepper10 Peas per Pod!

Perfect for Lu nchboxes

* Compared to buying individually

£ 5.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Pumpkin & RadishVegetable Seed A-Z - Pepper (Chilli)

|1020-2235 6 seeds £2.49|1020-2052 6 seeds £2.49

|1020-2427 6 seeds £2.99|1020-2782 15 seeds £1.99

|1020-2449 6 seeds £3.99

|1020-2184 10 seeds £2.49

Chilli Pepper ‘Basket Of 
Fire’

Chilli Pepper ‘Hot Thai’

Chilli Pepper ‘Machu Pichu’Chilli Pepper ‘Jalapeno’

Chilli Pepper ‘Armageddon’

Chilli Pepper ‘Caldero’

Extremely prolific chilli producing lots of 
fruit that changes from purple to orange 
to signal red. The fruit are upward facing 
making them easy to see and pick, and 
their heat packs a lot of punch.

A bushy but compact variety, that 
produces a large number of small, 
upright, very hot red chillies that are 
excellent for drying, used as chilli powder 
or fresh in Asian dishes. Perfect for pots 
and containers and easily harvestable.

A rare brown and smoky chilli pepper 
that fruits from tall plants that reach 
up to 80cm in height. Medium-hot in 
intensity, it gives an interesting kick to 
meaty or tomato sauces. Plants reach up 
to 90cm, making them perfect for indoor 
growing.

The original and most notorious fiery 
chilli pepper. Produces plump and glossy 
green fruits that later turn red which 
taste unbelievable sliced in salads and 
sandwiches, stuffed with cottage cheese 
or cooked to create hot and spicy dishes.

This British-bred extra-hot variety is 
one of the fieriest chillies on the planet, 
scoring a mouth-watering 1.3 million on 
the Scoville scale for measuring heat. For 
those that enjoy experiencing super-hot 
chillies and flavouring in dishes, this is 
for you!

A glorious red Italian pepper which 
produces sweet, round fruits with 
thick, juicy flesh and a crisp, delicious 
flavour. Easy to grow and grows well in 
containers and patio planters.

|1020-2437 6 seeds £2.29

Chilli Pepper ‘Longhorn’
A vigorous but very high yielding chilli 
pepper variety. The very long fruits 
are much larger than others and have 
an unusual curl at the end, giving the 
pepper its name. The fruits are tasty and 
pack a mild punch.

Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1020-2428 6 seeds £2.99

Chilli Pepper ‘Lancer’
The perfect variety for drying and 
making your own chilli powder! This 
versatile and vibrant chilli grows to 90cm  
if grown in a large pot or greenhouse 
but will also make neat 45cm tall plants 
if in a smaller pot so perfect for the 
windowsill.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Jan-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Radish Breakfast Mix

Radish ‘Pink Dragon’Radish ‘Sparkler’Radish Marshalls Mix

Contains varieties ‘Felicia’ ‘Slovana’ 
and ‘Rampouch.’, famed for their 
peppery aftertaste. Attractive, easy 
to slice and suited to salads, these 
are ready for harvesting in just four 
weeks.

Produces globe-shaped roots of 
deep scarlet and pure white. Very 
tasty with a crisp texture which it 
maintains long after maturing. It 
is quick growing, suitable for both 
early and late season planting, ideal 
for the novice gardener.

Perhaps the fastest growing radish! 
Bright scarlet red colour contrasts 
with the pure white tips. Great taste 
and a good variety for children to 
grow because of the quick results.

A great mix of varieties to give you 
rainbow colour, flavour and a bit 
of zing to your salad bowl. Every 
packet contains a visually pleasing 
and tasty colour mix of ‘Purple 
Plum’, ‘Scarlet Globe’ ‘Sparkler’, 
‘White Turnip’ and ‘Zlata’.

|1020-2749 300 seeds £1.99

|1020-2824 100 seeds £1.99|1020-2246 1000 seeds £1.79|1020-2835 1000 seeds £1.99

|1020-2809 6 seeds £2.79

|1020-2450 8 seeds £2.79

Pumpkin ‘Invincible’

Pumpkin ‘Cargo’

An unusual variety that produces two to 
three fruit per plant. Its distinctive thick 
grey skin conceals a bright orange flesh 
which has a delicious flavour. Excellent 
for roasting or making pumpkin soup.

With its impressive weight, width and 
appearance, it’s no surprise that this 
variety ticks all the boxes for British 
growers as it's perfect for display 
purposes and for cutting up in the 
kitchen. 

Radish ‘Purple Plum’

Radish ‘French 
Breakfast’

Pumpkin 
‘Hundredweight’

Pumpkin ‘Polar Bear’

|1020-2827 300 seeds £1.79

|1020-2825 1000 seeds £1.99

|1020-2066 20 seeds £1.99

|1020-2281 8 seeds £2.69

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May  
Harvest Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Apr-Sep | Harvest Mar-Nov

Sow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest May-Oct Sow Out May-Sep | Harvest Aug-DecSow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest Apr-Oct

Best for 
Carvi ng
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Salad LeavesVegetable Seed A-Z - Rocket, Spinach & Turnip

|1020-2062 400 seeds £1.99

|1020-2947 100 seeds £1.79

Turnip ‘Armand’

Turnip ‘Sweetbell’

Impressively winter-hardy turnip 
variety to have when greens are lean. 
Roots are colourful, crisp and tender, 
with outstanding flavour. Performs 
exceptionally under cold conditions, 
providing a good harvest in the autumn 
and winter months.

A purple shouldered turnip with a taste 
that is similar to a melon. Produces 
firm textured roots that are 6-8cms in 
diameter and can be pulled smaller for 
a sweeter flavour. Great raw or cooked, 
the leaves are also edible making this a 
winner.

|1020-2162 4000 seeds £1.79|1020-2446 3000 seeds £1.79|1020-2547 1800 seeds £1.79

Salad ‘Voyager’Rocket ‘Scorpion’Salad ‘Rocket’

Spinach Seed Duo

An easy-grow, slow-bolting variety 
that is vigorous, uniform and 
upright, with thicker and darker 
serrated green leaves and a sweet 
flavour with a punch. Can be grown 
indoors or outdoors in pots and 
containers.

Adds a fiery kick to dishes. The 
perfect salad leaf that can be 
grown in containers, or even on a 
windowsill if you’re short on space. 
A very quick grower that will add 
zing to your salad dishes.

Quick cropping, the peppery leaves 
are an essential salad ingredient, 
or delicious on their own. Suitable 
for container growing, successional 
sowing will give you a crop all year 
round.

Grow these two fortifying varieties 
on your own vegetable patch to 
give you a bed of succulent leaves 
full of healthy and immune-
boosting nutrients. Contains 
varieties ‘Amazon’ and ‘Banjo’.

|1020-2114 2 packets £3.79

Spinach ‘Amazon’

Spinach ‘Banjo F1’

|1020-2261 1500 seeds £2.29

|1020-2850 1000 seeds £2.49

Sow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest May-Oct

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest May-Dec

Sow Out Mar-Aug | Harvest May-Jan
Sow Out Mar-Sep   
Harvest Mar-Oct, Dec-Jan

Sow In Feb-Mar, Sep-Oct   
Sow Out Apr-Sep | Harvest Mar-Nov

Sow In Feb, Oct-Nov   
Sow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest Mar-Dec

Spinach ‘Perpetual’

Spinach ‘Cymbal’

|1020-2746 750 seeds £2.49

|

|
1020-2848 300 seeds £1.79
1020-2849 1050 seeds £2.29

Salad Watercress Aqua

Strawberry Spinach 
‘Chenopodium Capitatum’

Pak Choi Colour Crunch 
Mix

Lamb’s Lettuce ‘Trophy’

|1020-2949 2500 seeds £2.99

|1020-2375 300 seeds £1.99

|1020-2444 500 seeds £1.99

|1020-2585 500 seeds £1.99 |1020-2267 Gro-Kit £11.99

|1020-2693 500 seeds £1.79

Micro-Leaf Gro-Kit

Salad Oriental Mustard Mix

The great value way to sow and grow 
your own micro-greens. This is the 
comprehensive kit for growing indoor 
crops of mini salad leaves such as Basil, 
Broccoli, Rocket, Radish and Mustard. 
Comes complete with Gro-Trays, Gro-Felt 
and Micro Snips.

A great mix of zingy flavours for quick stir 
fries or salads. This superb blend of ‘Red 
Giant’, ‘Red and Green Frills’, ‘Pizzo’ and 
‘Red Giant’ gives a gorgeous mix of leaf 
shape and colour.

Salad Bowl MixSalad Provencale MixSalad Bright & Spicy MixSalad Baby Leaf Mix
A bright lively mixture of non-
hearting lettuce leaves giving you 
the perfect cut and come again 
mix. A selection of red and green 
leaves that look fantastic in the 
salad bowl and the vegetable plot 
alike.

Delicious winter hardy blend 
providing tasty leaves over a 
long period. Contains Pak Choi, 
Shanghai Green,Rocket, 
Mizuna, Mustard and Komatsuna.

Enjoy this well-balanced mix of 
salad leaves and greens with 
contrasting flavours that harmonise 
perfectly. Contains Mizuna, Pak 
Choi, Tatsoi, Greek Cress and 
Mustard.

Enjoy our ready-selected blend of 
cut and come again lettuces. Mix 
contains ‘Lollo Bionda’, ‘Lollo Rossa’, 
‘Red Salad Bowl’, ‘Green Salad Bowl’ 
and ‘Black Seeded Simpson’.

|1020-2645 1500 seeds £1.79|1020-2179 1000 seeds £1.99|1020-2580 500 seeds £1.99|1020-2621 2000 seeds £1.99

Sow In Feb-May | Sow Out May-Sep  
Harvest May-Nov

Sow In Feb-May | Sow Out Mar-Sep  
Harvest May-Oct

Sow In Feb, Oct-Nov | Sow Out Mar-Sep 
Harvest Mar-Jan

Sow In Jan-Dec | Harvest Jan-Dec

Sow In Oct-Mar | Sow Out Apr-Sep  
Harvest May-Nov

Sow In Feb, Sep-Nov 
Sow Out Mar-Oct | Harvest May-Nov

Bolt Resista nt

Strawberry 
Coloured Fruit

99p*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually

Outsta 
Variety

nding

Easy to Grow
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Sweetcorn & TomatoVegetable Seed A-Z - Squash & Swede

Squash ‘Butterbaby’Squash ‘Hurricane F1’Squash ‘Hunter F1’
A welcome addition to any outdoor 
area as they can be grown in small 
spaces and containers. The squash 
are small in size but make up for 
this with their sweet flavour and 
high-yielding crops.

Specifically bred for British growing 
conditions, this variety gives reliable 
and early maturing crops with 
small seed cavities and superb, 
buttery, sweet tasting orange flesh.

Maturing up to four weeks earlier 
than most, this has a more 
compact, open habit with slightly 
smaller fruit and an excellent 
flavour. UK-bred crop that has been 
expertly developed over the last 
decade.

|1020-2445 15 seeds £1.79|1020-2854 10 seeds £1.99|1020-2145 16 seeds £2.29

Squash ‘Sweetmax F1’ Swede ‘Tweed F1’
A British-bred Butternut variety which produces an outstanding quality crop 
of attractively shaped fruit suitable for both exhibition growing and also for 
cooking.

Excellent performing and disease-resistant variety that develops deep purple 
roots with a deliciously sweet flavour. Uniform roots ensure easy and consistent 
harvests, with good resistance to clubroot.

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Aug-Oct Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1020-2933 8 seeds £1.99 |1020-2264 100 seeds £2.29

Swede ‘Marian’

Swede ‘Ruby’

|1020-2858 1000 seeds £1.99

|1020-2917 1000 seeds £1.99
Sow Out May-Jun | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Jul-Oct

|1020-2432 30 seeds £2.99|1020-2434 50 seeds £1.99

|1020-2442 50 seeds £1.99|1020-2884 50 seeds £2.79

Sweetcorn ‘Tyson’Sweetcorn ‘Swift’

Sweetcorn ‘Moonshine’Sweetcorn ‘Honeydew 
Improved’

The sweetcorn that really packs a punch. 
Produces long cobs with impressive 
girth and sweet kernels that can be 
eaten straight from the plant. 

Home growers will enjoy a fantastic 
crop of sweet and juicy cobs in late 
summer. Easy to grow for beginners and 
rewarding for experienced sweetcorn 
growers too.

A super-sweet variety that germinates 
well in the UK climate and produces 
long, well-filled cobs of sweet and 
juicy kernels. Adds height, interest and 
drama to any plot and grows well whilst 
showing good disease resistance.

A very high quality second generation 
extra tender sweetcorn type with large 
cobs that offer a superb flavour. This corn 
is a really robust, late season variety that 
gives you a bumper harvest.

Sow In Apr-May | Harvest Aug-Sep
Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sow In Mar-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sow In Apr-May | Sow Out May-Jun  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Complete Greenhouse Tomato Collection

Perfect for those of you who really enjoy variety and great flavour in one. This 
mix contains cherry, standard and beefsteak tomato seeds ‘Country Taste’, 
‘Gardener’s Delight’, ‘Golden Cherry’ and ‘Shirley’.

Produces meaty fruits, ideal for slicing, frying and grilling and stuffing.

Very sweet with a delicious, old-fashioned tomato flavour.

Produces in excess of ten tantalising sweet fruits per truss.

The nation’s favourite with exceptional texture and taste.

Buy individually

|1020-2727 15 seeds

|1020-2902 20 seeds

|1020-2918 55 seeds

|1020-2268 10 seeds

|1020-2909 100 seeds £8.70
Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Country Taste

Gardener’s Delight

Golden Cherry

Shirley
£2.89

£3.49

£1.89

£2.69

£ 2.26*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

Extra Sweet

Great Flavour
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Tomato (Indoor - Cordon)Vegetable Seed A-Z - Tomato (Indoor Cordon)

|1020-2268 10 seeds £2.69

|1020-2453 10 seeds £2.29

Tomato 'Country Taste'

Tomato 'Gigantomo F1'

An excellent variety for exhibition which 
produces meaty, delicious fruits, early to 
set and ripen when grown under glass. 
Wonderful flavour sliced in sandwiches 
or fried for breakfasts. Matures faster 
than other big varieties which makes it a 
popular choice.

A truly gigantic tomato breed which 
is easily achievable for home growers. 
Each bright red tomato can weigh 1.3kg 
when fully matured and has been known 
to feed a family of four. It also packs a 
punch in the flavour department with a 
rich and rewarding taste.

Tomato 'Ailsa Craig' Tomato 'Shimmer F1'Tomato 'Premio F1'Tomato 'Alicante'
A good all purpose variety 
producing medium sized fruit of 
exceptionally fine flavour and good 
deep colour.A good all-purpose 
cordon variety producing medium-
sized fruit of exceptionally fine 
flavour and good deep colour.

A shimmering crop that displays 
streaked fruit with green and red 
stripes that look very attractive in 
salads and sauces. A high-yielding 
variety that’s highly resistant to 
disease and capable of producing 
between 300 to 350 sweet tasting 
fruits each season.

Premio by name and premio by 
nature, this variety is ready to 
harvest from as early as August and 
perfect for adding to salads due to 
its exceptional taste. Every tomato 
ripens evenly on fragrant vines 
shows good disease resistance to 
blight.

A traditional, very reliable and 
productive variety with big trusses 
of medium-sized fruit. Heavy-
cropping plants that give you 
plentiful tomatoes on long trusses 
from July and right in autumn.

|1020-2907 55 seeds £1.79 |1020-2454 10 seeds £2.49|1020-2265 10 seeds £2.49|1020-2904 100 seeds £1.79
Sow In Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Jan-May | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Jan-Mar | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Tomato 'Chocolate 
Cherry'

|1020-2911 10 seeds £2.79

Tomato 'Gardener's 
Delight'

Tomatoberry 'Garden'

The best variety of cherry tomatoes 
that are exceptionally sweet and 
delicious and ripened on long, 
trailing, beautifully scented vines. 
Reliable and a great favourite with 
home gardeners.

Introduced in 2007, this variety 
was an immediate success. The 
cascading trusses of thin skinned, 
berry shaped fruits have an 
outstanding flavour. Small and 
sweet tasting.

|1020-2918 55 seeds £1.89|1020-2607 10 seeds £2.99
Sow In Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Tomato 'Shirley'
This greenhouse tomato is hard to beat, and has rapidly established itself 
as the nation's favourite. The plants are heavy cropping, robust and disease 
resistant, and the good sized fruits have a lovely taste and texture.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1020-2902 20 seeds £3.49

Custo mer Favourite

|1020-2893 15 seeds £2.29

|1020-2294 6 seeds £3.29

Tomato 'Sweet Million'

Tomato 'Gardening Delight'

An easy growing free-setting cherry 
tomato with a high sugar content, 
producing a generous trusses amount of 
fruit as well as that delicious scent given 
off by home-grown tomato plants. Seeds 
quickly germinate and produce fruit in 
mid-summer right up to autumn.

The modern breeding behind this variety 
has brought back the tangy flavour of 
old, long trusses loaded with cocktail-
sized fruit and paired it with better 
disease-resistance to blight for more 
guaranteed good tomatoes.

Sow In Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Tomato 'Golden Cherry'

|1020-2727 15 seeds £2.89|1020-2441 10 seeds £2.99

|1020-2944 15 seeds £3.29|1020-2082 10 seeds £2.49

Tomato 'Yellow Mimi'

Tomato 'Sungold'Tomato 'Sweet Success'

An eye-catching cordon tomato variety 
that develops into full and flavoursome 
plants with a heavy crop of sweet and 
crunchy fruits. They bring wonderful 
colour and are strong, disease-tolerant 
plants.

Grows to produce very sweet and tasty 
bite size, rich orange fruits. Equally 
reliable whether grown outdoors or in a 
greenhouse, this variety has a growing 
band of followers who believe its flavour 
is unbeatable!

Producing masses of super-sweet fruit 
with the added bonus of good disease 
resistance, this variety will make a great 
addition to your greenhouse or garden. 
Enjoy good crops of delicious tomatoes 
over a long harvesting season.

Sow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Sow In Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-OctSow In Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

No.1 For Flavour Never Cracks or Splits
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Vegetable Seed A-Z - Tomato (Outdoor) Vegetable Seed A-Z - Herbs

|3041-0031 4 packets £2.99

Chives - Fine Leaved

Garden Mint

Basil - Italian

Parsley - Champion 
Moss Curled

Thyme - Common

Oregano - Common

Basil - Sweet Green

Dill

Rosemary - Common

Chervil

Coriander - Fine Leaved

Parsley - Italian Plain 
Leaved

Sage - Green Leaved

Tarragon - Russian

|3041-0066 600 seeds £2.29

|3041-0069 750 seeds £2.29

|3041-0039 50 seeds £2.99

|3041-0028 450 seeds £1.49

|3041-0019 200 seeds £1.49

|3041-0065 500 seeds £2.29

|3041-0068 500 seeds £2.29|3041-0070 800 seeds £2.29

|3041-0024 90 seeds £1.49

|3041-0007 500 seeds £1.49

|3041-0067 200 seeds £2.29

|3041-0022 700 seeds £1.99

|3041-0026 70 seeds £1.49

|3041-0025 200 seeds £1.49

Herb Seed Collection
This great value herb seed 
collection contains 1 packet each  
of the following:
● Coriander - Fine Leaved
● Basil - Sweet Italia
● Chives - Fine Leaved
● Parsley - Italian Plain Leaved

Tomato 'Moneymaker'

Tomato 'Summerlast'

Tomato 'Montello'

Tomato 'Tropical Ruby'

Tomato 'Tumbling Tom 
Yellow'

Tomato 'Tumbling Tom 
Red'

|1020-2997 70 seeds £1.99

|1020-2744 6 seeds £0.99

|1020-2900 6 seeds £2.49

|1020-2695 15 seeds £2.79

|1020-2990 10 seeds £2.29

|1020-2987 10 seeds £2.29

Tumbling Tom DuoTomato 'Lizzano F1'

Complete Outdoor 
Tomato Collection

Ideal for hanging baskets due 
to its vigorous trailing habit and 
360 degree branching for trusses 
of tomatoes all over your plants. 
Contains both 'Tumbling Tom' Red 
and Yellow. Bush/trailing variety.

An excellent hanging basket variety 
and is vigorous and perfectly 
shaped to fill and spill, creating a 
waterfall of sweet, red fruits. Good 
disease resistance and no side-
shoot pinching required make this 
a popular choice. Bush variety.

Our favourite outdoor tomatoes 
chosen for both their taste and 
bumper yields. Collection contains 
'Gardener's Delight', 'Super 
Marmande', 'San Marzano' and 'Red 
Alert'.

|1020-3767 2 packets £3.50|1020-2425 6 seeds £2.79

|1020-2937 4 packets £5.60
Sow Out Feb-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sow Out Feb-May | Harvest Jul-Sep Sow Out Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Oct

Tomato 'San Marzano'

The Classic Italian plum tomato, 
this prolific variety will grow in a 
greenhouse as well as outside and 
is quick to ripen and crops over a 
long period. Cordon variety.

|1020-2891 30 seeds £1.99
Sow Out Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Tomato 'Super 
Marmande'
Look forward to huge, meaty fruit 
on this improved continental 
beefsteak tomato which has a 
superb super-sweet flavour. Easy to 
care for as the sideshoots need no 
pinching out. Semi-bush variety.

|1020-2912 55 seeds £1.99
Sow Out Mar-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

* Compared to buying individually

£ 1.08*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually

£ 6.57*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Suitable For 
A Balco ny

Ideal For  
Ha ngi ng Baskets

Custo mer Favourite

£ 2.26*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection
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Sowing & GrowingVegetable Seed A-Z - Green Manure

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Wildflower Bumblebee 
Margin Mix

Green Manure ‘Mustard’

Green Manure 'Winter 
Tares'

Green Manure ‘Red 
Clover’

Green Manure ‘Caliente 
Mustard’

Green Manure ‘Phacelia’

Green Manure Autumn 
& Winter Mix

Green Manure ‘Field 
Beans’

A versatile mix of seeds ideal for 
attracting beneficial insects and 
pollinators to your plot, then dig in 
as green manure to increase soil 
fertility. Contains Borage, Phacelia 
and Red Clover 'Essex Broad'.

Just the job for improving the 
structure and fertility of your soil, 
this fast growing mustard can be 
dug-in three to eight weeks after 
sowing. An easy alternative to 
farmyard manure or compost.

Improves the fertility and texture 
of the soil and suppresses weeds. 
Dig in spring before flowering to 
produce a leafy crop that is good 
for nitrogen fixing in the soil and 
essential for hungry plants.

Perfect for improving the structure 
and fertility of the soil and 
attracting beneficial insects into 
the garden or allotment. These will 
also fix nitrogen into the soil giving 
the area a boost for future crops.

A green manure that also acts as 
a bio-fumigant for the soil which 
suppresses various soil-borne pests 
and diseases by releasing naturally 
occurring compounds. Benefits 
include improved root systems and 
soil structure.

Good foliage cover, nitrogen holder 
and weed suppressor for any soil 
type. A quick growing hardy annual 
that pollinators will love, whilst 
its extensive root system helps 
improve soil structure.

An excellent assortment that 
improves the texture and nutrient 
levels of the soil for future crops. 
For best results over-winter to cut 
down and dig in during spring.

An overwintering green manure 
that germinates well in colder 
weather. Good on heavy soils and 
their deep roots are not only able to 
penetrate and break up the soil but 
fix nitrogen and nutrients too.

1020-2975 Covers 15m row £1.99

1020-2988 Covers 80m2 £2.99

1020-2996 Covers 30m2 £3.99

1020-2970 Covers 25m2 £4.99

1020-2976 Covers 60m2 £4.99

1020-2971 Covers 40m2 £4.99

1020-2067 Covers 20m2 £2.99

1020-2972 Covers 15m2 £3.99

Sow Out Sep-Oct | Harvest Feb-May

Sow Out Sep-Oct | Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest Feb-Oct

Sow Out Apr-Aug | Harvest Jun-OctSow Out Mar-Sep | Harvest May-Oct

Sow Out Apr-Oct | Harvest Jun-Oct

Sow Out Apr-Sep | Harvest Jun-Nov

Sow Out Mar-Oct | Harvest Mar-Apr

||

|

|

Skelley Tray & 
Compostable Pots

Professional Plant  
Label Kit

Peat Free Fibre Pots

Super Seeder

Seed & Cutting 
Compost

Windowsill PropagatorElectric Windowsill 
Propagator

This award-winning growing 
system allows air to circulate 
around the outside of the pots. This 
creates stronger, more well-rooted 
and compact plants that race away, 
with no transplant shock when 
potted on or planted out.

Rigid black polypropylene plant 
labels that are easy to wipe clean 
and can be used season after 
season. Buy 25 T labels and 25 push 
labels and get a white market pen 
free.

These compostable pots are 
the ideal solution for providing 
your seeds and plants with the 
healthiest, stress free habitat and 
to develop the best root structure. 
Made from mostly wood pulp from 
renewable sources.

Make sowing seeds effortless and 
speedy with this super seeder. 
Simply fill with seed, insert into 
the soil and depress the plunger to 
plant seeds easily. Suitable for use 
on all seed from fine to 2mm.

A unique formulation that has 
been developed to ensure the best 
results for seed germination and 
cutting establishment. Contains 
a fine grade vermiculite, as well 
as seaweed and plant extracts for 
healthy growth.

Everything you need to kick start 
your seedlings. Includes Propagator 
and lid, 4 x 9 cell trays, 4 x 24 cell 
trays, 4 x 48 cell trays, 2 capillary 
mats, 12 labels, 1 pen. Seeds 
available to buy separately.

Raise young crops from your own 
home. Both contain a 13- watt 
carbon fibre element for even heat 
distribution.

Dim H20.5cm, W76cm, D18.5cm
Dim H14.5cm, W76cm, D18.5cm

1090-3612 Label kit £7.901090-5725 Seed sower £5.99

1090-4103 2 x 10 Ltr £11.98

1090-3378 Propagator kit £19.99

|

|
1090-7065 48 pots, 8cm £8.00
1090-7064 96 pots, 6cm £9.00

|

|
1090-4560 1 tray, 12 pots £6.99 
1090-4561 3 trays, 36 pots £14.99

|

|
1090-4227 Propagator trio £31.99
1090-3680 Propagator £39.99

EXCLUSIVE FREE
PEN

Growing your own plants 
from seed is an incredibly 
satisfying and rewarding 

experience and you want to 
make sure you give them 

the best chance of survival 
so they can be enjoyed 

throughout the year. Our 
collection of sowing and 
growing tools gives you 

everything a gardener would 
need to cultivate strong, 

healthy plants and watch 
them thrive and grow. 

For more advice on 
growing from seed go to 

marshallsgarden.com

Tools for  
the Job

Great Value

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 5.98*
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Soil Improvers & FertilisersCompost

Easy Container 
Compost

The Gardener’s Multi-
Purpose Compost

Multi-Purpose Compost 
With Added John Innes

New Horizon All Plant 
Compost

Contains water storing granules 
that form little reservoirs in the soil 
to keep plants hydrated. Also holds 
a nutrient rich feed that will help 
your plants for up to six months.

Specially balanced, nutrient rich 
peat blend for best planting 
conditions. Enriched with 4-5 
weeks feed and perfect for plants, 
vegetables, trees and shrubs.

Ideal for use all around the garden, 
this premium compost contains 
nutrients to feed your plants for 
up to 5 weeks. The added John 
Innes formula retains and releases 
nutrients and water for longer, 
providing your plants with all they 
need.

A naturally peat-free formulation 
that gives every plant triple the 
goodness. It is the perfect blend of 
loam, coir and added ingredients, 
coming together for a compost 
with excellent moisture-holding 
and aerating properties.

|1090-4144 2 x 50 Ltr bags £15.98|1090-4678 2 x 50 Ltr bags £13.98

|1090-4654 2 x 25 Ltr bags £13.98|1090-4656 2 x 40 Ltr bags £16.98

Vegetable 
& Salad 
Wool 
Compost

Bulb 
Planting 
Compost

Bulb 
Wool 
Compost

Perlite

|1090-9965 2 x 30 Ltr bags £24.99

|1090-4109 2 x 20 Ltr bags £13.98

|1090-3909 2 x 30 Ltr bags £24.99

|1090-4037 10 Ltr bag £8.99

Marshalls Vegetable Grower's Blend
Premium compost with vegetable growers in mind. This mix is specially 
blended with organic matter, slow-release fertiliser and phosphorous for 
guaranteed robust and healthy vegetable plants.

|1090-4665 2 x 50 Ltr bags £13.98

Organic Extra Fertiliser
This exclusive super-concentrated fertiliser is ideal for use in vegetable plots, 
allotments and gardens. Mix into the soil surface before sowing and planting 
vegetable crops to aid moisture retention and rapid growth.

The Gardener’s Soil 
Conditioner

Remin Volcanic 
Rockdust

GrowmoreFish, Blood & BoneOrganic Chicken 
Manure Pellets

Specially blended to revitalise and 
improve soils and boost nutrient 
retention for ideal growing 
conditions. Made from composted 
bark and farmyard manure, simply 
spread a thick layer over the soil 
surface for best results.

Replenishing nutrients and more 
than 30 trace elements in your soil, 
this remineralises and energises 
the soil itself. Winner of multiple 
awards, Remin gives you stronger, 
healthier trees and plants and 
better vegetable harvests.

Provides the three major plant 
nutrients in equal proportions, 
making it a superb general-
purpose feed for use all around 
the garden. Ideal for building 
soil fertility whilst encouraging 
stronger, healthier plant growth 
and abundant flowering. NPK 7-7-7.

Rich in trace elements for stronger, 
healthier plants. Nutrients are 
taken up efficiently due to longer 
period of release in the soil. Being 
especially high in phosphorus 
makes it particularly good for 
stimulating strong, healthy root 
growth. NPK 3-9-3.

A non chemical fertiliser that is a 
useful source of nitrogen, ideal for 
both soil improvement and the 
planting and feeding of established 
plants to ensure healthy growth. 
NPK 4.5-3.5-2.5 + trace elements.

|1090-4680 50 Ltr £7.99

|1090-2215 10kg £11.99|1090-3631 10kg £15.99|1090-3632 10kg £15.99|1090-3901 10kg £11.99

|1090-4605 44 Ltr £22.99
|1090-4600 22 Ltr £17.99

|1090-4610 2 x 44 Ltr bags £35.90

Soil health is extremely 
important at this time 
of year, and after a hot 

summer it will need 
organic matter to add 

moisture and nutrients. 

Here are our 
recommended products 
to help ensure your soil is 

in tip top condition.

* Compared to buying individually

Exclusive

£ 10.08*
SAVE

Double 
Bag

PEAT 
FREE

PEAT 
FREE

PEAT 
FREE

Exclusive BEST 
SELLER

FREE  
DELIVERY

on this item
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Autumn Crop Protection Autumn Crop Protection

|1090-4675 90 Ltr £13.98

|1090-9811 Fleece cover £9.99

Heavy Duty Ground CoverFrost Protection Fleece 
Jacket

Weed Stop Decorative 
Ground Cover

Ground Fleece CoverVictorian Bell Cloche

Weedstop

Protect plants from frost, wind and cold 
weather. The fleece can be used to cover 
vulnerable plants in winter, as shelter 
against late spring frosts and as a barrier 
against garden pests such as birds and 
squirrels. Ideal for warming a seed bed 
for earlier sowing and harvests.

Designed for use in borders and 
beds, and under paving, decking and 
aggregates to suppress weeds. Allows 
air exchange to stop the soil going sour. 
Don't forget the pegs!

A heavy-duty, high-strength ground cover 
that effectively suppresses weeds. Suitable 
for use under paving, patios, decking, 
gravel, greenhouses and in landscaping. 
UV resistant. 15-year guarantee.

Ideal for sheltering young plants to 
create a warm, moist and protected 
environment for plants, vegetables and 
seeds to grow.

Provides instant protection from frost, 
weather and pests in your garden. Can 
be reused season after season.

A protective and decorative natural 
mulch made from wood fibre and bark 
fines for all garden use. Prevents weeds 
growing for up to six months, protects 
plant roots whilst retaining moisture in 
the soil. Spread 3cm deep over the soil 
surface for maximum effect.

Insect Netting

Metal Garden Pegs

Micromesh Barrier

Ground Cover Pegs

|1090-5779 10 pegs £4.99

|1090-4197 2 barriers £19.99

|1090-3556 20 pegs £3.99

Baby H20cm, D25cm | Reg H26cm, 
D34cm | King H31cm, D40cm - shown

Small H80cm, W60cm | Med H1m, 
W80cm | Large H1.8m, W1.2m

Ultimate small L10m, W1m 
Ultimate large L50m, W2m 

Reg L10m, W1m
Large L50m, W1m

Dim L20m, W1m

|

|
1090-8011 L4m, W2.2m £14.99
1090-8013 L12m, W2.2m £29.99

|

|
1090-9808 Regular cover £9.99
1090-9809 Large cover £34.99

|

|

|

1090-5758 3 baby bells £9.99
1090-5759 3 regular bells £13.99
1090-5760 2 king-sized bells £15.99

|

|

|

1090-5731 3 small £9.99
1090-5733 3 medium £9.99
1090-5735 2 large £9.99

|

|
1090-9818 Ultimate small £10.99
1090-9816 Ultimate large £44.99

Perma Grow Tunnel

Grow Tunnel HoopsEasy Poly Tunnel Easy Net Tunnel

Seedling Tunnel
Durable PVC tunnel with 
galvanised steel frame that gives 
plants an early start in autumn, 
protecting them from the cold and 
wet weather. Helps to warm the soil 
and promote strong growth.

Use these galvanised steel hoops to 
easily create a grow tunnel. Simply 
push hoops into the ground and 
cover with a material of your choice. 
A simple and compact way of 
protecting your crops.

Ideal for crop protection against 
harsh weather and pests, these 
tunnels are made to last. Made 
from tough UV stabilised, heavy 
duty polythene and rust resistant 
galvanised steel hoops.

These net tunnels provide 
shading from strong sunlight and 
protection from insects, birds and 
other pests. A drawstring allows you 
to control ventilation in the tunnel 
by closing the end.

Protect your seedlings from 
winter and pests with these U.V. 
stabilised polythene and galvanised 
steel tunnels. Designed to lock in 
moisture, the tunnels warm the 
soil to create a microclimate for 
germination and rapid growth. 

Dim H45cm, D45cm

Dim H40cm, W50cm, L3.1m
|1090-7175 1 metal frame

and cover £29.99

As we head into the last 
part of the year and the 

warm summer days start 
to dwindle, it is important 
to protect sensitive plants. 

Some plants cannot 
survive the colder 

months, so they will 
need to be covered and 
protected from frosts. 

Over the next few pages, 
you will find our plant 

protection range which is 
suitable for all kinds  

of weather.

Plant 
Protection

|

|
1090-3267 Standard  £16.99
1090-3270 Giant  £21.99

Fleece TunnelEasy Micromesh Tunnel
Made from galvanized steel hoops 
and high quality fleece material, 
this tunnel gives plants and crops 
warmth and insulation, whilst 
keeping air, moisture and sunlight 
in. Sides lift for increased ventilation 
in warmer weather.

Features an ultra-fine mesh which 
still allows for direct watering. 
Effective against white fly, onion 
fly, cabbage root fly, carrot fly, flea 
beetle, vine weevil and aphids due 
to its 0.6m x 0.6m small mesh.

|1090-3272 3 tunnels £12.99 |1090-3230 £12.49

|1090-3265 3 hoops £7.99

|

|
1090-3266 Standard £16.99
1090-3269 Giant £21.99

|

|
1090-3268 Standard £16.99
1090-3271 Giant £21.99

Dim H40cm, W50cm, L3.1m Dim H12cm, W18cm, L80cm

Std Dim H30cm, W45cm, L3m 
Gia Dim H45cm, W3m, L6m

Std Dim H30cm, W45, L3m
Gia Dim H45cm, W3m, L60cm

Std Dim H30cm, W45cm, L3m
Gia Dim H45cm, W60cm, L3m

Secures all 
Fabrics

Protect 
Agai
Pests & 
Wi n

nst

d
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Autumn Pest Protection

Natural Chafer Grub Killer 
(Autumn)

Natural Vine Weevil Killer

Avoid a chafer grub attack on your lawn 
with this natural nematode solution. A 
safe and effective way to protect your 
lawn in autumn.

Use the natural power of nematodes to 
save your crops and favourite flowers 
from devastating damage caused by 
vine weevil. Just mix this nematode-
based solution with water and apply. 

Natural Leatherjacket Killer (Autumn) Natural Slug Killer

Natural Fruit & Veg 
Protection

Rescue your lawn with this garden care solution and let microscopic 
nematodes hunt out leatherjacket pests the natural way. Best applied 
in September as this is when leatherjackets are newly hatched, then 
reapplied in spring for maximum effect.

Give slugs no chance of survival and kill them off for up to six weeks with 
Nemaslug. Kill slugs above and below the ground with its easy to apply 
application. Will provide at least 6 weeks control of all common species of 
small to medium sized garden slugs.

Use the power of nature to target 
a broad range of pests such as 
carrot root fly, cabbage root fly, 
leatherjackets, cutworms, onion 
fly, ants, sciarid fly, caterpillars, 
gooseberry sawfly, and thrips. 

|1090-3828 Treats up to 100m2 £16.99
|1090-3818 Treats up to 40m2 £12.99
|1090-3819 Treats up to 100m2 £23.99

|1090-3829
Treats up to 100m2 £29.99

|1090-3827
Treats up to 60m2 £7.99

Nematodes are a form 
of biological pest control 
and can be used in place 
of chemical pest control 

solutions. Suitable for 
organic gardening, 

they're also completely 
safe to use around 

children, pets and wildlife. 
Nematodes should be 
kept refrigerated and 

used by the use-by-date 
advised on the packaging. 
Simply mix with water, as 
per pack instructions, and 
apply immediately using 
a watering can or garden 

hose feeder.

Natural Pest 
Control

|

|

1090-3820
Treats up to 40m2 £10.99
1090-3821
Treats up to 100m2 £29.99

Custo
Favourite

merCusto
Favourite

mer

Our top 20 
recommended 
varieties

Type Suitable for

Extra 
early

First 
early 

Second 
early

Main 
crop Salad Chipping Baking Roasting Mashing Boiling Find it on 

page

Albert Bartlett 
Vivaldi ✓ ✓ ✓ 59

Annabelle ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Cara ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60

Charlotte ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 59

Constance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61

Desiree ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60

Jazzy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 59

King Edward ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60

Lady Balfour ✓ ✓ ✓ 61

Lady Christl ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Maris Piper ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61

Pentland Javelin ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Picasso ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61

Pink Fir Apple ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60

Rocket ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Swift ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Wilja ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 59

Red Duke of York ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 58

Sarpo Mira ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 61

Juliette ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60

marshallsgarden.com

Seed Potatoes
Our high-quality seed potatoes 
have been specially selected by 
our experts for their flavour and 
reliability. They’re all grown in the 
UK and hold DEFRA or SEERAD 
certification.

Marshalls seed potatoes are also 
certified under the Safe Haven 
Certification Scheme; they’re 
grown only from Safe Haven-
sourced seed or disease-free stock 
which helps protect against any 
pests and diseases not found in 
Britain which affect potatoes.

See our full ra nge of seed potatoes o nli ne at:

             Tubers can be chitted before they’re planted to enable 
strong shoots to develop – this is particularly useful for potatoes 
which crop early. Stand them in a tray or an eggbox with one of the 
narrower ends pointing upwards (choose the end with the most eyes). 
They’re ready to plant when shoots are around 2.5cm long.

                       It’s important to make sure the soil is not too wet or frozen. When 
planting in the ground, place the tubers approximately 15cm apart in rows that are 
60cm apart with the eyes facing upwards; scatter Marshalls Pre-planting Potato 
Fertiliser into each trench before placing the tubers in. For container planting, 
it’s important to use a bag or pot that is at least 45cm wide to provide the tubers 
with the space to grow. When shoots are about 15cm tall, begin earthing up with 
around 2.5cm of soil; keep covering the new shoots with more soil as they grow as 
this will help with ventilation and prevent potatoes from turning green. Make sure 
they’re watered well. 

Chitti ng

Pla nn gti
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Salad Potato VarietiesSeed Potatoes - First Earlies

Potato ‘Maris Bard’ 
Growing Kit

Potato ‘Home Guard’

If you are looking for big yields 
and shallow eyed oval tubers then 
Maris Bard should be your potato 
of choice. Comes complete with 15 
tubers, feed and Gro-sack.

A very early and fantastically 
flavoured all round potato 
producing a consistent crop. High-
yielding and with good resistance 
to scab. A superior potato of 
excellent taste and texture.

Potato ‘Lady Christl’

Potato ‘Swift’

Potato ‘Orla’

Potato ‘Sharpe’s Express’

Potato ‘Colleen’

Potato ‘Pentland Javelin’

Potato ‘Foremost’

Potato ‘Maris Bard’

Potato ‘Red Duke Of York’

Potato ‘Annabelle’

Potato ‘Rocket’

Potato ‘Arran Pilot’

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May 
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr 
Harvest May-Jun

NEW NEWNEW

NEW

Potato ‘Nicola’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Apache’

Potato ‘Jazzy’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Osprey’

Potato ‘International 
Kidney’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Vivaldi’

Potato ‘Charlotte’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Anya’

|1050-6696 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 |1050-6699 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 |1050-6690 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 |1050-6692 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99

NEW

|

|
1050-6809 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6509 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6836 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6522 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6803 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6666 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6838 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6529 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6829 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6754 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6831 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6668 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6773 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6656 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6835 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6501 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6824 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6504 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6813 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6574 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6802 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6560 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6828 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6677 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6823 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6580 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6816 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6753 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6839 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6557 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.49

|1090-7115 3 gro-sacks, 
15 tubers, fertiliser £10.99

Potato ‘Charlotte’ Gro-KitPotato ‘Wilja’

Potato ‘Carlingford’Potato ‘Gemson’

The complete potato growing kit for 
those with little space. Contains 15 
'Charlotte' seed potatoes and three 
Gro-Sacks.

An excellent second early, general 
purpose and boiling potato, with yellow, 
firm oval tubers. Gives high yields with 
good disease resistance. Good, light 
earthy flavour.

Reliable early harvest variety that 
produces round to oval potatoes with 
smooth white skin. A firm texture and 
mildly flavoured flesh make them ideal 
for boiling and salads.

Produces exceptional small, white, 
round and bright tubers giving tasty, 
firm potatoes. Perfect for boiling and a 
very good salad potato. Offers excellent 
disease resistance.

NEW NEW

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May    
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May    
Harvest Jun-Oct

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May  
Harvest May-Jun

|1090-6665 3 gro-sacks and
 15 seed potatoes £10.99

|

|
1050-6814 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6544 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6807 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6540 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6807 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6540 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May  
Harvest Jul-Aug

Heritage Variety

|1050-6752 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99 |1050-6677 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99

5kg Available 
O n   line
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Seed Potatoes - Main CropSeed Potatoes - Main Crop

Potato ‘Kingsman’Potato ‘Rudolph’Potato ‘Desiree’
An early maincrop that produces 
beautifully bold and uniform 
potatoes. Makes excellent home-
style chips as well as being great for 
boiling, roasting and baking.

Produces deep red skin and white 
fleshed tubers with a smooth 
creamy texture. Suitable for all 
cooking methods. Resistant to 
bruising and dry rot and is great for 
guaranteed harvests.

Favourite of home-growers and 
cooks, this is a main-crop red 
potato variety that melts in the 
mouth. With its tasty flesh, 'Desiree' 
is hard to beat.

Potato ‘Belle de Fontenay’

Potato ‘Shetland Black’

Potato ‘Juliette’

Potato ‘Salad Blue’

Potato ‘Pentland Crown’

Potato ‘Pink Fir Apple’

Potato ‘Cara’

|1050-6679 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 

|1050-6698 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 |1050-6691 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 

|1050-6738 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 

|1050-6759 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99 

|1050-6739 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99 

|1050-6750 12-15 tubers, 1kg £5.99 

|1050-6735 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99 

|1050-6675 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99 |1050-6756 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May  
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May 
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May 
Harvest Jun-Oct

NEW

NEW

Seed Potatoes ‘Mayan 
Gold’

Potato ‘Desiree’ Grow Kit
|1090-7114 3 gro-sacks,

15 tubers, fertiliser £10.99

Potato ‘Maris Piper’ Potato 'King Edward

Potato ‘Lady Balfour’

Potato ‘Kerrs Pink’

Potato ‘Picasso’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Isle of Jura’

Potato ‘Arran Victory’

Potato ‘Ratte’

Potato ‘Highland Red 
Burgundy’

Albert Bartlett Potato 
‘Rooster’

Potato ‘Pink Gypsy’

Potato ‘Constance’

Potato ‘Sarpo Blue 
Danube’

Potato ‘Golden Wonder’

Potato ‘Markies’

Potato ‘Sarpo Una’

Potato ‘Sarpo Mira’

|

|
1050-6771 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6673 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6818 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6678 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99 

|

|
1050-6822 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6513 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99 

|

|
1050-6804 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6737 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6772 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6514 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6837 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6530 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6834 12-15 tubers, 1kg  £4.99
1050-6751 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99 

|

|
1050-6821 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6545 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6810 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6733 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99 

|

|
1050-6806 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6579 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6826 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6650 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99 

|

|
1050-6815 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6676 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99 

|

|
1050-6830 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-5510 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6817 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6539 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6820 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6680 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6832 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6581 25-30 tubers, 2kg £6.99

|

|
1050-6833 12-15 tubers, 1kg £4.99
1050-6520 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99

Great All Rou nderPerfect Masher

Excelle
Resista

nt Blight

nce

Heritage Variety

Rich, Tasty FlavourFluffy Texture

|1050-6757 25-30 tubers, 2kg £7.99 

5kg Available 
O n   line

5kg Available 
O n   line

5kg Available 
O n   line
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Potato CollectionsPotato Collections

An exciting collection, perfect for growing your own delicious potato harvest 
without losses to blight disease. All Sarpo varieties are renowned for their great 
taste and blight resistance, making them the ideal choice for any gardener. 1kg 
each of ‘Sarpo Mira’, ‘Sarpo Una’ and ‘Sarpo ‘Blue Danube’ seed potatoes.

Enjoy this collection of Heritage potatoes that will give you bountiful harvests 
throughout the year. Contains ‘Colleen’, ‘Shetland Black’ and ‘Arran Victory’ to 
add some class to your vegetable patch and meals. This includes 2kg of each 
variety.

The ultimate collection of home-growing potatoes that will delight any 
budding chef in the kitchen. This pack contains culinary classics ‘Desiree’, ‘Maris 
Piper’ and ‘International Kidney’, all renowned for their creamy texture and 
excellent taste.

A collection of our best sellers, guaranteed to tantalise your taste buds! Contains 
‘Rocket’, ‘Wilja’, ‘Charlotte’ and ‘Picasso’ for harvests from May to December, 
providing hearty potato meals. 2kg of each variety.

Disease Resistant Seed Potato Collection Heritage Potato Collection

Buy individually Buy individually

Buy individually

Buy individually

Kitchen Garden Potato Collection Marshalls Allotment Collection

|1050-6760 3 x 1kg |1050-6776 3 x 2kg

|1050-6767 3 x 1kg

£9.97 £14.97

£8.97
|1050-6775 4 x 2kg £19.96

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May | Harvest Sep-Nov Sent Jan-Apr | Harvest May-Nov

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May | Harvest 

Sent Jan-Apr | Harvest May-Nov

Produces oval tubers with attractive yellow skin and a light yellow creamy flesh.

A main-crop red potato variety that melts in the mouth.

Produces indigo smooth-skinned oval tubers with very exceptional taste.

High yields of oval, smooth-skinned, yellow-fleshed tubers.

Purple-skinned long oval tuber variety with a floury-textured white flesh.

Suitable for vegetable patches and idea for warming mash potato.

Potato ‘Colleen’

Potato ‘Desiree’

Potato ‘Shetland Black

Potato ‘Maris Piper’

Potato ‘Arran Victory’

Potato ‘International Kidney’

|1050-6757 2kg

|1050-6773 1kg

£7.99

£4.99

|1050-6756 2kg

|1050-6772 1kg

£7.99

£4.99

|1050-6752 2kg

|1050-6771 1kg

Reliable maincrop potatoes that exhibit good blight and slug resistance.. 

A maincrop variety which produces tubers with attractive blue skins. 

Red-skinned second early variety, ideal for home-growing with waxy flesh. 

Potato ‘Sarpo Mira’

Potato ‘Sarpo Una’

Potato ‘Sarpo Blue Danube’

|1050-6759 1kg £4.99

|1050-6675 1kg £4.99

|1050-6735 1kg £5.99 £7.99

£4.99

£ 8.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Bumper harvests of perfect and unblemished potatoes.

A tasty, firm, creamy-yellow variety with mouth-watering flavour.

Good, light earthy flavour and excellent cooking qualities. 

A great fresh taste, ideal for baking and mashing.

|1050-6516 2kg

|1050-6581 2kg

|1050-6509 2kg

|1050-6522 2kg

Potato ‘Rocket’ 

Potato ‘Charlotte’ 

Potato ‘Wilja’ 

Potato ‘Picasso’ 
£6.99

£6.99

£6.99

£6.99

* Compared to buying individually* Compared to buying individually

£ 6.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 6.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 9.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection
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Potato Collections & Growing Accessories

Patriotic Potato Collection
Great value triple pack of trusted and productive heritage varieties ‘Salad Blue’, 
‘Highland Burgundy Red’ and ‘Mayan Gold’ for long harvests of tasty home-
grown potatoes. Tasty tubers in Union Jack colours blue, red and creamy white. 
1kg of each.

A great collection of tasty potatoes that any chef would be proud of! Contains 
the reliable varieties ‘Apache’, ‘Anya’ and ‘Rooster’ which will produce ample 
yields for all kinds of potato dishes. 1kg of each.

|1050-6785 1kg of each variety £12.97 |1050-6701 1kg of each variety £12.97

Grow It Potato  
Planter Bag

Marshalls Potato  
Gro-Sacks

Concentrated Potato 
Feed - Pre-planting

Our reusable Potato Planter 
Bags are perfect for growing and 
harvesting potatoes from your 
garden as well as your patio area.

Our potato gro-sacks are tough and 
weather-proof and are perfect for 
growing a range of potato varieties 
on patios and balconies. 

Concentrated potato feed for 
enriching your soil before planting 
seed potatoes. A good initial boost 
for successful potato harvests.

|1091-0055 2 planters £12.99|1090-5882 3 gro-sacks £9.99|1090-4040 800g tub £6.99

Hessian Potato Sacks

Potato Scoop

|1090-3603 5 sacks £9.99

|1090-5679 £19.99

Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May | Harvest Jul-Oct Sent Jan-Apr | Plant Mar-May | Harvest Jun-Nov

Dim H76cm W53cmDim H45cm W30cm D30cm

Sent Oct | Plant Sep-Oct  
Harvest Oct-Nov

Sent Oct | Plant Oct | Harvest Dec-Mar

Sent Oct | Plant Oct | Harvest May-Jul

Sent Oct | Plant Oct-Nov 
Harvest Aug, Oct-Mar

Sent Oct | Plant Oct | Harvest Apr-Oct
Sent Oct | Plant Oct-Nov | Harvest May

|1080-5738 9 large plug plants £6.99

|1080-5737 24 large plug plants £6.99

|1080-5727 12 med plug plants £7.99

|1080-5494 24 large plug plants £6.99

Lettuce ‘Winter Density’

Swiss Chard ‘Bright Lights’Salad ‘Provencale’ Mix

Broad Bean ‘Aquadulce 
Claudia’

Spinach ‘Harp F1’Pea ‘Douce Provence’

Similar to a larger ‘Little Gem’ this variety 
has the same solid hearts with a very 
sweet flavour. It is very winter hardy but 
is also tolerant of heat and is slow to bolt 
making it a useful crop to grow all year.

The most ornamental of swiss chards, 
ideal for the flower border. Not only are 
they visually appealing, they taste great 
too with a satisfying aniseed flavour.

A hardy blend that offers fantastic 
versatility cropping through winter. 
Includes: Lettuce ‘Rougette de 
Montpelier’, Sorrel ‘de Bellvile’, Corn Salad 
‘Verte de Cambrai’ and Chervil. Supplied 
in their own FREE micropropagator!

Award winning variety that is recognised 
as the best variety for an autumn 
planting. Establishes itself quickly, is very 
hardy and produces early crops of long 
glossy pods containing tender beans.

Packed full of iron and vitamin C, A, 
folate, magnesium and potassium, pick 
this upright spinach as baby leaf, teen 
and bunching leaf. Perfect for salads and 
stir fries. Harvest regularly when leaves 
are young for a continuous supply.

A super sweet and succulent variety that 
grows to around waist height for easy 
picking. Growing to about 75cm (2 1/2ft) 
it needs virtually no support. Extremely 
versatile and a variety that you can grow 
almost all year round.

|1080-6027 9 multi-sown modules
(approx. 30 plants) £6.99

|1080-5736 9 multi-sown 
modules (approx. 40 plants) £7.99

Vegetable Plants 

Our vegetable plants are ideal if you’re 
short on time and are a good alternative to 
seeds. Healthy, strong, and disease resistant, 
they’re delivered straight to your door and 
just need to be planted in beds or on the 
allotment.

Some of our veg plants are sent to you in 
autumn for a spring harvest, whereas others 
are available for pre-order and are sent 
to you in spring. Take a look at individual 
products for delivery and planting timings.

Bolt Resista nt
Albert Bartlett Potato Chef’s Collection

NEW

£ 5.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 5.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

EXCLUSIVE
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Vegetable Plants - Brassicas (Pre-order)Vegetable Plants - Gourmet Varieties

Jerusalem Artichoke 
‘Fuseau’

Asparagus ‘Aspalim’Asparagus ‘Gijnlim F1’

Yields big harvests of potato-like 
tubers that are easy to prepare and 
slightly nutty in flavour and texture. 
Plants grow 2m high with flowers 
that bring in useful pollinating 
insects..

Ideal for home-growing in the UK. 
Bred to grow well in cool conditions, 
it produces smooth, thick, uniform 
spears for easy harvesting and 
preparation in the kitchen.

An early season variety producing 
medium thick, mid-green spears 
with closed purple tips. Highly 
recommended for its excellent 
flavour.

|1080-5510 10 tubers £9.99

Horseradish

Oca

|1080-5306 5 bare roots £9.99

|1080-6066 5 tubers £6.99

Sent Mar-May | Plant Mar-May 
Harvest Apr-May

Sent Mar-May | Plant Mar-May 
Harvest Apr-May Sent Mar-Apr | Plant Mar-Apr 

Harvest Oct-Mar

Extra Early Brassica Collection Clubroot Resistant Brassica F1 Collection
This collection is ideal for a smaller garden or household and includes Broccoli 
'Marathon', Cabbage 'Duncan', Cauliflower 'Maybach' and Brussels Sprout 'Clodius'.

The best clubroot resistant collection includes, Cabbage 'Kilaton', Cauliflower 
'Clapton', Brussels Sprouts 'Crispus' and Broccoli 'Komodo'.

Sent Feb | Plant Mar | Harvest Dec-Feb, May-Jul Sent May | Plant May-Jul | Harvest Jul-Mar

|1080-5755 4 x 4 each medium plug plants, total 16 plants £8.99
|1080-5395 4 x 8 each medium plug plants, total 32 plants £12.98
|1080-5384 4 x 16 each medium plug plants, total 64 plants £16.99

|1080-5751 4 x 4 each medium plug plants, total 16 plants £8.99
|1080-5733 4 x 8 each medium plug plants, total 32 plants £12.98
|1080-5731 4 x 16 each medium plug plants, total 64 plants £16.99

|

|
1080-6068 5 crowns £8.99
1080-6059 10 crowns £14.99

|

|
1080-6095 5 crowns £8.99
1080-6096 10 crowns £14.99

A tasty trio of asparagus that shouts value and quality - supermarkets simply 
can’t compete! Great for growing on your own allotment or in the garden. 
Includes 5 crowns each of ‘Guelph Eclipse’, ‘Millenium’ and ‘Mondeo’. 

Chef’s Choice Asparagus Collection

Buy individually

£17.98
Sent Mar-May | Plant Mar-May | Harvest Apr-Jun

With a strong, earthy taste, performs well in sandy loam soils. 

High-quality spears with handsome-purple inch thick tips.

A spectacular late season cropper that thrives in hot weather.

Asparagus 'Guelph Eclipse' 

Asparagus ‘Millennium’

Asparagus ‘Mondeo’ 

|1080-6080 5 crowns £8.99

|1080-6082 5 crowns £8.99

|1080-6091 5 crowns £8.99

|1080-6065 5 of each, 15 crowns in total

£ 18.97*

BUY 64
SAVE

£ 18.97*

BUY 64
SAVE

Broccoli ‘Marathon F1’

Cauliflower ‘Maybach F1’

Cabbage ‘Duncan F1’

Brussels Sprout  
‘Clodius F1’

Cabbage 'Kilaton

Brussels Sprout 'Crispus'

Cauliflower 'Clapton'

Broccoli 'Komodo'

|1080-5976 16 med plugs £5.99

|1080-5706 16 med plugs £6.99

|1080-5374 16 med plugs £5.99

|1080-5704 16 med plugs £5.99

|1080-5730 16 med plugs £5.99

|1080-5729 16 med plugs £6.49 

|1080-5728 16 med plugs £6.99 

|1080-6014 16 med plugs £6.99

* Compared to buying individually

Ta
Taste

ngy Le mo n

£ 8.99*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually
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Vegetable Plants - Leek & Onion (Pre-order)Vegetable Plants - Bean & Courgette

French Bean ‘Satelit’

French Bean ‘Volletta’

Runner Bean ‘Firestorm’

Runner Bean ‘Stardust’

French Bean ‘Amethyst’ Courgette ‘Lemona’

|1080-6012 12 med plugs £7.99

|1080-6317 12 med plugs £7.99

|1080-5973 12 med plugs £7.49

|1080-5982 12 med plugs £7.49

|1080-6318 12 med plugs £7.99 |1080-5761 3 XL plugs £5.99

|1080-6029 6 XL plugs, 3 of each £7.98

Mediterranean Courgette Duo
Our two favourite courgettes come 
together as duo pack - ‘Lemona’, and 
‘Tuscany’. Both are prolific croppers of 
wonderful vibrant fruit and offering 
fantastic colour to your dinner plate and 
meals.

Courgette ‘Tuscany’

Runner Bean Duo

Produces high yields of very dark, 
straight fruits which are held on 
erect, spineless plants. Well suited 
to our cooler climate and will even 
grow well in the North. An excellent 
performer, it has very good mildew 
resistance.

A great value, self-pollinating 
runner bean duo pack containing 
an attractive red-flowered variety, 
‘Firestorm’ and a white-flowered 
variety, ‘Stardust’. Easy to grow 
and produce masses of stringless, 
succulent beans.

|1080-5930 3 XL plugs £5.99

|1080-5983 24 med plugs £12.48

Dwarf French Bean Trio
A great value collection of 12 dwarf French bean plants consisting of four each 
of yellow ‘Volletta’, green ‘Satelit’ and purple ‘Amethyst’. A great trio to fill your 
vegetable plot with bright and rare colours.

Sent May | Plant May-Jun | Harvest Jun-Sep

|1080-6319 12 medium plug plants £7.99

Sent May | Plant May  
Harvest Jun-Sep

Sent May | Plant May-Jun   
Harvest Jun-Sep

Sent May | Plant May-Jun    
Harvest Jun-Sep

Eschallote ‘Roderigue’Shallot ‘Ambition F1’Leek ‘Musselburgh’Leek ‘Krypton F1’
Multi-sown modules for multiples 
of 25 plants that produce long 
shallots with lovely red skin and a 
delicious mild flavour for slicing into 
rings for cooking or raw in salads. 
Also has good storage capabilities.

A warm red skinned traditional 
shallot with white flesh of a sweet 
but mild flavour. Grows in an 
attractive ellongated shape with 
a high yield ideal for long storage. 
A good variety for the showbench. 
Comes in multi sown modules.

An exceptionally hardy variety and 
proven performer which takes 
some beating as a winter leek 
with its short, thick stems and 
mild, aromatic taste. Loved by 
generations of growers.

An early compact variety with an 
upright habit. Easy to grow and 
can be used as a baby leek making 
it perfect for smaller plots. It has 
good disease resistance and is an 
excellent cropper, producing a 
tasty, succulent yield.

|1080-5916 40 plugs £7.49|1080-5999 40 plugs £7.99

Onion Planting Duo
A great pack of exhibition worthy winners. 25 plants each of ‘Showmaster’ 
which can reach massive proportions of up to 2kg (4lbs) each, and ‘Sturon’ 
which is an excellent maincrop variety, producing medium-sized, juicy fleshed 
bulbs.

Sent Apr | Plant Apr | Harvest Aug-Sep

|1080-5371 25 each of Showmaster and Sturon plug plants £8.98 |1080-5307 50 med plug plants £7.99

|1080-5312 25 med plug plants £6.99

Onion ‘Sturon’

Onion ‘Showmaster’

Has fast become a favourite with home-
growers around the country for its high 
quality, juicy-fleshed bulbs, slow bolting 
and good storage potential. Arrives in 
multi-sown module trays guaranteeing 
at least 50 plants.

Produces extra large bulbs and they have 
a very mild, sweetish flavour similar to 
Spanish onion types. These have become 
a great favourite with our customers who 
want earlier, larger onions.

Sent May | Plant May 
Harvest Sep-Dec

Sent May | Plant May 
Harvest Sep-Dec

Sent Apr | Plant Apr | Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent Apr | Plant Mar-Apr   
Harvest Aug-Sep

Sent May | Harvest Aug-Sep Sent May | Harvest Jul-Sep

£ 4.00*
SAVE
Duopack

£ 2.50*
SAVE
Duopack

* Compared to buying individually

Cold Tolera nt

Dwarf Variety

* Compared to buying individually

|1080-5750
25 multi sown modules £7.49

|1080-5758
25 multi sown modules £7.49

£ 2.00*
SAVE
Duopack Bred by  

Marshalls
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Grafted Vegetable Plants (Pre-order)

Sent May | Plant May
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent May | Plant May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent May | Plant May-Jun 
Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent May | Harvest Jul-Oct

Sent May | Harvest Jul-Oct

Aubergine 
‘Moneymaker F1’

Cucumber ‘Passandra F1’

Tomato ‘San Marzano’

Tomato ‘Sweet Million 
F1’

|1080-7005 7cm pot £10.99

|1080-7007 7cm pot £10.99

|1080-7011 7cm pot £9.99

|1080-7010 7cm pot £9.99

Pepper ‘Ace F1’Melon ‘Esmeralda F1’

Tomato ‘Shirley F1’Grafted Greenhouse 
Tomatoes F1 Collection

Chilli ‘Jalapeno’

A particularly early variety of bell 
pepper to fruit which can be 
harvested and used while green 
or allowed to mature to a deep 
red. Grafted with greater vigour 
and more resistance to soil-borne 
diseases and pests.

A grafted melon variety that 
producers stronger plants, 
higher yields and greater disease 
resistance. A firm favourite for its 
sugary and sweet, early maturing 
Galia type fruit that can be grown 
outdoors.

Grafted variety that is much more 
vigorous, producing larger, stronger 
plants. This variety is big on taste, 
imbibing a great flavour from 
ripening in the sun. Shows good 
disease resistance.

This complete collection of grafted 
tomatoes has produced stronger 
plants, higher yields and shows 
greater disease resistance. Contains 
our favourite varieties ‘Sweet 
Million’, ‘Shirley’ and ‘San Marzano’.

A grafted variety which produces 
an abundance of the popular chilli 
peppers. The medium hot, dark 
green fruits turn red when fully ripe 
and the plant has strong disease 
resistance, making it an informed 
choice for gardeners.

|1080-7006 7cm pot £10.99|1080-7014 7cm pot £10.99

|1080-7002 7cm pot £9.99|1080-7004 7cm pot £9.99|1080-7008 7cm pot £10.99

Grafted vegetable plants 
have many benefits 

for gardeners. The best 
vegetable varieties are 

grafted on to a very 
vigorous rootstock, 

resulting in stronger, 
larger plants and much 

higher yields. 

Grafted plants also have 
an increased resistance to 
soilborne diseases, so are a 
popular choice with grow 
your own experts. Go to 
marshallsgarden.com  
for more information.

Grafted 
Vegetables

* Compared to buying individually

This trio offers you a big harvest of tomatoes in three different sizes, beefsteak 
'Corazon' for stuffing and baking, 'Gardening Delight' for slicing and serving 
with basil and olive oil and 'Sweet Success' for salads and reducing to sauces. 
An easy to grow cordon collection that shows excellent resistance to both blight 
and wilt.

Indoor Tomato Disease Resistant Collection

Buy individually

Firehouse Chilli Collection

Buy individually

|1080-7029 9 large plugs £13.98
Sent May | Plant May | Harvest Jul-Oct

This chilli collection features three healthy young plants for home-growers, 
offering heat and punch. Includes 'Norfolk Naga', 'Giant Jalapeño' and 'Apache', 
all reaching a height of 90cm making them ideal on a surface top. Specially 
selected for you for their heat intensity and mood enhancing properties.

|1080-6321 9 large plugs £14.97
Sent May | Plant May | Harvest Jul-Oct

Vegetable Plants - Summer Fruiting

£ 6.99*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 6.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Impressive-sized tomatoes that are perfect for picking and baking in the oven.

Produces masses of super-sweet fruit with the good disease resistance.

Sweet and delicious cherry tomatoes that grow on long, trailing vines.

Tomato 'Corazon'

Tomato 'Gardening Delight'

Tomato 'Sweet Success'

|1080-7024 3 large plugs £6.99

|1080-7025 3 large plugs £6.99

|1080-7026 3 large plugs £6.99

Notorious variety that hits 1 million + on the Scoville chart for heat.

A attractive dwarf chilli which provides an excellent yield of fiery fruits.

A spectacular late season cropper that thrives in hot weather.

Chilli 'Norfolk Naga'

Chilli 'Giant Jalapeno'

Chilli 'Apache'

|1080-5934 3 large plugs £6.99

|1080-5935 3 large plugs £6.99

|1080-5977 3 large plugs £6.99

Mediu mSized Fruit

Cherry To mato
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Vegetable Plants - Herbs

Soft Fruit Plants

There is nothing more pleasing or rewarding 
than harvesting home grown fruit. Our soft fruit 
plants bring together traditional favourites such 
as strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, and 
blueberries, as well as the more unusual flavours 
of the tayberry, boysenberry, and loganberry! 

We supply both primocane (produces fruit on 
current season growth) and floricane (produces 
fruit on canes from previous year) 
raspberry varieties.

Height Up to 1.5m | Spread 70cm  
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec 
Harvest Aug-Sep

Height Up to 30cm | Spread 70cm  
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec 
Harvest Aug-Nov

Blackberry ‘Asterina’

Blackberry ‘Black Butte’

Blackberry ‘Polarberry’

Blackberry ‘Coolaris Late’

Blackberry ‘Coolaris 
Patio Black’ Boysenberry

Loganberry ‘Thornless’ Tayberry ‘Buckingham 
Thornless’

|1060-5562 2 Ltr pot £13.99

|1060-5559 2 Ltr pot £13.99

|1060-5687 2 Ltr pot £14.99

|1060-5036 2 Ltr pot £14.99|1060-5065 2 Ltr pot £14.99

Blackberry ‘Black 
Cascade’

Blackberry ‘Black Satin’

Revolutionary blackberry you can 
grow in a hanging basket and pick 
the juicy fruit from an ideal height. 
Ideal for small spaces.

A self fertile variety perfect for 
hedging and allotment planting 
that produces bee friendly, pretty 
pink flowers every spring. The result 
is clusters of juicy fruit on thorn free 
stems.

|1060-5581 2 Ltr pot £13.99

|

|
1060-5965 9cm pot £9.99
1060-5966 3 x 9cm pots £19.98

|

|
1060-5929 9cm pot £9.99
1060-5930 3 x 9cm pots £19.98

|

|
1060-5994 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5995 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

|

|
1060-5996 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5997 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

Lavender ‘Munstead’Lavender ‘Hidcote’
A very popular dwarf lavender 
variety loved for its aromatic grey 
green foliage with dense spikes of 
light blue flowers. Excellent for low 
borders, lavender can also be used 
for desserts, baking and drinks.

Produces attractive dark purple 
flowered spikes that attract 
pollinators. This variety is popular 
due to its bushy, evergreen, 
grey-green foliage that is sweetly 
scented and provides year-round 
interest.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct 
Flowers May-Sep

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct 
Flowers May-Sep

|1080-5537 1 Ltr pot £6.99|1080-5536 1 Ltr pot £6.99

Rosemary

Sage - Green Leaved

Sage - Purple Leaved

Tarragon

Marjoram

Garden Mint

Thyme - Common

Thyme - silver 
variegated

Spearmint

Oregano

Thyme - Lemon

Thyme - Golden

|1080-5535 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5542 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5543 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5544 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5538 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5539 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5545 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5547 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5540 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5541 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5546 1 Ltr pot £6.99

|1080-5548 1 Ltr pot £6.99

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Don't 
forget 

your soft 
fruit feed

1090-4046    £6.99

Self-Fertile

Co
Thor

mpact &

nless

Cascadi
Habit

ng

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 3 
SAVE

£ 9.99*

BUY 3 
SAVE

£ 9.99*

BUY 3 
SAVE

£ 7.99*

BUY 3 
SAVE

£ 7.99*
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Soft Fruit Plants - Chuckleberry, Currant & JostaberrySoft Fruit Plants - Blueberry

Blueberry ‘Bluegold’

Blueberry ‘North 
Country’

Blueberry ‘Pink 
Lemonade’

Blueberry ‘Sunshine 
Blue’

|1060-5670 5 Ltr pot £17.49

|1060-5939 1 Ltr pot £10.99

|1060-5681 1 Ltr pot £11.99

|1060-5961 1 Ltr pot £11.99

Blueberry ‘Top Hat’Blueberry Duo
A productive patio variety, great to 
grow in a pot in full sun and gives 
plentiful fruit in clusters from just 
one plant. Look forward to white 
flowers in abundance every year, 
loved by pollinators.

Great value duo of pink and true 
blue blueberries for you to get 
handsome harvests at home. 
Contains 'Pink Lemonade' and 
'Sunshine Blue' which will provide 
you with punnets of juicy fruit.

|1060-5664 2 Ltr pot £11.99|1060-5962  2 x 1 Ltr pots £17.98

Grow blueberries on your patio or plot to give you punnets of tasty sun-ripe 
berries all summer. High in vitamins and antioxidants, these are superior to 
supermarket berries and will save you money as they fruit every year.

Blueberry Long Cropping Collection

Buy individually

|1060-5009 3 x 1 Ltr pots £24.97
Height Up to 2.5m | Spread 70cm | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest Jun-Sep

Height Up to 50cm | Spread 70cm   
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 1m | Spread 70cm   
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest Aug-Sep

Blackcurrant ‘Summer 
Pearls Patio Black’

Blackcurrant ‘Big Ben’Pinkcurrant 'Rossalin'

Boasts large berries that can be 
picked as single fruits, as they can 
grow up to 1cm in diameter! They’re 
robust,hardy and juicy!

A superb blackcurrant with huge 
fruits - much larger than other 
varieties. Bred specially for eating 
fresh, the currants are much 
sweeter and once mature a plant 
can produce 4.5kg of fruit.

Enjoy harvesting impressive 
numbers of bubble-gum pink 
currants that are satisfyingly sweet 
rather than tart in taste.

|1060-5843 2 Ltr pot £14.99

Ultimate Currant Collection

This collection is perfect for adding variety to your garden and includes 
blackcurrant 'Ebony', whitecurrant 'Blanka' and redcurrant 'Rovada' for an 
abundance of fresh, juicy fruit. 1 of each variety.

|1060-5554 3 bare roots £19.97
Spread 70cm | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Harvest Jul-Aug

Chuckleberry

Jostaberry

|1060-5882 2 Ltr pot £12.99

|1060-5704 2 Ltr pot £10.99

Height Up to 2m | Spread 70cm   
Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec 
Harvest Jun-Jul Spread 70cm | Sent Sep-Dec 

Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest Jun-Jul

Height Up to 1m | Spread 70cm   
Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct,  
Oct-Nov | Harvest Jul-Aug

|

|
1060-5007 1 bare root £10.99
1060-5008 3 bare roots £21.98

|

|
1060-5022 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5023 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

Buy individually - Buy 2 get 1 FREE

Whitecurrant ‘Blanka’

Redcurrant ‘Rovada’

Blackcurrant ‘Ebony’

|1060-5120 1 bare root £9.99

|1060-5561 1 bare root £9.99

|1060-5020 1 bare root £9.99

|1060-5119 3 bare roots £19.98

|1060-5560 3 bare roots £19.98

|1060-5021 3 bare roots £19.98

£ 10.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Productive variety that produces clusters of white flowers during spring. 

Consistently large, uniform, light blue fruit with an aromatic and sweet flavour.

Robust blueberry that produces a high yield of large, incredibly sweet fruit. 

Blueberry ‘Bluecrop’

Blueberry ‘Duke’

Blueberry ‘Liberty’

|1060-5847 1 Ltr pot £10.99

|1060-5012 1 Ltr pot £10.99

|1060-5669 1 Ltr pot £10.99

* Compared to buying individually * Compared to buying individually

£ 8.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 6.00*
SAVE
Duopack

Patio Variety

Looks Good All YearSelf-Poli nati ng

Perfect For 
Patios

Blackcurra
Gooseberry Cross

nt &

British Bred BUY 3
SAVE

£ 10.99*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 9.99*
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Soft Fruit Plants - Summer Fruiting RaspberrySoft Fruit Plants - Gooseberry

Gooseberry ‘Giggles’ Trio
This triple pack contains one plant 
each of 'Giggles Red', 'Giggles Green' 
and 'Giggles Gold' varieties. Each 
plant boasts large berries that can 
be enjoyed as single fruits to snack 
on. They’re relatively robust against 
powdery mildew too. 3 x 9cm plants.

Gooseberry Collection

This Gooseberry Collection consists of 1 Bush each of 'Hinnonmaki Yellow', 
'Invicta' and 'Hinnonmaki Red' for a collection of multi-coloured fruit.

Height Up to 1.5m | Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Harvest May-Jul

Spread 80cm | Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Nov-Mar | Harvest May-Jun

Height Up to 1.5m | Spread 80cm 
Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest Jul-Aug

Spread 80cm | Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Oct-Mar | Harvest May-Jun

Gooseberry ‘Hinnonmaki Yellow’

Gooseberry ‘Invicta’

Gooseberry ‘Hinnonmaki Red’

|1060-5638 1 bare root £10.99

|1060-5050 1 bare root £10.99

|1060-5640 1 bare root £10.99

|1060-5639 3 bare roots £21.98

|1060-5051 3 bare roots £21.98

|1060-5641 3 bare roots £21.98

|1060-5548 3 bare roots £21.98

|1060-5652

Gooseberry ‘Giggles Gold’

Gooseberry ‘Giggles Green’
|

|
1060-5648 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5649 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

Gooseberry ‘Giggles Trio’
|

|
1060-5648 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5649 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

|

|
1060-5646 9cm pot £7.99
1060-5647 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

Raspberry ‘Malling Juno’

Raspberry ‘Tulameen’Raspberry ‘Valentina’

Raspberry ‘Glen Coe’

Raspberry ‘Glen Dee’Raspberry ‘Glen Ample’

Has excellent disease resistance and 
will provide you with an abundance 
of medium to large berries in early 
summer. Floricane variety.

Exceptional garden variety that produces 
attractive and glossy, conical shaped 
fruits of excellent flavour that have 
outstanding keeping qualities. Floricane 
variety.

Tastes as good as it looks! The succulent, 
good sized, bright apricot-pink fruit has 
an excellent flavour, at its best when 
eaten straight from the plant. Virtually 
spine free. Floricane variety.

A vigorous raspberry that produces high 
yields of deep purple fruit with a natural 
sweetness, intense flavour and beautiful 
rich colour. A floricane variety that shows 
good resistance to Verticillium wilt.

Strong-growing raspberry producing 
lots of fruit in mid to late summer. Even-
shaped conical fruit let you harvest easily 
and the spine-free stems don’t snag your 
clothes when picking. Floricane variety.

A weighty cropper that has spine free, 
upright canes with relatively few leaves, 
just punnets of fresh tasting fruit. The 
most widely grown midseason raspberry. 
Floricane variety.

Raspberry ‘Yummy’
A productive dwarf-variety plant that gives you plentiful fruit in the summer on 
manageable bushes. Great when you want to grow raspberries but don’t have 
much space and can even be grown on a patio or a balcony. Primocane variety.

Height Up to 45cm | Spread 80cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov 
Harvest Jun-Jul

Height Up to 2m | Spread 80cm | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 2m | Spread 80cm | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 2m | Spread 80cm | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 2m | Spread 80cm | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Sep

Height Up to 2m | Spread 80cm | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 1.5m | Spread 80cm 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Jun-Aug

|

|
1060-5823 6 bare root canes £13.99
1060-5576 12 bare root canes £22.98

|

|
1060-5569 6 bare root canes £12.99
1060-5555 12 bare root canes £19.98

|

|
1060-5821 6 long bare root canes £22.99
1060-5745 12 bare root canes £20.99

|

|
1060-5570 6 bare root canes £13.99
1060-5880 12 bare root canes £23.98

|

|
1060-5572 6 bare root canes £10.99
1060-5881 12 bare root canes £19.98

|

|
1060-5514 2 Ltr pot £12.99
1060-5515 3 x 2 Ltr pots £27.98

|1060-5580 9cm pot £9.99
|1060-5579 5 Ltr pot £17.49

£ 10.99*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 7.99*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Standard Gooseberries 
Standard Gooseberries are perfect for growing on sunny patios in containers. 
Also known as 'lollipops', they take on a tree-like form, with a short slim trunk 
and bushy 'head' on the top.

Spread 80cm | Plant Mar-Oct | Sent Oct-Dec | Harvest Jun

| 1060-5931 'Invicta' 3 Ltr pot £16.99
|1060-5932 'Hinnonmaki' Red 3 Ltr pot £16.99

* Compared to buying individually

£15.98

Ideal For S mall Spaces

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 12 
SAVE

£ 4.00*

BUY 12 
SAVE

£ 5.00*

BUY 12 
SAVE

£ 5.00*

BUY 12 
SAVE

£ 2.00*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 10.99*

Buy individually - Buy 2 get 1 FREE
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Soft Fruit Plants - RaspberrySoft Fruit Plants - Late Summer & Autumn Fruiting Raspberry

Raspberry ‘Joan J’Raspberry ‘Autumn Bliss’
Raspberry with spine free canes 
so you can pick the tasty fruit 
easily. Has an upright growing 
habit so you can grow in pots and 
containers. Primocane variety.

Has distinctive red berries, disease 
resistance and long cropping 
season from early August to first 
frosts. This short, strong caned 
favourite is the gardeners’ choice. 
Primocane variety.

Raspberry ‘All Gold’ Raspberry ‘Polka’

Raspberry ‘Autumn Treasure’

A novel variety producing attractive yellow fruit for lovely autumn colour. The 
same vigour, habit and cropping potential as ‘Autumn Bliss’ but with superior, 
sweeter-tasting fruit. Primocane variety.

Raspberry Polka is a late primocane variety which crops on both the new and 
old wood. It starts cropping from mid-August and can continue right through 
to November so you can enjoy sweet fruit even in the colder months.

Vigorous raspberry that gives you fruit in abundance in summer and into 
autumn. Long and big individual fruit lets you harvest easily and fruit is ready 
for picking in the first year of planting. Primocane variety.

Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Apr
Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Apr
Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1060-5834 6 bare root canes £10.99
|1060-5895 12 bare root canes £19.98

Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1060-5567 6 bare root canes £10.99
|1060-5824 12 bare root canes £19.98

Spread 80cm | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1060-5832 6 bare root canes £11.99
|1060-5841 12 bare root canes £18.98

|

|
1060-5833 6 bare root canes £10.99
1060-5894 12 bare root canes £19.98

|

|
1060-5571 6 bare root canes £13.99
1060-5516 12 bare root canes £23.98

Accredited by the RHS, this primocane collection has been chosen for its long 
cropping season, shorter growing habit, disease resistance and sweet tasting berries. 

Award Winning Raspberry Collection

Raspberry Continuity Collection

This collection gives you a constant supply of fresh, sweet raspberries, cropping 
for up to 120 days! Contains floricane varieties 'Glen Ample', 'Malling Juno' and 
'Joan J'. Six of each variety.

|1060-5680 18 bare root canes, 6 of each £27.97
Plant Nov-Apr | Sent Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Sep

|1060-5831  6 bare root canes, 2 of each

|1060-5835 18 bare root canes, 6 of each

£11.99
£26.97

Spread 80cm | Plant Nov-Apr | Sent Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Raspberry ‘Malling Juno’
|1060-5572 6 bare root canes

£11.99

£10.99
|1060-5881 12 bare root canes 

£18.98

£19.98
Raspberry ‘Joan J’

|1060-5571 6 bare root canes

£10.99

£13.99
|1060-5516 12 bare root canes

£19.98

£23.98

Raspberry ‘Glen Ample’
|1060-5569 6 bare root canes 

£10.99

£10.99
|1060-5555 12 bare root canes

£19.98

£19.98

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 2.00*

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 6.00*

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 5.00*

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 4.00*

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 2.00*

SAVE
BUY 12
CANES

£ 4.00*

Buy individually

Buy individually

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 12
SAVE

£ 4.00*

BUY 12
SAVE

£ 2.00*

BUY 12
SAVE

£ 2.00*

BUY 12
SAVE

£ 2.00*

BUY 12
SAVE

£ 5.00*

* Compared to buying individually

£ 9.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Raspberry ‘Polka’
|1060-5832 6 bare root canes

|1060-5841 12 bare root canes 

Raspberry ‘All Gold’
|1060-5834 6 bare root canes

|1060-5895 12 bare root canes

Raspberry ‘Autumn Bliss’
|1060-5833 6 bare root canes 

|1060-5894 12 bare root canes

£ 8.00*
SAVE

Buy  
CollectionA

Tasty Raspberries

mazi ng 120 Days Of
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Soft Fruit Plants - Rhubarb

A collection of three crown varieties that both taste amazing, provide a high 
yield and are easy to grow for first time gardeners and experts alike. Includes 
‘Timperley Early’, ‘Victoria’ and ‘Fultons Strawberry’.

The Rhubarb Trio Collection

Buy individually

|1060-5943 1 of each crown

Rhubarb ‘Rosenhagen’ Rhubarb ‘Livingstone’
A sweeter tasting variety which contains up to three times less oxalic acid. 
This makes it an ideal rhubarb to feed to children and is perfect for a rhubarb 
crumble, pudding or tart.

The very latest in British rhubarb breeding, this produces delicious deep red 
stringless stems up to November. This is the only variety to have eliminated 
summer dormancy, which means it starts to crop when others run out of 
steam!

Height Up to 80cm | Spread 10m | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov  
Harvest Mar-May

Height Up to 80cm | Spread 10m | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov 
Harvest Jun-Nov

|1060-5911 9cm pot £9.99 |1060-5846 2 Ltr pot £12.99

Spread 10m | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Harvest Feb-Apr

Spread 10m | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Harvest Apr-Jun

Spread 10m | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Harvest Feb-Apr

Rhubarb ‘Timperley Early’

Rhubarb ‘Fultons Strawberry Surprise’

Rhubarb ‘Victoria’ 

£11.99|1060-5521 3 crowns

£11.99|1060-5902 3 crowns

£11.99|1060-5726 3 crowns

£11.99

Contains 'Cambridge Favourite', Royal Sovereign' and Red Gauntlet', some of the 
most widely grown strawberries which are loved for their intense flavour.

Heritage Strawberry Collection

Buy individually or buy 20 and get 10 FREE

Buy individually or buy 20 and get 10 FREE

The Big Crop Strawberry Collection

|1060-5546 30 bare root plants 10 of each

|1060-5864 10 each bare roots

£20.97

£25.97

Spread 30cm | Sent Oct-May | Plant Oct-May | Harvest Jun-Jul

Spread 30cm | Sent Oct-May | Plant Oct-May | Harvest May-Sep

Contains 'Vibrant', 'Marshmello' and 'Malwina' varieties which are well known for 
producing an abundance of delicious berries from each plant.

Soft Fruit Plants - Strawberry

Strawberry ‘Royal Sovereign’
|1060-5857 10 bare roots £10.99
|1060-5858 30 bare roots £21.98

Strawberry ‘Marshmello’
|1060-5853 10 bare roots £10.99
|1060-5854 30 bare roots £21.98

Strawberry ‘Red Gauntlet’
|1060-5545 10 bare roots £9.99
|1060-5876 30 bare roots £19.98

Strawberry ‘Malwina’
|1060-5859 10 bare roots £10.99
|1060-5860 30 bare roots £21.98

Strawberry ‘Cambridge Favourite’
|1060-5855 10 bare roots £9.99
|1060-5856 30 bare roots £19.98

Strawberry ‘Vibrant’
|1060-5851 10 bare roots £10.99
|1060-5852 30 bare roots £21.98

£ 7.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

* Compared to buying individually

£ 10.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection
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Soft Fruit Plants - StrawberrySoft Fruit Plants - Strawberry

Strawberry ‘Malling Centenary’ Strawberry ‘Mara de Bois’

Strawberry ‘Malling Allure’

A main season variety which has been released as a direct result of its 
significantly improved flavour, firm texture and attractive appearance. The first 
strawberry to be shortlisted for the RHS Chelsea Flower Show Plant of the year.

The succulent strawberry with French breeding! Go to any French market 
and you’ll discover that sweet scented ‘Mara de Bois’ is a favourite amongst 
connoisseurs and top chefs. The taste of an alpine strawberry combined with 
the size of a modern hybrid.

Enjoy punnets full of tasty summer berries for at least three years with this 
variety. Produces juicy fruit that are 3.5cm in diameter. Perfect for growing in 
pots and containers or directly planted into the ground.

Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Oct-Dec | Harvest Jun-Jul
|1060-5543 10 bare roots £9.99
|1060-5874 30 bare roots £19.98

Plant Oct-Dec | Sent Oct-Dec | Harvest Jun-Jul

|1060-5924 9cm plant £8.99
|1060-5925 3 x 9cm plants £17.98

Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Oct-Dec | Harvest Jun-Oct

|1060-5909 10 bare roots £11.99
|1060-5910 30 bare roots £23.98

Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Oct-Dec | Harvest Jul-Aug

|1060-5584 10 bare roots £9.99
|1060-5585 30 bare roots £19.98

Plant Oct-Dec | Sent Oct-Dec | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1060-5980 9cm plant £7.99
|1060-5981 3 x 9cm plants £15.98

Strawberry ‘Snow White’
An unusual white variety with vivid red seeds that will make a refreshing 
change to fruit salads and ice cream. The fruit have a lovely flavour, often 
likened to pineapple. Also known as the Pineberry, this is a vigorous grower, 
producing attractive, medium sized, uniform and conical berries that will 
excite the taste buds.

Strawberry ‘Framberry’

Strawberry ‘Funberry’

An exciting new variety, this fantastic fruit has a taller habit than regular 
strawberry plants and fruit that has a hint of both raspberry and strawberry 
combined.

Wonderful breeding revelation in the soft-fruit world, this is a cross between a 
strawberry and raspberry, giving you strawberry-like fruit on stems more like 
raspberries, so you can enjoy picking fruit at waist height. 

Plant Oct-Dec | Sent Oct-Dec | Harvest Jun-Jul

|1060-5544 10 bare roots £11.99
|1060-5875 30 bare roots £23.98

Great Flavour

Strawberry ‘Florence’
This variety offers an ideal 
combination of top-quality fruit 
and outstanding disease resistance. 
Described as 'the Bordeaux of 
strawberries' it possesses a deep, 
rounded bouquet.

Sent Oct-Dec | Plant Oct-Dec
Harvest Jun-Jul

|

|
1060-5871 10 bare roots £9.99
1060-5896 30 bare roots £19.98

Bare root plants offer 
fantastic value for money. 

When you receive them, 
soak the roots in water for 

20 minutes then spread the 
roots out into the planting 
hole and cover with soil up 

to the crown.

Strawberry 
Bare Roots

U nbelievably Tasty Fruit

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 30
SAVE

£ 9.99*

BUY 30
SAVE

£ 9.99*

BUY 30
SAVE

£ 9.99*

BUY 30
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 7.99*

Strawberry/Raspberry Cross

U nusual Variety

* Compared to buying individually

£ 11.99*

BUY 30
SAVE

£ 11.99*

BUY 30
SAVE
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Soft Fruit Plants - Berries Patio Fruit Trees

Cranberry ‘Pilgrim’ Goji Berry

Honeyberry ‘Honeybee’

Beautiful plants with dainty pink flowers in midsummer and cascading glossy 
red berries in autumn. Known for their sweet flavour and well-being benefits.

Produces masses of red berries which can be eaten fresh, cooked or dried. Easy 
grow, hardy and perennial shrub producing ‘superfood’ vitamin-packed berries 
lauded by health specialists worldwide.

A tall free-fruiting shrub that is extra hardy through the winter down to -40ºc. 
A rare alternative to other soft fruit like blueberry plants.

Japanese WineberryKiwiberry
Produces sweet dark red berries 
from September. Best trained 
against a wall or a fence, the fruit is 
best eaten straight off the plant but 
also can be used in cooking.

Enjoy the tropical flavour of kiwi 
fruit and free yourself of the 
chore of removing the furry skin 
associated with the regular fruit. 

Height Up to 25cm | Spread 70cm | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec 
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 1.8m | Spread 70cm | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height 1m | Spread 70cm | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec | Harvest Aug-Nov

|1060-5688 9cm pot £8.99
|1060-5689 3 x 9cm pots £17.98

|1060-5906 9cm pot £7.99
|1060-5915 3 x 9cm pots £15.98

|1060-5582 9cm pot £8.99
|1060-5583 3 x 9cm pots £17.98

|

|
1060-5959 9cm pot £8.99
1060-5990 3 x 9cm pots £17.98

|

|
1060-5920 9cm pot £9.99
1060-5921 3 x 9cm pots £19.98

Height Up to 4m | Spread 70cm  
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 2.5m | Spread 70cm   
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Sep-Dec
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height 1.8m | Spread 2m  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height 1.8m | Spread 2m  
Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

Apple Tree ‘Cox’s 
Orange Pippin’

Apple Tree ‘Golden 
Delicious’

A well-known, self fertile variety 
known for its reliability in cooler 
climates. Often first choice for 
many chefs when it comes to 
cooking for its aromatic, crisp and 
juicy fruit with a distinctive flavour.

Ignore the bland tasting apple 
specimens in the supermarket, 
this variety truly comes into its own 
when grown fresh in the garden. A 
good apple for storing and one of 
the nation's favourites.

|1070-9427 2 Ltr pot £18.99|1070-9426 2 Ltr pot £18.99

Crab Apple Tree 
‘Evereste’

Crab Apple Tree ‘Golden 
Hornet’

Apple Tree ‘Elstar’

Cherry Tree ‘Van’

Fig Brown Turkey

Kiwi Jenny

Pear Tree ‘Conference’

Plum Tree ‘Victoria’

|1070-9428 2 Ltr pot £18.99

|1070-9429 2 Ltr pot £18.99

|1070-9415 2 Ltr pot £18.99

|1070-9417 2 Ltr pot £18.99

|1070-5661 3 Ltr pot £21.99

|1070-5005 3 Ltr pot £21.99

|1070-9420 2 Ltr pot £18.99

|1070-9419 2 Ltr pot £18.99

Fruit Trees

Have you fancied growing your own 
fruit but think you don’t have enough 
space? Our range of fruit trees can easily 
be grown in small gardens, and even in 
a container on your patio or balcony, so 
you can enjoy one of your five a day at 
home. 

From apples and pears, to plums and 
cherries, we have the perfect tree to 
provide both ornamental value and 
fresh fruit in your garden.

* Compared to buying individually

Rare Variety

Pretty Pink Flowers

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 9.99*
Great  
Flavour, 
No Hassle!

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 3
SAVE

£ 7.99*

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW Hardy & Self-Fertile

Fully Hardy
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Fruit Trees - PearFruit Trees - Apple

Apple Tree ‘Egremont 
Russet’

Apple Tree 
‘Scrumptious’

|1070-5019 1 bare root tree £23.99

|1070-5575 1 bare root tree £22.99

Apple Tree ‘Tickled Pink’Apple Tree ‘Red Windsor’

Apple Tree ‘Bramley’

Apple Tree ‘Grenadier’

Apple Tree ‘Braeburn’

Apple Tree Twin

Apple Tree ‘Cox’s 
Orange Pippin’

A dual-purpose apple variety with 
deep red fruit and striking red flesh, 
it has a mild tart flavour. Great for 
both cooking and juicing and a 
welcome addition to your garden.

One of the best mid-season apples, 
it is easy to grow, self-fertile and 
frost hardy, especially at blossom 
time. It has very compact growth 
with good disease resistance which 
makes it an ideal garden variety.

A traditional heritage favourite that 
grows to a manageable height for 
the garden or allotment. Produces 
large cooking apples perfect for 
creating puddings and preserves.

A productive tree with scab 
resistance that gives you green, 
ridge-skinned cooking apples every 
year. Fruits can be harvested much 
earlier than the more common 
Bramley variety.

An improved selection that 
produces fruit with a satisfying 
crispness and flavour. Popular with 
home growers due to its tolerance 
in a wide range of soils.

This twin of 'Jonagold’ and 
'Golden Permain' fruit and flower 
on the same tree. 'Jonagold' is a 
high-yielding sweet variety whilst 
'Golden Permain' has a rich, crisp 
flavour.

A well-known, self fertile variety 
known for its reliability in cooler 
climates. Often first choice for 
many chefs when it comes to 
cooking.

Height Up to 3m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Spread 3m | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant 
Nov-Apr | Harvest Aug-Oct

|1070-9370 1 bare root tree £26.99|1070-5638 1 bare root tree £22.99

|1070-5628 1 bare root tree £21.99

|1070-5623 1 bare root tree £19.99

|1070-5631 1 bare root tree £20.99

|1070-9364 1 bare root tree £26.99

|1070-5028 1 bare root tree £20.99 |1070-9366 1 bare root twin tree £26.99|1070-9373 1 bare root tree £23.99

|1070-5009 1 bare root tree £23.99|1070-5589 1 bare root tree £21.99

Pear Fruit Tree TwinPear Tree ‘Sensation’

Pear Tree ‘Williams Bon 
Chretien’

Pear Tree ‘Doyenne du 
Comice’

Just plant one tree and you can choose 
to harvest two types of pears ‘Conference’ 
and ‘Louise Bonne de Jersey’, eat fresh 
pears off the tree or pick them for the 
perfect tarte aux poires.

A variety that produces a bountiful 
harvest but looks great too, producing 
luscious fruit with bright red skin when 
ripe. Flesh is creamy-white, melting and 
juicy.

A superb old variety that’s reliable and 
heavy cropping. The fruit is large, sweet 
and very juicy and stores well.

A brilliant old variety of dessert pear 
which was first introduced into Britain in 
1858 and is one of the largest, juiciest and 
sweetest of fruits.

Pear Tree ‘Beurre Hardy’ Pear Tree ‘Conference’
One of the most outstanding dessert pears, the delicious melting flesh has a 
fragrant, aromatic, almost rosy, scent and is just full of juice. Very ornamental 
when in flower with all the branches covered with white blossom.

The country’s favourite and most well-known pear, and small wonder as it is 
so versatile. Plant your trees in containers so you can place them where they 
truly suit you. This popular and tasty variety is self-fertile so it flowers and fruits 
independently.

Height Up to 4m | Spread 3m | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr   
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 3m | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr   
Harvest Aug-Oct

|1070-5008 1 bare root tree £23.99 |1070-5695 1 bare root tree £19.99

Height Up to 4m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 3m
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 3m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr   
Harvest Aug-Oct

Victoria nVariety

Fragra
Flavour

nt  Ho neyed

Self-Fertile

Two Varieties 
O nO ne Tree

Two Varieties 
O nO ne Tree

The UK's Fi nestDelicious Dessert Pear
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Fruit Trees - Stone FruitFruit Trees - Nuts & Heritage

|1070-5635 2 Ltr pot £36.99

|1070-5590 1 bare root tree £25.99

Mulberry Tree ‘King James’

Crab Apple Tree ‘Jelly King’

A traditional, self fertile berry tree 
steeped in history that produces rich 
berries in abundance every year but also 
makes an attractive plant. Nothing beats 
picking fruit straight from this fruit tree.

Self-fertile for guaranteed harvests, this is 
a brilliant all-rounder apple. The beautiful 
orange-pink fruits are good for jelly, 
whilst its beautiful white flowers provide 
an intense and very long lasting display.

Hazelnut Tree ‘Filbert 
Hall’s Giant’

Hazelnut Tree ‘Red 
Majestic’

Sweet Chestnut Tree

Quince Tree ‘Serbian Gold’

Almond Tree

Walnut Tree ‘Regia’

Produces a very large attractive 
nut with glossy rust-brown shell. 
Resistant to nut gall mite. Excellent 
quality and great flavour.

A brilliant fruit tree for a small 
garden and is very popular for its 
twisted branches and compact 
habit. Has attractive architectural 
form.

An early fruiting variety producing 
good crops of large dark brown 
maroon nuts. It is partially self-
fertile and will bear fruit within 2-4 
years.

A less vigorous growing but highly 
productive self fertile variety 
used in its native Serbia for both 
cooking and making liqueur. Also 
applauded for its ornamental value, 
with pink flowers in early Spring.

A great addition to your garden, 
providing both a delicious and 
nutritious crop. Versatile in the 
kitchen but also a beautiful tree 
that is beneficial to wildlife.

An outstanding variety that is 
very hardy and quite late into 
leaf, meaning that it is very rarely 
damaged by frost. Self-fertile, the 
nuts are slightly pointed with a 
mild earthy flavour.

|1070-5002 1 bare root tree £21.99|1070-5003 1 bare root tree £22.99|1070-5778 1 bare root tree £26.99

|1070-5620 1 bare root tree £23.99

|1070-9385 1 bare root tree £27.99

|1070-5571 1 bare root tree £26.99

Height Up to 5m | Spread 4m
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m    
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 30m | Spread 5m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 5m
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr 
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 35m | Spread 5m  
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Aug-Oct

Height Up to 8m | Spread 4m  
Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Aug-Oct

Peach TreeNectarine Tree
Curiously flat-shaped peach that 
is sweeter than other varieties and 
easier to eat. A snacking variety, 
perfect for picnics. Self-fertile so 
produces fruit, even when planted 
in isolation.

Easy-eating sweet flat, doughnut-
shaped variety with smooth skin. 
Grow this variety in full sun to get 
great harvests and super-sweet 
sun-ripe fruit.

|1070-9393 1 bare root tree £26.99|1070-9394 1 bare root tree £26.99

|1070-7130 1 bare root tree £21.99

|1070-7129 1 bare root tree £24.99

|1070-5741 1 bare root tree £24.99

|1070-5768 1 bare root tree £24.99

Cherry Tree ‘White Heart’

Cherry Tree ‘Stella’

Cherry Tree ‘Crown Morello’

Cherry Tree ‘Summer Sun’

Produces large fruit with excellent sweet 
flavour and juicy texture. A traditional 
variety with golden fruit flushed with 
pale red, it is considered by many to be 
the best flavoured dessert cherry.

A brilliant self-fertile variety, it is easy to 
grow and is very productive. The fruits 
are very large, dark red and exceptionally 
juicy and sweet with the typical cherry 
flavour, making it a favourite for desserts 
and cooking.

A traditional acid cherry variety whose 
fruit comes into its own in the kitchen 
- reducing as jam, using for cherry pies 
or cherry crumble. Reaches a height of 
about 3m so easy to harvest.

A modern English variety. It has firm-
soft flesh and a delicious flavour and a 
wonderful dark red colour to the skin. 
One of the best available for the UK 
climate, it is a consistent heavy cropper 
even if the weather is bad.

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m | Sent 
Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Jun-Aug

Height Up to 3m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr
Harvest Jun-Aug

Cherry Tree Twin
Late croppers that flower at around the same time on the same tree. ‘Variks 
Black’ produces luscious and sweet dark-skinned fruits, whilst ‘Napoleon 
Bigarreau’ bears attractive red to orange fruits with pleasant flavour.

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jun-Aug

|1070-9365 1 bare root tree £26.99

Self-FertileSelf-Fertile

Self-Fertile

Perfect For S
Garde

m
n

all
s
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Fruit Trees - Stone Fruit Autumn Harvest

Garden Knife & Budding 
& Pruning Knife **

Potato & Onion  
Storage Kit

Both knives have a multi-riveted 4 
inch rosewood handle and 3 inch 
stainless steel blade. Both knives 
supplied with a storage pouch.

Value pack to keep potatoes, onions 
and shallots in tip top condition 
and freshly stored. Made from 
hessian and polypropylene.

Wooden 
Fruit 
Crates

Berry Picker

Stackable Storage Crate 
Small

Stackable Storage Crate 
Medium

|1090-5789 Set of 3 £59.99

|1090-5792 £16.99

|1090-5790 1 crate £15.99

|1090-5791 1 crate £22.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

|

|

|

1090-5874 2 x Knives £16.98
1090-5878 1 x Garden £12.99 
1090-5876  1 x Bud/Prune £9.99 

Two of the finest plum varieties 'Shropshire' Damson and 'Oullins Golden 
Gage' have been grafted together to create this unique tree. It grows well in 
a container and the two varieties make the perfect partners, ripening in late 
summer and into early autumn.

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m | Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr | Harvest Jul-Sep

|1070-9423 1 bare root tree £24.99

Plum Tree ‘Victoria’Greengage Tree ‘Old 
Fashioned’

Damson Tree 
‘Merryweather’

Plum Tree ‘Lizzie’

Apricot Tree ‘Moorpark’

Plum Tree ‘Mirabelle de 
Nancy’

The nation's favourite plum tree. 
This self-fertile variety's popularity 
comes from its delicious fruits 
and pretty blossoms . Perfect for 
desserts, jams or eating raw.

A heritage British favourite much-
loved for centuries and lauded as 
the best-tasting of all plum varieties 
with rich, juicy and full flavoured 
fruit.

Highly-productive variety with well-
furnished branches full of large, rich 
damsons, with attractive purple 
blooms on their skin. Attracts 
important pollinators.

These Japanese plums are super 
sweet, great for adding to the fruit 
bowl. The flesh is blood-red and 
particularly juicy, deliciously thirst-
quenching in high summer.

An elegant garden tree with 
an attractive pink-tinged white 
blossom in the spring, and golden-
yellow fruits from late July. It’s self-
fertile for guaranteed harvests.

Produces sweet yellow tangy fruits, 
with a slight taste of honey. Greatly 
prized for their superb flavour, the 
plums are delicious eaten directly 
from the tree or used in cooking.

|1070-5624 1 bare root tree £22.99|1070-9395 1 bare root tree £24.99

|1070-5591 1 bare root tree £19.99|1070-5592 1 bare root tree £21.99|1070-5769 1 bare root tree £21.99|1070-5007 1 bare root tree £27.99

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr 
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr 
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Height Up to 4m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr  
Harvest Jul-Sep

Twin Plum Fruit Tree

Two Varieties 
o nO ne Tree

£ 3.08*
SAVE
Buy both

£ 6.00*
SAVE
Buy both

Harvesting season rolls 
around once a year, and 
when it does you want 
to reap what you have 

sown. 

Get the most out of your 
autumnal allotment 

produce with our range 
of reliable, well-designed 

tools and accessories. 
From knives to storage 
nets, trowels to trugs, 

we have everything you 
need to make sure you 

are well prepared to 
pick a good quality crop 

every year.

Harvesting 
Your Crop

Wooden Flower Trug

|1090-5795  £22.99

* Compared to buying individually ** You MUST be over 18 to buy this product.

|1090-5794 £69.99

Wooden Potato Crate
NEW

Dim W59.5, D47, H49.3 cm

A durable wooden crate ideal for storing 
your potatoes in your shed, pantry or 
cellar. The slats allow for ventilation to 
keep your potatoes fresh, whilst the 
sliding tray ensures that old crop is used 
first. Made from FSC certified timber.

|1090-5793 £39.99

Wooden Onion Crate
A robust, FSC certified wooden onion 
crate that is ideal for shed or cellar 
storage and will keep your onions in the 
freshest condition, reducing the chance 
of sprouting. The open structure allows 
for ventilation, whilst the sliding lower 
tray presents the oldest produce first.

NEW

Dim W39.8, D48.2, H40 cm

Dim Small W46.3, D26.2, H13.8 cm
Dim Medium W52.5, D32.5, H19.8 cm
Dim Large W59, D39, H26.3 cm Dim W52.8, D28.1, H12.2 cm

Dim W57.1, D36.8, H19 cm

Dim W14.2, D22.3, H10.6 cm

Heritage Variety

Harvesting Apron

|1090-5782 £19.99

NEW

|

|
| 

1090-3603 5 sacks £9.99
1090-3783 5 storage nets £4.99
1090-3607 5 potato sacks
and 5 onion storage nets £11.90

Sacks Nets
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Unwins Flower Seed - Sweet Pea

|

Sweet Pea  
‘Almost Black’
Dark and sultry, but sweetly 
scented. The smallish dark flowers 
resemble antique sweet peas. In 
certain lights the blooms appear 
black with a navy-blue sheen. 

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

5010-2319 20 seeds £3.29

|5010-3003 6 packets of seeds + propagator kit + snips £19.99

Six well loved varieties - ‘Emily’, ‘Red Arrow’, ‘Heathcliff’, ‘Duchy of Cambridge’, 
‘Cathy’ and ‘Memories’. Comes with a windowsill propagator kit for successful 
sowing, sweet pea feed and book as well as Micro Snips to bring cut flowers 
into your home.

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

|||

Sweet Pea Flower 
Arranger’s Blend

Sweet Pea ‘Duchy of 
Cambridge’

Sweet Pea ‘Confetti’

Grow bright, beautiful blooms for 
your garden or cut flower displays 
with this collection. Easy to grow, 
quick to establish and will flower 
early lasting until the end of 
summer.

A delightful and unusual Spencer 
variety. Produces beautiful blooms 
in shades of turquoise and 
ultramarine, gradually changing to 
more feminine pinks and mauves. 
Delicately scented.

A delightful mix of warm pastel 
shades with rich purples and pinks 
which give a stunning display 
outdoors grown up a trellis and as 
cut flowers, bringing a delicious 
scent to your home.

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out 
Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

5010-2126 50 seeds £2.995010-2318 20 seeds £2.993021-0592 21 seeds £2.99

Sweet Pea ‘Cathy’

Sweet Pea ‘Chance’

Sweet Pea ‘Heaven 
Scent’

Sweet Pea ‘Cupani’Sweet Pea ‘Alan 
Titchmarsh’

Sweet Pea ‘Royal 
Wedding’

Sweet Pea ‘Berry Kiss’

Sweet Pea ‘Just Janet’

|3021-0208 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0476 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0675 21 seeds £2.99

|3021-0650 21 seeds £2.49|5010-2110 20 seeds £2.79

|3021-0620 20 seeds £2.49

|3021-0612 21 seeds £2.99

|5010-2008 20 seeds £2.99

||

Sweet Pea Everlasting MixSweet Pea ‘Old 
Fashioned’ Mix Small, dainty blooms in shades 

of pink, mauve and white. This 
mixture is very hardy and will 
provide welcome early summer 
colour for many years. Brilliant for 
growing in borders, containers and 
beds.

A collection of ‘grandiflora’ sweet 
peas, which were popular in 
Victorian times. Smaller flowered 
than modern types, the blooms are 
dainty and simple in form, with a 
delicious scent.

3021-0651 21 seeds £2.993021-0653 30 seeds £1.99 |3021-0655 30 seeds £1.99

Sweet Pea Unwins Signature Blend
A superb blend of top quality varieties with beautiful colours, large, wavy 
flowers on long, strong stems all with a wonderful fragrance. A firm favourite, 
this collection is loved by pollinators and championed by gardeners across 
the UK.

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct | Sow Out Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep 

Exhibitio nWorthy

Highly Sce nted Custo mer Favourite

The Origi
Sweet Pea

nal

Sweet Pea Best Selling Collection

* Compared to buying individually

£ 27.92*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Since 1903, Unwins has 
been a well-known name 
among gardeners; we’re 
proud to continue that 
famous heritage as part of 
the Marshalls family.

Flower 
Seed

Bred by  
U nwi ns

Bred by  
U nwi ns

I    
U nwi ns

ntroduced by
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Unwins Flower Seeds to Sow NowUnwins Flower Seed - Sweet Pea

Sweet Pea ‘Just Julia’

Sweet Pea Incense Mix

Sweet Pea ‘Blackberry’

Bamboo Canes

Sweet Pea ‘Iris’

Sweet Pea ‘Cherub’

Sweet Pea 
Fertiliser

Sweet Pea Rings

Sweet Pea ‘Heathcliff’

Sweet Pea ‘Misty 
Mountains’

Sweet Pea ‘Wuthering 
Heights’

Sweet Pea ‘Champagne 
Bubbles’

|3021-0617 20 seeds £2.99

|5010-2013 35 seeds £2.99

|5010-2010 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0223 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0667 10 seeds £3.99

|1090-4060 900g £6.99

|1090-3649 3 rings £8.79

|5010-2023 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0594 21 seeds £2.99

|3021-0479 20 seeds £2.99

|3021-0613 20 seeds £2.49

|5010-2330 8 packets £15.99

|5010-2147 8 packets £15.99

Sweet Pea Scent-tastic 
Collection

Sweet Pea Extra Fragrant 
Collection

A fantastically fragrant collection 
bringing together ‘Almost Black’, 
‘Chance’, ‘Heathcliff’, ‘Heaven Scent’, 
‘Madison’, ‘Memories’, ‘Percy’ and 
‘Scarlett’. 

Bring unbelievable scent into your life 
with ‘Cathy’, ‘Champagne Bubbles’, ‘April 
in Paris’, ‘Scarlett’, ‘Blackberry’, ‘Romeo’, 
‘Memories’ and ‘Percy Thrower’.

|

|

|

1090-4387 20 x 90cm £7.99
1090-4386 20 x 60cm £6.99
1090-4388 20 x 120cm £8.99

|| |

Poppy ‘Californian 
Superb’ Mix

Wildflower ‘Calendula 
Long Flowering’ Mix

Lupin ‘Russell’ Mix

One of the easiest of plants to grow, 
doing well in even the poorest 
soils. Their beautiful bright colours 
will give you a great show with no 
attention at all. They will self seed 
ensuring they come back each year.

This old fashioned ‘pot marigold’ is 
a hardy annual producing bright 
orange, daisy-like flowers to create 
a statement in the garden. This 
long flowering beauty is great for 
pollinators.

A spectacular kaleidoscope of 
colour from this mix of hardy 
perennials which produce spikes 
of tightly packed flowers over basal 
clumps of palm-like foliage. A 
popular cottage garden staple.

3021-0174 600 seeds £1.993021-0403 130 seeds £1.99 3021-0126 85 seeds £1.99

Hollyhock ‘Chater’s 
Double’ Mix

Stocks ‘Virginia 
Stardust’ Mix

Love In A Mist ‘Miss 
Jekyl’

Gypsophila ‘Covent 
Garden’

Candytuft ‘Dwarf Fairy’ 
Mix

Calendula ‘Pink 
Surprise’

Poppy ‘Summer 
Sorbets’

Unwins Scatter & Grow 
Collection

|3021-0481 50 seeds £1.99

|3021-0195 3000 seeds £1.49

|3071-0017 650 seeds £2.49

|3071-0035 1000 seeds £1.49

|3021-0048 500 seeds £1.49

|3021-0543 100 seeds £1.99

|3021-0178 500 seeds £1.49

|3021-0240 1000 seeds £2.99

Sow In Feb-Jun Sep-Oct
Flowers Jun-Jul

Sow In Feb-Apr | Sow Out Mar-
May, Aug-Oct | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow Out Mar-May, Aug-Oct
Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct  
Sow Out Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

Sow In Jan-Mar, Sep-Oct  
Sow Out Mar-Apr | Flowers Jun-Sep

The autumn months are 
an important time to start 

sowing flowers for early 
summer colour. 

With a bit of thought 
and planning now, you 
will be rewarded with a 
spectacular display of 
colourful flowers next 

year. Hardy annuals can 
be sown in rows outside 
to bring borders to life 

next summer whilst more 
tender plants can be 

sown indoors and potted 
on when strong enough.

Summer 
Colour

Scatter i nGaps

Cottage Garde 
Variety

n

* Compared to buying individually

£ 7.83*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

£ 7.23*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

EXCLUSIVE

Bred by  
U nwi ns

Bred by  
U nwi ns

Bred by  
U nwi ns

Bred by  
U nwi ns
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Unwins Flower Seed - Wildflowers & WildlifeUnwins Flower Seed - Wildflowers & Wildlife

Wildflower ‘Butterflies’ Mix
Specially selected varieties to attract butterflies to your garden. This lovely mix 
will provide attractive drifts of colour throughout summer making your garden 
a haven for wildlife and attracting a wide range of beneficial insects.

Sow Out Mar-May, Aug-Sep | Flowers May-Sep

|3021-0647 500 seeds £2.49 |1020-2975 Covers a 15m row £1.99

|3021-0454 175 seeds £2.99

Wildflower Bumblebee 
Margin Mix

Wildflower ‘Biodiversity 
Flower’ Mix

A beautiful and versatile mix of seeds 
ideal for attracting beneficial insects and 
pollinators to your plot, then dig in as 
green manure to increase soil fertility. 

Attract wildlife such as butterflies, bees 
and other insects with this mix which 
in turn help pollinate many of our food 
plants. This mix is nectar rich, with a long 
flowering season.

||||

Wildflower ‘White 
Clover’

Wildflower ‘Cranesbill 
Hardy Geranium’

‘Verbena Bonariensis’Wildflower Cottage 
Garden Choice

If you want a great pollinator in the 
garden, this is certainly the one to 
grow. It’s a great source of nectar, 
especially for honey bees and other 
insects, as well as adding nitrogen 
to your soil.

A truly timeless flower and in the 
parentage of the many garden 
hardy geraniums. This hardy 
Cranesbill has violet blue flowers, 
deep cut leaves with reddish stems 
and is loved by bees.

Ideal for cottage gardens this 
is a truly beautiful border plant. 
Standing tall but with a light and 
airy habit, it blends with so many 
garden types and designs, as well 
as being a magnet for pollinators.

This great mix is full of nectar-rich 
plants that will bring your garden to 
life with bees, butterflies and birds. 
A choice mix with a long blooming 
season which will attract pollinators 
to your veg plot too.

3021-0431 1000 seeds £2.493021-0289 50 seeds £2.993021-0408 350 seeds £1.993021-0393 600 seeds £2.99

Sow Out Mar-May, Aug-Sep 
Flowers Jun-Oct

Sow In Apr-Oct | Flowers Jun-Oct

Sow Out Mar-Jun, Aug-Sep 
Flowers May-Sep

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Mar-Jun
Flowers Jul-Sep Sow Out Feb-Jun | Flowers Jun-Sep Sow Out Mar-Oct | Flowers May-Sep

|||

Wildflower ‘Ox-Eye 
Daisy’

Wildflower ‘Cornflower’Wildflower ‘Corn Poppy’

The classic wild white daisy; 
essential for a wildflower meadow 
or natural planting scheme and to 
attract pollinators. A regular feature 
of the British countryside.

Graceful flowers with ruffled 
petals reminiscent of a deep blue 
summer sky. Once common in corn 
fields, these are now loved by both 
gardeners and pollinators for their 
delicate blooms.

These corn poppies are top choice 
if you are looking to naturalise or 
add beautiful bright red colour. A 
symbol of remembrance and hope 
for the future, this variety is perfect 
for a wildflower garden or meadow.

3071-0005 600 seeds £1.493071-0048 100 seeds £1.993071-0047 2500 seeds £2.49

|2050-0115 1.5kg £7.99
|2050-0271 4kg £19.99

Nature’s Haven Easy Wildflowers
The perfect mix of easy to grow wildflowers selected to bring bees, butterflies 
and other beneficial insects into the garden. 

Containing a blend of free flowering countryside seeds and granular 
compost, simply scatter the contents where you want your flowers to bloom, 
lightly rake in and enjoy a stunning display. 

Easy Wildflowers contains pollinator favourites including: 
● ‘Ox-eye Daisy’
● ‘Corn Poppy’
● ‘Cornflower’
● ‘Corn Marigold’

The 1.5kg pouch will cover 6 m2 or 3 flower beds, and the 4kg box will cover 
16m2 which is perfect for creating a wildflower meadow in your garden or in 
your allotment.

Sow Out Mar-May, Aug-Oct | Flowers Jun-Oct

Sow Out Mar-May, Aug-Oct  
Flowers Jun-Aug

Sow In Feb-Mar | Sow Out Apr-
May, Aug-Sep | Flowers May-Aug

Sow In Mar-May, Aug-Oct  
Flowers Jun-Sept

Planting wildflowers 
in a garden setting is 
beneficial to support 

insects and other wildlife. 
It is extremely important to 

attract pollinators, which 
have seen a decline of 

recent times. 

We can help both bees 
and butterflies thrive 

in our outdoor spaces, 
by growing pollinator-

friendly plants like these 
wildflowers, which will not 
only provide food, but also 
a kaleidoscope of colour in 

the garden.

Planting for 
Wildlife
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Starter Garden Shrubs

Polystichum braunii

Dryopteris filix-mas

Heuchera ‘Delta Dawn’

Heuchera ‘Shanghai’

Hosta ‘Queen 
Josephine’

Hosta ‘Sum & 
Substance’

Heuchera ‘Marmalade’

Carex oshimensis 
‘Evercream’

Hosta ‘Fire & Ice’

Athyrium niponicum 
metallicum

Hakonechloa macra 
‘Aureola’

Tulbaghia violacea 
‘Silver Lace’

|5140-5205 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5187 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5213 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5212 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5209 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5211 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5214 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5180 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5210 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5204 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5190 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5208 9cm pot £7.99

Shrubs

Our impressive shrubs range has plenty 
for you to choose from, whether you have 
a large garden, a yard or a tiny patio.

From the lush green foliage of hostas, to 
the vibrant colours of heucheras, sweet 
scented sarcococca to the palm like 
cordyline, buying our shrubs will provide 
structure and all-year-round interest.
Whether your garden is in full sun 
or full shade there is a shrub to suit 
your needs.

Ophiopogon 
planiscapus nigrescens

Gardenia jasminoides 
‘Kleim’s Hardy’

Sarcococca hookeriana 
‘Winter Gem’

Choisya Greenfingers

Convolvulus Cneorum

Crinodendron 
hookerianum

|5140-5230 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5189 9cm pot £9.99

|5140-5231 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5217 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5184 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5185 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5225 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5220 9cm pot £8.99

|5140-5218 9cm pot £8.99 |5140-5236 9cm pot £9.99

|5140-5229 9cm pot £8.99

Gaultheria mucronata 
‘Mulberry Wine’

Cotinus ‘Young Lady’

Cordyline ‘Little Red Star’ Senecio candidans  
‘Angel Wings’

Nandina ‘Twilight’

Also known as prickly heath, this is an 
evergreen, compact and bushy red 
stemmed shrub that produces white and 
pink flowers in early summer, followed by 
dark wine-coloured fruit in autumn. 

Produces superb autumn foliage colour 
with smoky plumes of creamy-pink 
flowers through summer. A deciduous 
dwarf variety, this small plant creates a 
big impact in containers or planted in a 
border.

A popular, palm-like tree that has 
arching, sword-like, deep red leaves, 
retained throughout the year. When 
mature, it produces dramatic white 
flower spikes that smell exquisite.

A showstopping perennial with stunning 
silvery-white foliage and soft downy 
leaves. A perfect plant to have in a 
sensory garden.

A neat, rounded, evergreen shrub with 
colourful, bamboo-like leaves that looks 
great in a container display. Produces 
small white flowers in summer, followed 
by attractive red berries for year round 
interest.

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-July

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-July

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-July Sent Aug-Oct 

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-July

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Browse 
our  

full range 
online

Buy any 2 x 9cm shrubs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 3

Bright I nWi nterEvergree nVariety

Disti nctive Foliage

Striki ng Variety

Leaves up to 50c m!
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ShrubsShrubs

Ceanothus ‘Skylark’Callicarpa dichotoma 
‘Issai’

Eucalyptus Gunnii ‘France Bleu’ 
(Cider Gum) is a compact, neat and 
hardy eucalyptus that is famous for 
its aroma, evergreen silvery foliage, 
and beautiful patterned bark.

A compact and hardy shrub that 
produces dense clusters of deep 
blue flowers from May to June, 
loved by pollinators. Perfect for 
hedging or in a mixed cottage 
border.

Starry pink flowers emerge with a 
heady scent amongst large glossy 
and attractive leaves. A year round 
compact and slow growing shrub, 
perfect for smaller gardens.

A small, rounded, deciduous shrub 
which impresses with its display of 
small, pale pink flowers which turn 
to bright lilac coloured berries in 
late summer and autumn.

Height 1.8m | Spread 1.8m  
Sent Aug-Oct

Height 1.2m | Spread 2m  
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower Nov-Mar

Height 1.2m | Spread 1.2m  
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower Nov-Mar

Height 1m | Spread 1m  
Sent Aug-Oct

|5140-5679 3 Ltr pot £16.99|5140-5677 3 Ltr pot £16.99

Daphne ‘Pink 
Fragrance’

Eucalyptus gunnii 
‘France Bleu’

|5140-5626 3 Ltr pot £21.99 |5140-5637 3 Ltr pot £16.99

Hibiscus ‘Lavender 
Chiffon’

Ilex meserveae ‘Little 
Rascal’

|5140-5656 3 Ltr pot £18.99 |5140-5681 3 Ltr pot £16.99

|5140-5680 3 Ltr pot £17.99

Cotinus coggygria  
‘Smokey Joe’
A deciduous shrub with apple green 
foliage which changes to brilliant scarlet 
and oranges in autumn. Smokey plume 
like flowers turn to a beautiful candy pink 
making it an attractive addition.

Height 2m | Spread 2m | Sent Sep-Dec

Jasminum nudiflorum
A popular climbing plant which is easy to grow and flowers over winter. 
Produces cheerful yellow, fragrant blooms that will brighten up any dark 
corner of the garden in the colder months. Perfect for growing up walls, 
fences and trellises, it is certainly one of the most reliable and hardy of garden 
performers.

Height 2m | Spread 2m | Sent Aug-Oct | Flower Nov-Mar

|5140-5682 3 Ltr pot £16.99

Cli mber

Pittosporum tenuifolium ‘Golf Ball’

Cordyline ‘Charlie Boy’

A bushy variety that grows naturally into a low ball shape, making it ideal for 
borders. The mint green foliage and height makes this a great choice for giving 
contrast against many other plants. Small, fragrant brownish-purple flowers 
give off a honey scent, making this attractive addition to any garden.

A striking, must have plant for your garden with colourful bright pink and 
deep purple foliage that will brighten your garden year round. A stunning 
architectural plant that produces a firework like effect in any patio or border.

Height Up to 1.2m | Spread 1m | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct

Height 2m | Spread 1m | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct

|5140-5683 3 Ltr pot £16.99

|5140-5585 3 Ltr pot £19.99

Ficus carica ‘Ice Crystal’Nandina domestica 
‘Magical Sunrise’

Genista ‘Porlock’Callistemon citrinus

Fig variety planted for its attractive 
ornamental foliage that resembles 
ice crystals. Decorative plant for 
a sunny corner which produces 
small, sweet, succulent fruits.

An evergreen shrub known for its 
foliage which is copper-orange 
when new, maturing to green 
before turning fiery red in the 
winter for all year interest.

Commonly known as Broom, this is 
a semi-evergreen shrub with small 
green leaves and fragrant yellow 
pea-like flowers that appear in their 
masses in the spring.

Produces the most vivid, fluffy 
scarlet flowers which resemble a 
bottle brush. Loved by gardeners 
for its most delicious lemony citrus 
scent and by pollinators for its rich 
nectar.

Height 4m | Spread 2m   
Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct

Height Up to 1m | Sent Sep-Oct 
Plant Sep-Oct

Height Up to 2m | Spread 1m   
Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct
Flower Feb-Apr

|5140-5580 3 Ltr pot £19.99|5140-5598 3 Ltr pot £16.99

|5140-5655 3 Ltr pot £16.99|5140-5678 3 Ltr pot £16.99

NEW

Height 2m | Spread 1m   
Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct

Wi nter Floweri ng

Co mpact HollyVibra
Berries

nt Purple 

Highly Sce nted
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Roses - Floribunda VarietiesRoses - Bush Varieties

Rose ‘Polar Star’

Rose ‘Rock And Roll’

Rose ‘A Whiter Shade Of 
Pale’

Rose ‘Ingrid Bergman’

Rose ‘Chandos Beauty’

Rose ‘Nostalgia’

Rose ‘Just Joey’

Rose ‘Pure Poetry’

|5140-1209 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1237 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1201 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1321 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1007 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1235 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1322 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1236 1 bare root £10.99

Rose ‘Arthur Bell’

Rose ‘Lovestruck’

Rose ‘Claire Marshall’

Rose ‘Ebb Tide’

|5140-1079 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1203 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1238 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1205 1 bare root £10.99

Rose ‘Hot Chocolate’

Rose ‘Comte de 
Chambord’

Rose ‘Abracadabra’

Rose ‘Super Trouper’

A robust, bushy floribunda rose, 
bearing large clusters of unusual 
chocolate brown flowers with 
a strong fragrance that repeat 
throughout the summer. An easy 
to grow variety with good disease 
resistance.

A beautiful Damask fragrant 
rose variety with strong growth 
and the ability to produce lots of 
pink flowers through the whole 
summer and autumn. Excellent as 
a windbreak.

Choose ‘Abracadabra’ for your 
garden and you won’t be 
disappointed by its magical 
charms! This pretty floribunda has 
vibrant colours , mixing dark red 
and purple with golden streaks.

Add this floribunda rose to your 
garden for summer long, fiery 
orange roses with the intensity 
and colour of burning embers. A 
superstar for any garden.

|5140-1239 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1213 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1282 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1241 1 bare root £10.99

Rose ‘Margaret Merrill’

Height Up to 1.2m | Sent Nov-Dec
Plant Nov-Apr 

Height Up to 1.2m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Apr 

Height Up to 1.2m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec

Height Up to 1.2m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec 

NEW NEW NEW

One of the best floribunda roses that showcases dark, glossy, foliage and 
beautiful, pearly white blooms with the slightest satin-pink sheen. Complete 
with a delicate lemony scent this is a must in any garden.

Height Up to 1.2m | Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec

|5140-1075 1 bare root £10.99

Roses

Roses are the quintessential English flower. 
These timeless beauties come in a range of 
colours, but it’s their scent that thrills. 

All of our roses are supplied as dormant bare 
roots. On delivery, soak the roots in water 
for 30 minutes before planting. Prepare the 
soil by breaking it up with a fork, remove any 
large stones before mixing with well-rotted 
farmyard manure and making 
holes big enough to the roots to be 
spread out.

Go online 
for more 

information 
about roses

Sweetly Sce nted

Rose ‘Belle de Jour’
Rose of the Year 2021, this is a striking floribunda rose with pale yellow and 
orange petals, accompanied wih a heady fragrance of vanilla and apricot. This 
winning variety is disease resistant and makes a great addition to borders or 
containers.It easy to see why ‘Belle de Jour’ impressed the judges and will now 
impress in your home. 

Sent Nov-Dec | Plant Nov-Dec | Flower Jun-Oct

|5140-1320 1 bare root £10.99

Rose Of The Year 2021 NEW
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Roses - Climbing Varieties

|5140-1281 1 bare root £10.99|5140-1277 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1037 1 bare root £10.99|5140-1035 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1055 1 bare root £10.99|5140-1252 1 bare root £10.99

|5140-1033 1 bare root £10.99|5140-1122 1 bare root £10.99

Rose ‘Starlight Express’Rose ‘Albertine’

Rose ‘Handel’

Rose ‘Paul’s Scarlet 
Climber’

Rose ‘Madame Alfred 
Carriere’

Rose ‘Starlight Symphony’

Rose ‘Golden Showers’

Rose ‘Zepherine Drouhin’

A vigorous climbing rose that produces 
masses of fragrant, deep pink shaded 
blooms all season. Thrives in any garden 
situation, including containers and will 
compliment any garden.

This rambling rose variety is perfect for 
training up walls or climbing loosely 
at the back of your border. Producing 
lots of light pink double blooms with 
impeccable fragrance, this rose is perfect 
to decorate garden fences and trellises.

A brightly coloured rose with dark 
stems and glossy dark green foliage, 
complimented with white, red and pink 
blooms. Highly scented, this is a climbing 
rose that will have an immediate impact 
in any garden.

A strong climber with dark purplish 
stems and glossy foliage which is red 
when young. Produces a long-lasting 
display of fragrant yellow flowers which 
fade gracefully with age before falling.

An old favourite and still very much in 
demand, this large climbing rose is an 
excellent choice even for a north wall 
with its vigorous growth and sweetly 
scented pink blooms.

A climbing rose variety that adorns your 
garden, covering a wall or vertical space 
with attractive white roses emitting a 
rare, spicy scent. Every rose possesses an 
orange centre which contrasts well with 
its pure linen-like petals.

A vigorous very free flowering climbing 
rose with semi-glossy mid-green foliage. 
It produces large clusters of brilliant, 
unfading scarlet double flowers with a 
slight fragrance.

A carmine-pink, highly scented climbing 
rose, with prolific thornless stems. Being 
thornless makes this a perfect variety for 
growing on arches, walls and pergolas; 
especially near paths and seating areas.

Height Up to 3m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 4m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Mar | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 2.4m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 4.5m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 3.5m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct

Height Up to 3m | Sent Nov-Dec 
Plant Nov-Dec | Flower May-Oct Helianthemum ‘Golden 

Queen’

Lewisia cotyledon 
‘Rainbow’

Phlox subulata ‘Emerald 
Cushion Blue’

Saxifraga arendsii 
‘Marto Rose’

Ajuga reptans ‘Black 
Scallop’

Armeria maritima ‘Nifty 
Thrifty’

Sedum takesimense 
‘Atlantis’

Sempervivum 
‘Chocolate Kiss’

Arabis ferdinandi-
coburgi ‘Variegata’

Aubrieta gracilis ‘Kitte 
Rose Red’

Sempervivum 
‘Cranberry Cocktail’

Veronica umbrosa 
‘Georgia Blue’

|5140-5313 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5312 pot £6.99

|5140-5306 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5308 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5300 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5238 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1346 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5233 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5301 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5239 9cm pot £6.99

|5140-5235 9cm pot £7.99

|5140-5311 9cm pot £6.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

Alpines and Outdoor 
Succulents

These compact beauties take up little space 
and are perfectly suited to rockeries as well 
as patio pots and troughs, making them 
ideal for any outdoor area.

With a wide range to choose from, offering 
spectacular colour or foliage interest, our 
range will prove to be a showstopper in 
your garden. Sun-loving and great for 
pollinators, they are ideal for even the 
novice gardener.

Buy any 3 x 9cm alpines and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 4

NEW

Rose of the 
Year 2019

Custo mer Favourite

Chelsea Pla
The Year 2019

nt Of
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Herbaceous Perennials

Gaillardia ‘Mesa Yellow’Echinacea ‘Cheyenne 
Spirit’

Coreopsis ‘Limerock 
Ruby’

Coreopsis grandiflora 
‘Double the Sun’

This stunning variety has sunny 
lemon yellow daisy-like flowers 
with golden centres which are 
most effective when planted in 
groupings.

A sunny mix of coloured flowers 
from yellow through oranges to 
pinks and reds. Produces deep 
green foliage and large coned 
daisies on 60cm stems.

A recent introduction that 
produces a bushy mound of fern 
green foliage with an abundance of 
unique ruby red flowers with yellow 
centres.

Produces spectacular, vibrant 
yellow double flowers that bloom 
freely over a long season. Brings 
low maintenance colour to the 
garden.

|5130-1385 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1374 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1371 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1370 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1384 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1387 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1383 9cm pot £6.99

Geum ‘Mrs J. Bradshaw’

Kniphofia ‘Flamenco’Geum ‘Lady Stratheden’

An award winning clump-forming 
herbaceous perennial with dark green 
leaves and purple stems bearing 
semi-double, orange and red flowers 
in summer, providing a splash of fiery 
colour to borders.

An attention grabber in the garden, 
known as Red Hot Poker. Will light up 
and create height in borders with it’s 
dramatic flower spikes in bright red, 
orange and yellow produced on tall 
strong stems.

A beautiful clump forming variety with 
large, semi-double yellow flowers, held 
above impressive velvety dark green 
foliage. Ideal for borders, pots or as a cut 
flower. A resilient, cottage garden style 
perennial.

Lobelia cardinalis 
‘Queen Victoria’

Rudbeckia fulgida 
sullivantii ‘Goldsturm’

|5130-1389 9cm pot £6.99 |5130-1319 9cm pot £6.99

Height Up to 90cm | Spread 60cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 50cm | Spread 50cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 50cm | Spread 50cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 60cm | Spread 60cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 60cm | Spread 60cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 45cm | Spread 60cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height Up to 35cm | Spread 35cm 
Sent Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Echinacea purpurea 
‘Powwow Wild Berry’

Erigeron ‘Azure Beauty’

Eryngium planum ‘Blue 
Hobbit’

Geranium Light Pink

Geranium ‘Johnson’s 
Blue’

Verbena bonariensis

Astilbe chinensis 
‘Pumila’

Delphinium ‘Magic 
Fountains Sky Blue’

Geranium sanguineum 
‘Vision Light Pink’

|5130-1375 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1392 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1377 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1379 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1382 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1391 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1366 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1373 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1381 9cm pot £6.99

Anemone hupehensis 
‘Little Princess’
A dwarf anemone which produces 
an abundance of traditional 
delicate baby pink flowers with 
contrasting yellow centres on a 
form that is neat and compact, 
perfect for planting in small spaces.

Sent Sep-Oct 1 | Plant Sep-Oct 
Flowers Jun-Sep 

|5130-1368 9cm pot £6.99

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW

Herbaceous Perennials

The backbone of any garden border, our 
herbaceous perennials are hassle free 
plants that once planted will grow back 
year after year bringing colour and delight 
every season. 

From majestically tall blooms such as lupins 
and hollyhocks at the back, to geraniums 
and coreopsis to the front, we have the 
plant to suit you.

Buy 3 or more 9cm perennials and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied3

 
Visit

marshallsgarden.com  
for more information 

about these plants

Transplanting Trowel

|1090-4392 £9.99

NEW

Highly Reco mme nded
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Herbaceous Perennials

Euphorbia hypericifolia 
‘Euphoria White’

Gaura lindheimeri 
‘Whirling Butterflies’

Papaver orientale ‘Royal 
Wedding’

|5130-1378 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1380 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1390 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1388 9cm pot £6.99

|5130-1386 9cm pot £6.99

Leucanthemum superbum 
‘Snow Lady’

Gypsophila paniculata 
‘Snowflake’

Vivid green foliage with low mounds 
of white, daisy-type flowers with bright 
yellow centres. Loved by pollinators. 
Ideal for border edging, patios and also 
excellent in tubs or mixed containers.

An abundance of small white flowers on 
branching stems mid to late summer, 
creating a cloud of blooms over the low 
mounds of grey-green foliage. Attractive 
to pollinators and perfect for cutting.

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

Height 1.5m | Spread 1m | Sent Aug-Oct 
Plant Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Height 1m | Spread 1m | Sent Aug-Oct 
Plant Aug-Oct | Flower May-Jul

Wallflower Tall Mixed
A taller mix of sweetly perfumed wallflowers in hues of orange, pink and yellow. 
Make perfect partners for tulips or are equally at home planted on their own in 
sunny borders or under shrubs and trees. 

Sweet William 
Messenger Mix

Wallflower Dwarf Mixed

A generous mix of picotee and bi-
colour varieties. Fragrant mix ideal 
as cut stems for summer-flower 
bouquets or planted in containers 
for a welcome waft of spring. 

Produces big clusters of bright 
flowers that are perfect for planting 
in any sunny spot in the garden, 
especially dry walls or rockeries. 
Fragrantly scented, pollinators love 
these colourful blooms. 

Height 30cm | Sent Oct-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov  Flower Mar-May

Height 45cm | Sent Oct-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov  Flower Mar-May

|

|
5120-7061 15 bare roots £8.99
5120-7063 45 bare roots £17.98

|

|
5120-7382 15 bare roots £8.99
5120-7383 45 bare roots £17.98

Height 45cm | Sent Oct-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-May

|5120-7269 15 bare roots £8.99
|5120-7270 45 bare roots £17.98

Sweet William Heritage Mix
Fabulous clove-scented flowers bloom at just the right time to keep borders 
colourful from spring into summer. Grow en masse for a tapestry of colours 
including pink, crimson, white and burgundy. 

Height 60cm | Sent Oct-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-May 

|5120-7079 15 bare roots £8.99
|5120-7080 45 bare roots £17.98

* Compared to buying individually

BUY 45
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 45
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 45
SAVE

£ 8.99*

BUY 45
SAVE

£ 8.99*

Visit
  

marshallsgarden.com  
for more information 

about these plants

Echinacea purpurea 
‘Powwow White’

Delphinium ‘Excalibur 
Pure White’

Campanula carpatica 
‘White’

Aquilegia ‘Spring Magic 
White’

Add the wow factor to your garden 
with these dazzling clean white 
flowers that are extra wide and 
surround a large golden yellow 
cone. Easy to grow, prolific bloomer.

Tall elegant white, semi double 
blooms, which are adorned by 
deeply lobed, dark green leaves. 
Will accentuate your garden year 
after year.

A long flowering variety that 
exhibits pretty, pure white, bell-
shaped flowers that look great 
cascading over the edges of a 
sunny rock garden.

Produces strong, erect plants with 
large white flowers that make a 
distinctive display for the spring 
border, rising gently above lush 
green foliage and attracting 
pollinators to your garden.

|5130-1376 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1372 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1369 9cm pot £6.99|5130-1367 9cm pot £6.99

NEWNEWNEWNEW

Sent Aug-Oct | Plant Aug-Oct
Flower May-Jul

Height 30cm | Spread 50cm
Sent Aug-Oct | Plant Aug-Oct  
Flower May-Jul 

Height 70cm | Spread 30cm
Sent Aug-Oct | Plant Aug-Oct  
Flower May-Jul 

Height 1m | Spread 50cm
Sent Aug-Oct | Plant Aug-Oct  
Flower May-Jul 

Cottage Garden Plants

Based on an idyllic view of the countryside, 
nothing is quainter than a traditional cottage 
garden. Our range is a delightful mixture of 
flowers, heady with scent. 

From sweetly perfumed wallflowers to the 
irresistible Sweet William, these bare root 
plants come direct from our grower and are 
lifted from fields in Dorset and Hampshire, 
then delivered straight to your door.

Perfect for planting in the green this autumn 
ready to burst into colour from early spring.

Buy 3 or more 9cm perennials and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied3
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Woodland Bulbs

Anemone blanda ‘White 
Splendour’

Anemone blanda ‘Blue 
Shades’

Anemone blanda mixed

Eranthis hyemalis 
‘Cilicica’

Anemone nemorosa

Cyclamen hederifolium

This variety is for you if you hanker 
after pretty charming flowers in 
your garden after a long winter. 
Beautiful white flowers appear in 
large numbers which you can plant 
in a sunny spot or half shade.

Create a carpet of natural true-blue 
flowers to offset taller tulip varieties. 
You can grow this charming petite 
variety in many parts of the garden, 
appreciating full sun or dappled 
shade.

Bears large, daisy like flowers in 
a range of colours. Wonderful 
positioned in containers, beds and 
borders in various of your garden. 
Once fully grown, they’ll produce a 
wonderful display.

Commonly known as Winter 
Aconite, these are some of the 
earliest flowering bulbs and look 
spectacular planted amongst 
snowdrops in woodland areas.

Dainty white blooms on slender 
stems that are great placed in 
borders, containers and beds in 
different aspects of your garden for 
an impactful display.

Hardy Cyclamen are one of the best 
bulbs to grow under deciduous 
trees and shrubs as they need 
shading from hot sun and thrive 
in soil containing plenty of organic 
matter.

|2100-6526 12 bulbs £4.99|2100-6525 24 bulbs £4.99|2100-2265 48 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4920 24 bulbs £6.99

|2100-2310 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-1410 6 bulbs £6.99

Woodland Bulb Collection
Charming and colourful, introduce these woodland bulbs, perfect for semi-
shady sites in the spring garden. Includes Galanthus ‘Woronowii’, Aconite 
Eranthis cilicica, Anemone blanda ‘Blue Shades’, Hyacinthoides non-scripta 
and Narcissus ‘WP Milner’.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr

|2100-7617 50 mixed bulbs £12.99

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Feb

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Apr

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Our range of spring bulbs is perfect for 
when you need a colourful lift after a 
long dark winter. 

With cheery, scented daffodil varieties, 
tulips in all shades, as well as snowdrops 
and crocuses signalling the first day 
of spring, we have some exciting new 
varieties for you to choose from. Plant 
now for a fine display and an injection of 
colour in containers or borders.

Galanthus nivalis ‘Flore 
Pleno’

Galanthus plicatus

Galanthus elwesii

Galanthus ‘Mount 
Everest’

|2100-3430 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3445 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3436 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3446 12 bulbs £7.99||

Galanthus nivalisAGM Snowdrop 
Collection

Snowdrops are one of the earliest 
bulbs to flower in the spring and 
create cheer and colour to the 
garden when little else is awake. 
Look good planted in large drifts 
in grass.

Turn your winter beds into a carpet 
of jewels from January through 
to spring with our snowdrop 
bulb collection which includes 
‘Nivalis’, ‘Flore Pleno’, ‘Elwesii’ and 
‘Woronowii’.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Feb

Height 10-20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Feb

2100-3429 24 bulbs £6.992100-7616 40 mixed bulbs £12.99

NEW NEW

26p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

13p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5

Custo mer Favourite

Over 
240

spring bulbs 
available - 

browse our  
full range 

online

Over 50 NEW VarietiesSpring Bulbs
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Crocus BulbsCrocus Bulbs

Mixed Species Crocus Collection
Perfect for naturalising and a great all-round traditional mix to give a bright 
splash of colour early in the spring. Creates a vibrant display when planted in 
groups.

Height 8cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|2100-2960 48 bulbs £6.99|2100-2906 12 bulbs £4.99

|2100-2930 24 bulbs £6.99|2100-2904 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-2920 50 bulbs £8.99

|2100-2905 24 bulbs £6.99|2100-2990 50 bulbs £9.99

Crocus sativus

Crocus ‘Jeanne d’Arc’Crocus olivieri ‘Orange 
Monarch’

Crocus Flowering Mix

Crocus ‘Pickwick’Crocus tommasinianus

These translucent purple flowers will 
brighten up the garden. These are 
commercially grown to produce saffron, 
gathered and dried to give a spice that, 
at times, has been more valuable than 
gold.

The best way to brighten up the dark 
mornings of late winter. Petals are pure 
white with bright orange stamens, 
making for a beautiful display.

A vibrant orange crocus bulb with a 
contrasting purple flame. These bright 
flowers will shine out on even the dullest 
of winter days and open wide to show off 
amber stamens, a magnet for pollinators.

Perfect for containers or borders for 
creating loads of drama. These delicate 
looking little flowers are very tough and 
bring sparkling colour to your spring 
garden.

Delicately striped white and lilac 
coloured petals on a traditionally shaped 
crocus. Perfect for planting under trees 
and shrubs in grass or in pots and 
containers.

Suitable for containers or borders in 
various parts of your garden. Once fully 
grown, they’ll create a blaze of colour 
with lilac-blue flowers and greyish 
exterior petals.

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Oct-Nov

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 6cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Crocus ‘Golden Yellow’ Crocus ‘Cream Beauty’

Crocus ‘Ruby Giant’

One of the best large flowered crocus varieties producing impressive golden 
goblets in early spring. This variety is very floriferous and will create an eye 
catching display in the garden!

Traditional crocus that produces a spring display of early-season, weather 
resistant flowers. Impresses with its silvery purple blooms with contrasting 
yellow anthers. Vigorous and showy, with larger blooms than other varieties.

Produces many flowers of perfectly formed goblet shaped blooms with a 
yellow throat and deep orange stamens. Petals are flushed brownish-green 
at base.

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 8cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|2100-2900 24 bulbs £5.99

|2100-2955 24 bulbs £4.99

|2100-2860 24 bulbs £5.99

Crocus sieberi ‘Tricolour’
With its amazing bands of blue 
white and yellow, we know you’ll 
love these colourful flowers! Make 
an instant impact with these 
colourful blooms by growing en 
masse for a truly vibrant spring 
display.

Height 8cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|2100-2902 24 bulbs £4.99

Crocuses are one of the 
first flowers to bloom each 
spring so are ideal planted 

in containers and at the 
front of beds. They also 

look stunning when left to 
naturalise in grass, creating 

a carpet of small purple, 
yellow and white flowering 

blooms.

Early spring 
colour

Dra matic Bloo ms

15p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5

Grow Your 
Ow   Saffron n
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Hyacinth Bulbs - OutdoorIris Bulbs

Iris reticulata ‘Harmony’

Iris reticulata 
‘Katherine’s Gold’

Iris ‘Clairette’

Iris reticulata ‘Painted 
Lady’

This variety will create true 
harmony in your garden or patio 
pots. A classic favourite with deep 
mauve, elegantly slender petals, 
each with a central yellow splash.

Lovely recent dwarf hybrid with 
blooms that are pale yellow, with 
darker markings on the falls and 
near-white standards. Ideal for low 
borders or pots and containers.

Hardy dwarf iris, great for the front 
of borders. Has two-tone blue 
flowers that are delicately marked. 
Has all the charm of larger irises but 
on a miniature scale!

A shopstopping dwarf iris with 
eyecatching paint splashes of blue 
against white on the petals, making 
for a stunning plant display. A great 
addition to your spring garden.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Feb

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Feb

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|2100-3933 24 bulbs £4.99

|2100-3964 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3936 24 bulbs £4.99

|2100-3965 24 bulbs £5.99

Dwarf Iris Mixed Collection
A perfect combination of popular colours! This mix consists of blue, white, 
mauve and yellow which look fantastic together. Ideal for pots, borders or 
rockery plantings.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|2100-3957 50 bulbs £7.99

|2100-3946 48 bulbs £6.99

Iris Mixed Dutch
Ideal for growing in borders, containers 
and beds. When these bulbs have 
produced fully grown plants they’ll add a 
riot of colour in any type of garden from 
ultra modern to cottage style. 

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jun-Jul

Iris Dutch ‘Red Ember’ Iris ‘Frozen Planet’

|2100-3966 24 bulbs £7.99 |2100-3951 24 bulbs £4.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

|2100-6584 6 bulbs £7.99|2100-3740 20 bulbs £11.99

|2100-3769 6 bulbs £6.99|2100-3767 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3760 10 bulbs £8.99|2100-3738 10 bulbs £8.99

|2100-3768 6 bulbs £7.99|2100-6586 6 bulbs £6.99

Hyacinth ‘Blue Star’Hyacinth Mix

Hyacinth ‘Annabelle’Hyacinth ‘Royal Navy’

Hyacinth ‘Fondant’Hyacinth ‘City of Haarlam’

Hyacinth ‘Snow Crystal’Hyacinth ‘Gypsy Queen’

Cobalt blue blooms that give early 
season colour and a captivating 
fragrance every year. Perfect paired with 
the pure-white flowers of snowdrops or 
equally fragrant lily of the valley.

Produce a kaleidoscope of colour, along 
with sweet perfumed scent, guaranteed 
to bring your spring garden alive. Plant 
lots for a multi-coloured carpet display!

Fragrant rose pink variety with intense 
fragrance and spikes of brightly 
coloured, double flowers. Can either be 
cut for the house or the flowering bulbs 
can be arranged in bowls and basket 
displays.

Dark blue, double flowering blooms 
with a very intense fragrance, perfect for 
planting near paths, doors or windows. 
They prefer full sun but will last longer in 
partial shade, creating unrivalled scent.

Fondant pink flowers with a very intense 
fragrance so perfect for planting near 
paths, doors or windows. They prefer full 
sun but will last longer in partial shade.

One of the best-loved hyacinth bulbs of 
all time. Its pale, creamy yellow flowers 
light up shady areas of the garden whilst 
they look and smell wonderful planted in 
patio containers or in borders.

Long lasting, pure white and fragrant, 
double flowers, ideal for spring container 
displays. Impresses with its compact 
blooms and an incredible fragrance that 
can perfume your entire garden.

Plant close together for impact and 
powerful scent from spikes of fragrant, 
single pale salmon-orange flowers A 
great partner to red tulip varieties to 
create dramatic displays.

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

15p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

16p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Double 
Flowered

Double 
Flowered

Custo mer Favourite

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5

Highly Sce nted

Double 
Flowered
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Narcissi BulbsMuscari Bulbs

|2100-4251 24 bulbs £6.49

|2100-4250 75 bulbs £6.49

Muscari ‘White Magic’ & 
armeniacum

Muscari armeniacum

Ideal for a woodland effect. This classic 
pair look naturally elegant in blue and 
white. They’re easy to grow, loved by 
pollinators and will naturalise in their 
position so give them space to spread.

Grape hyacinths are some of the 
showiest, yet easiest to grow, of all 
the spring flowering bulbs! Create a 
woodland effect by naturalising them 
in grass and attract pollinators to your 
garden.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Muscari ‘Fantasy Creation’
A deep blue double flowered blue grape hyacinth that stuns in the garden. 
A great companion plant it is long-lasting in both the borders and as a cut 
flower in a vase.

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-4263 24 bulbs £5.99

Muscari ‘Golden Fragrance’
Striking blooms that open the dusky purple you’d expect, but then they take 
on a greenish-lilac hue before deepening to gold. Looks great in container 
displays or naturalised in grass.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-4262 6 bulbs £6.99

NEWNEW

Narcissus ‘Golden Aura’

Narcissus ‘Bridal Crown’

|2100-4774 12 bulbs £8.99

|2100-4781 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus Super 
Value Mix

Narcissus ‘Van Sion’

Narcissus ‘Fragrant 
Cheer’ Mix

Narcissus ‘Georgie Boy’

Narcissus ‘Golden 
Trumpets’

Narcissus ‘Lothario’

A superb mix to brighten up spring 
beds, borders and containers. This 
colourful mix of daffodils contains 
a range of single and bi-colours, 
perfect for planting in lawns and 
woodland areas.

Wild British daffodil variety which 
is easy to grow and long lasting. An 
original double yellow daffodil that 
is perfect for naturalising in grass or 
under trees.

A mix of fragrant daffodil bulbs 
Narcissus ‘Cheerfulness’ and ‘Yellow 
Cheerfulness’. Always popular, 
these late flowering, multi-headed 
daffodils are worth the wait with 
their showy blooms.

Yellow trumpet shape with ruffled 
edges, white petals and strong 
stems. Named to mark the birth of 
Prince George of Cambridge. 

Yellow brilliance for growing in 
borders, containers and beds in 
different aspects of your garden. 
When these bulbs have produced 
fully grown plants they’ll create 
loads of drama.

A creamy yellow narcissus with an 
orange cup. This versatile variety is 
great for mass planting, containers, 
borders and even as a cut flower. 
UK Daffodil of the Year 2020.

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar

Height 20-40cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May

|2100-4584 80+ bulbs £14.99

|2100-4779 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4391 50 bulbs £12.99

|2100-4773 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4585 80+ bulbs £14.99

|2100-4783 12 bulbs £5.99

Spring isn’t complete 
without this patriotic 
flower, the symbol of 

Wales. The daffodil, with its 
cheery disposition, is one 
of the UK’s most popular 
flowers and comes in all 

shapes, sizes and colours. 

Flowering from February 
right through to April, our 
impressive daffodil range 
can be incorporated into 
any garden situation. If 

cared for correctly, these 
sunny perennials will 

return year after year in 
beds and containers.

A touch of 
sunshine

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW

Highly Sce ntedU nusual Double Florets

19p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

19p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

26p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

UK Daffodil Of 
The Year 2020

Large 
Bloo ms

9p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Sweet  
Fragra nce
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Narcissi BulbsNarcissi Bulbs

Narcissus ‘King Alfred’

Narcissus ‘W. P. Milner’

Narcissus ‘Pheasant’s Eye’

Narcissus ‘Salome’

One of the oldest daffodil varieties. 
It still has a real presence in the 
garden with its huge golden, 
uniform yellow flowers. Excellent in 
borders, pots or as cut flowers.

Flowers open a pale sulphur yellow 
and then gradually turn creamy 
white. The frilled trumpet is a soft 
yellow. Best grown in small pots but 
also look at home in a rockery.

Highly scented, reliable and long 
lasting bloom with white petals and 
a striking centre. This late flowering 
variety is a classic and one of the 
first cultivated daffodils.

Award winning pink and white 
variety. Looks gorgeous planted on 
its own in drifts as well as mingled 
with others. Large cup flowers up to 
9cm wide.

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4833 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4790 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4821 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4825 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4837 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4772 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4442 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4827 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus ‘Jack The Lad’

Narcissus ‘Ice King’

Narcissus ‘Spring Dawn’

Narcissus ‘Mount Hood’

A brightly coloured double daffodil with 
mainly golden yellow petals which are 
interspersed with orange segments to 
give each flower a jaunty look.

Producing a dramatic show with every 
bloom, this variety has a peony-like 
centre and white outer petals whilst the 
yellow centres turn an attractive ivory 
colour over the season.

The earliest daffodil to flower. Compact 
for pots and window boxes as well as 
the garden. The frilly edged trumpet 
and slightly twisted petals give this early 
daffodil a lot of charm.

A simple, bright and effective white 
daffodil and this is one of the best. Has 
large flowers on a tall, strong stem. 
Perfect for naturalising, planting in 
groups together or with other varieties.

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Narcissus Butterfly Mixed

Narcissus ‘Yellow Cheerfulness’

Big blousy flowers in soft shades with pretty double blooms that are a mix of 
soft pink and apricot in the centres. Perfect for planting in spring containers, in 
the lawn or in borders.

This multiflowered variety produces up to six fragrant flowers per stem and is 
one of the best to grow indoors to fill a room with its heady perfume. Outdoors, 
make sure you grow it in a special spot so its fragrance can be enjoyed.

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4816 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4810 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus ‘Rainbow’Narcissus ‘Geranium’

Narcissus ‘Sealing Wax’Narcissus ‘Blushing Lady’

Bring fragrant and attractive 
daffodils to your garden or 
allotment with this rare variety that 
brings a bit of cheer in early spring. 
Every flower has snow white petals 
and a peach coloured cup in the 
centre.

A variety with good strong stems 
which carry a compact head of 
pure white flowers, each with a 
striking orange cup. Very strongly 
scented so makes a good cut 
flower.

Rounded petals and a spectacular 
goblet cup ensure these daffodils 
make an impact wherever they are 
planted. The short, but showy, deep 
orange-red trumpets give these 
daffodil bulbs their name.

Cup-and-saucer flowers that 
appear in spring and look great in 
containers and in wall-side borders. 
The outer petals are lemon yellow 
while the central trumpet is apricot.

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-4771 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-4470 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4840 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-4001 12 bulbs £5.99

Highly Fragra nced Stro
Sce

nglynted

Lo n      g Lasting 
Double Flowers

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Dwarf Narcissi BulbsNarcissi Bulbs

Narcissus ‘Red Start’Narcissus ‘Prom Dance’Narcissus ‘Orangery’Narcissus ‘Golden Echo’
Linen-white daffodil variety with 
charming central white cup with 
an orange rim. Great in containers 
or wall-side borders and adored by 
bees and pollinating insects.

Charming daffodils producing 
up to five flowers per stem, a 
banquet of pale yellow and white 
blooms that give off a captivating 
fragrance. 

Beautiful variety which looks lovely 
in a springtime bouquet as well as 
in the flowerbed. Lift your mood 
at the end of the winter with this 
cheery variety you can grow in 
containers or in flower borders.

Displays a wonderful contrast in 
colours with elegant creamy white 
petals and a yellow ombre effect 
surrounding the trumpet. Has a 
powerful fragrance and is long 
lasting in any garden situation.

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-4533 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-4447 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-6529 12 bulbs £7.99|2100-4784 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus ‘Carlton’
The perfect ‘Golden Daffodil’ and one of the best for naturalising. One of the 
most impressive varieties for the home gardener looking for a classic border 
display.

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4390 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-4530 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4420 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus ‘Mondragon’

Narcissus ‘Dutch Master’

Get this show-stopping, mesmerising 
daffodil variety with bright yellow outer 
petals and a rare split-trumpet centre. 
Takes pride of place in flower beds in 
spring or on the allotment to bring in 
pollinating bees.

With a classic golden yellow trumpet, 
they don’t come any better. Makes a 
superb big, bold display in beds and 
borders. Also a good variety for growing 
in pots or naturalising.

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

NEW

Add a touch of delicate 
charm to your spring 

garden with these dainty 
dwarf narcissus bulbs. 

Ideal for naturalising in 
borders, under trees, or 
planted in containers 

and rockeries, these little 
charmers will bring a 

smile to your face. Ideal 
for those with small 

gardens or limited space, 
they may be miniature 
but impress with their 
long-lasting blooms.

Dainty 
charm

Narcissus ‘Minnow’
This charming little daffodil is an 
absolute stunner! With each stem 
carrying up to five little flowers with 
a lovely scent, this beauty really 
puts on a spring time show!

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4581 50 bulbs £12.99

Narcissus Dwarf Mix
Miniature daffodils in whites, oranges and yellows. This colourful mix of 
species daffodils will transform a tired winter lawn with their bright and 
cheerful flowers. 

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4835 50 bulbs £7.99

Narcissus ‘Hawera’
Provides reliable, perfect, dainty yellow flowers every spring. Happy growing 
anywhere in the garden, including pots, flower beds, in the lawn, rockeries and 
in a woodland setting as they naturalise quickly.

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-4834 50 bulbs £12.99

Narcissus ‘Tete-a-Tete’
Dainty, multi-headed blooms flower on sturdy little stems that stand up well to 
winter weather. Easy to grow and their compact size makes them perfect for 
smaller gardens, pots, borders and for naturalising.

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4760 24 bulbs £6.99
|2100-4759 50 bulbs £8.99

Custo mer Favourite

26p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

26p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

16p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

18p
LESS 
THAN

Per 
Bulb

when you buy 

50

NEW
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Dwarf Narcissi BulbsDwarf Narcissi Bulbs

Narcissus ‘Sun Disc’ Narcissus ‘Snow Baby’
A ray of sunshine in the garden, this pretty dwarf variety pleases with bright 
yellow petals that surround a darker, flattened cup in the centre of each 
scented flower. Can be grown in rock gardens, patio containers and window 
boxes.

A dwarf variety daffodil with wide star shaped flowers. White as its name 
implies but with a greenish tinge that impresses with its showy blooms and a 
pale cream trumpet. Perfect in pots, window boxes and in the front of borders, 
or a rockery.

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-4778 12 bulbs £4.99 |2100-4777 12 bulbs £6.99

Narcissus ‘Sabrosa’Narcissus Fragrant MixNarcissus ‘Thalia’Narcissus ‘White Marvel’
Dainty and charming, this 
miniature daffodil is both fragrant 
and eye-catching. Grow in full sun 
or shade and with blue spring 
bulbs for a dazzling display.

A complementary mix with 
beautiful scent! You can plant this 
mix anywhere in the garden, in the 
lawn, around trees, under shrubs, 
or in containers and they’ll look 
fantastic together.

One of the few pure white varieties, 
also referred to as orchid narcissus. 
This milk-white flowered daffodil 
is slightly taller than most so best 
planted in a sheltered spot.

A most attractive and interesting 
variety, producing several double 
white scented flowers on a stem. 
The perfect choice for any garden 
and great for cut flowers displays.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-4448 24 bulbs £6.99|2100-4820 24 bulbs £5.99|2100-4770 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-4780 12 bulbs £5.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

|2100-4635 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4443 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4385 12 bulbs £4.99|2100-4440 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4550 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-4763 12 bulbs £5.99

Narcissus ‘Pipit’

Narcissus ‘Intrigue’

Narcissus ‘Canaliculatus’Narcissus ‘February Gold’

Narcissus ‘Jetfire’

Narcissus bulbicodium

Produces three to four attractive flowers 
in a lime yellow but the cups gradually 
turn to almost white as the flower 
matures. An eye-catching shorter hybrid 
so to get the biggest impact plant bulbs 
in tight clumps at the front of a border.

The acid yellow flowers and white-frilled 
trumpets add a splash of colour to the 
spring garden and as a bonus these 
flowers also have a delicious scent. Each 
bulb generously produces between 1 and 
3 highly scented blooms per stem.

The first sign of spring and loved by 
pollinators, these daffodil flowers may 
be miniature but they’ll make a big 
impact planted in natural drifts or filling 
windowboxes and containers.

One of the earliest flowering daffodils 
that impresses with its traditional yellow 
hue. Will flower as early as February 
in some parts of the country, this 
variety will provide long lasting blooms 
throughout the season.

A dainty daffodil offering a show 
stopping explosion of colour in spring. 
Its vibrant yellow flowers are up to 7cm 
in length and it is so named due to its 
bright, orange long trumpet.

Old-fashioned hoop petticoats variety 
This is a lovely dainty shaped flower that 
thrives in pots or in a moist acid soil that 
dries out in summer.

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

The unusual, multi-petalled flowers of this variety give it quite a unique look 
amongst all the Narcissi, whether dwarf or full-sized. Superb pointed double 
flowers which bloom year on year.

Narcissus ‘Rip van Winkle’

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-4690 12 bulbs £5.99

A mazi ng Sce nt

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Tulip Bulbs - Red, Copper, Black & OrangeTulip Bulbs

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Tulip ‘Parrot Negrita’

Dalefoot Wool Compost 
for Bulbs

Tulip ‘Ice Cream’

Tulip ‘Brownie’

Tulip ‘Dreamer’

Tulip ‘Siesta’Tulip ‘Tropical Wave’

Perfect for supporting flowering 
blubs this 100% peat free compost 
contains sheeps wool and bracken 
to produce beautiful strong plants.

Stunning densely layered blooms 
in a blend of copper, brown, and 
orange with dusty rose and purple 
accents on the outer petals. An 
impressive tulip on strong stems.

A fringed tulip variety that has 
deep pink petals distinctively 
edged in contrasting pure white. A 
good cut flower that also makes a 
delightful display in the garden.

Bring the tropics to your garden 
with this bright yellow, double 
flowered tulip that will brighten up 
your borders or spring containers. 
Excellent as cut flowers in a vase.

|2100-6206 12 bulbs £7.99

|1090-3908 2 x 20 Ltr bags £25.98

|2100-6203 6 bulbs £8.99

|2100-6198 12 bulbs £8.99

|2100-6201 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6207 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-6217 12 bulbs £6.99

Like daffodils, tulips are 
an iconic flowering spring 
bulb. With many varieties 
including single flowering, 
doubles, dwarf, and parrot, 

they combine well with 
other spring plants and are 

very easy to grow. 

Tulip bulbs should be 
planted when the cold 
weather sets in, from 

October to November. 
If you’re unable to plant 

bulbs straight away, store 
them in a cool dry place.

Terrific 
Tulips

NEWNEWNEW

NEWNEWNEW

Tulip ‘Queen of Night’

Tulip ‘Suncatcher’

Tulip ‘Lasting Love’

Tulip ‘Texas Flame’

Tulip ‘Estatic’

Tulip ‘Orange Balloon’

Tulip ‘Red Georgette’

Tulip ‘Copper Image’

A strikingly dramatic deep maroon, 
almost black tulip on sturdy 
stems, that provides a sensational 
contrast in pots, borders and flower 
arrangments.

Bring sunshine to your borders 
and containers with this strong-
stemmed yellow to red tulip to add 
bright and bold highlights to your 
outdoor space.

Luxurious deep-red tulips that look 
wonderful grown close together in 
groups whether in containers or in 
flower beds. Grow in full sun where 
‘Lasting Love’ thrives.  

An exotic tulip that showcases 
yellow petals which feature bright 
red flames and green flares. They 
make a fiery focal point in the late-
spring garden and look fantastic in 
cut flower arrangements too.

A deep blood red multi-headed 
tulip with peony like flowers on 
strong stems with glossy foliage. 
Ideal for borders, containers or as a 
cut flower in a vase.

Weather resistant orange tulip 
variety that looks great in borders 
and containers alike. Named due 
to its resemblance to a hot air 
balloon, it will bring fascination to 
any display.

This variety produces a natural 
bouquet with multiple flowers from 
one stem. You can enjoy lots of red 
tulips in a small space thanks to the 
branching flowers.

A stunning tulip with copper, 
golden yellow and pink tones to 
create lovely sunset shades and 
interest in your garden. A very full 
peony-like double blossom with 
breathtaking colours.

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 50cmSent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 45cmSent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-6380 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-6572 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6560 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6208 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6516 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6562 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6566 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6214 12 bulbs £7.99

NEW

NEW NEW

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov  
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 30-35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 55-60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

An exotic purple parrot variety with 
flashes of green on outer petals and 
feathery edges. Boasts silky petals, 
a glistening sheen and a blue-grey 
base. 

Looks good enough to eat! A recent 
variety of tulip that is appropriately 
named due to it’s creamy looking 
appearance of white in the middle 
and with pink petals on the outside.

A double petalled tulip that is 
reminiscent of a peony. With long 
lived apple blossom pink blooms, 
this variety will captivate you. No 
two blooms are the same.

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Tulip Bulbs - Purple & PinkTulip Bulbs - Red, Copper, Black & Orange

|2100-6563 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-6475 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-6539 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6503 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-6389 50 bulbs £11.99

Tulip ‘Orange Princess’Tulip ‘Apeldoorn Red’

Tulip ‘Brown Sugar’

Tulip ‘Dancing Fairy’Tulip ‘Seadov’

An beautiful award winning variety that 
fills your garden with cheery bright 
orange flowers which open up like roses 
with lots of petals for lots of flower power 
in beds or containers.

Simple, reliable flowers with a fantastic 
performance which makes it popular 
with gardeners. Large, simple but vibrant 
red flowers sit at the top of long stems 
that inject a burst of colour into your 
spring days.

Flowers open up to reveal pretty petals 
and give off a lovely scent. Triumph type. 
Consider growing with other Triumph 
type tulips like Blue Parrot for displays to 
raise eyebrows.

A rich sunset effect tulip variety that 
adds bold red and yellow shades to the 
spring-flowering border. Compact on 
tidy, upright stems mean you can grow 
lots in a small space.

Ideal if you want to make a big impact, 
these bright red blooms look spectacular 
teamed with wallflowers or team them 
with a carpet of blue forget-me-nots for 
a classic combination.

Tulip ‘Red Georgette’ Tulip ‘Colour Spectacle’

Tulip ‘Ballerina’

Tulip ‘Burgundy’

|2100-6566 12 bulbs £7.99 |2100-6542 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6070 12 bulbs £9.99

|2100-6110 12 bulbs £6.99

Tulip ‘Black Hero’
Fill your garden containers with 
near-black double peony-like 
tulips on strong stems. Every 
flower opens up to reveal a nest of 
shiny dark purple to black petals 
attractive to pollinating insects like 
bees.

|2100-6077 12 bulbs £8.99

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-6598 36 bulbs

A special selection of varieties in sophisticated mauves and creams. Grow these 
together in your outdoor space for lovely cottage garden charm. 12 each of tulip 
‘Fluriosa’, ‘Rosalie’ and ‘Attila’.

Tulip Pastel Beauty Collection

£16.97
Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flowers Apr-May

Buy individually

Like a lily, but with no staining or allergy-causing pollen. A fantastic viridiflora 
tulip with pink petals with green streaks.

A pastel pink variety that turns white at the tips with a traditional cup-shape.

A classic variety with charming, upright pinky violet flowers and a black centre.

Tulip ‘Fluriosa’

Tulip ‘Rosalie’

Tulip ‘Attila’

|2100-6589 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6570 12 bulbs   £6.99

|2100-6554 12 bulbs £7.99

* Compared to buying individually

£ 2.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Bulb Planting & Potting 
Mix

Empathy Bulb Starter

Specially formulated to provide the 
ideal growing conditions for both 
indoor and outdoor bulbs. Contains 
plant food and trace elements 
to ensure bulbs flower again the 
following year year. Added grit aids 
free drainage, keeping bulbs dry 
and disease-free. 

Contains vermiculite, rootgrow 
mycorrhizal fungi, seaweed meal 
and humates to promote healthy 
bulb growth and condition soil. 
Pack enough for 50 bulbs. 

|1090-4109 2 x 20 Ltr  £13.98|1090-3658 500g pack £6.99 

Tulip ‘Triumph Inneundo’ & ‘Magic Lavender’ Mix
Stunning duo pack of ‘Triumph Innuendo’ which produces striking white 
flowers with bright pink edges, and ‘Magic Lavender’ which dazzles with its 
pastel purple hues. Fantastic for cut flower displays and bouquets.

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flowers Apr-May

|2100-6517 12 bulbs £5.99

 Magic Lave nder

Fluriosa

Rosalie

Attila

Triu mph I nnne ndo
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* Compared to buying individually

Tulip Bulbs - Yellow, White & Peach

Tulip Lemon Meringue Collection
This great-value collection of 36 flowering spring bulbs (12 of each) of tulip 
contains ‘World Friendship’, ‘Crème Lizard’ and ‘Golden Apeldoorn’. Enough to 
fill three 30cm pots this cheery yellow tulip collection is a fantastic deal. 

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-6005 12 bulbs of each variety £14.97

Tulip ‘Marilyn’Tulip ‘Ice Cream 
Banana’ Slim and upright, as well as 

beautiful and stylish. A flame-like 
white tulip with rich red streaks 
that works well in a small space for 
impact without overcrowding.

This sweet variety looks like a 
scoop of banana ice cream! These 
sensational tulips will create 
an excellent display in borders, 
containers on patios and also look 
great as cut flowers.

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-6583 12 bulbs £7.99|2100-6204 3 bulbs £14.99

Tulip ‘Cistula’

Tulip ‘Calgary’

Tulip ‘World Friendship’

Tulip ‘Creme Lizard’

Tulip ‘Golden 
Apeldoorn’

Tulip ‘Foxy Foxtrot’

|2100-6515 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6120 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6581 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6008 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6479 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6553 12 bulbs £7.99

Tulip ‘Clearwater’

Tulip ‘Tres Chic’

|2100-6533 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6473 12 bulbs £7.99

NEW

£ 7.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection Lasti ngLo ng

Tulip Bulbs - Purple & Pink

Tulip ‘Pink Diamond’

Tulip ‘Blue Wow’

Tulip ‘Sweet Impression’

Tulip ‘Just Kissed’Tulip ‘Flaming Spring 
Green’

Tulip ‘Double Touch’

Plump, pale pink flowers with 
petals that fade to near-white at 
their outer edges. Reminiscent 
of phloxes this soft-pink variety 
works particularly well in a cottage 
garden.

Add this beautiful variety of tulip 
into your gardening scheme. The 
flowers open up on tall stems into 
large peony like blooms, so add real 
flower-power and exuberance to 
your spring-flower display.

Large, light pink blooms with hints 
of apricot on sturdy stems. Plant 
close together for a sea of pink tulip 
blooms, a welcome sight in your 
garden in spring.

Add a touch of fun and frivolity to 
your garden with these ‘pink-
lipped’ tulips. This Triumph-type 
tulip looks lovely for a cheery spring 
display whether in pots or in your 
flower beds.

This is one of the last tulips to 
flower and it’s definitely worth the 
wait. A stunning sight with creamy 
white petals flushed with apple 
green and flashes of red.

Raspberry-ripple peony-like variety 
which looks fantastic neighbouring 
emerging alliums and true peonies. 
Truly gorgeous to grow and look at. 
Double-late type.

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower May

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 45cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower May-Jun

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-6590 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6509 12 bulbs £8.99

|2100-6573 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-6557 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-6484 12 bulbs £8.99|2100-6548 6 bulbs £6.99

Tulip ‘Purple Prince’
Beautiful rich emperor purple tulips tolerant of extreme weather, heavy April 
showers or hot direct sun. A beautiful bloom to see around the Easter period.

Height 35cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-6565 12 bulbs £6.99

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Tulip Bulbs - Parrot & FringedTulip Bulbs - Dwarf

|2100-6209 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-6277 12 bulbs £4.99|2100-6465 12 bulbs £6.99

|2100-6471 12 bulbs £4.99

|2100-6365 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-6547 12 bulbs £5.99

Tulip ‘The First’

Tulip ‘Persian Pearl’Tulip ‘Pinocchio’

Tulip ‘Bakeri Lilac Wonder’

Tulip ‘Shogun’Tulip ‘Doll’s Minuet’

An early red tulip with a white edge that 
can be combined very well planted with 
crocuses. A stunning contrast of colours 
and a shorter variety at 20cm, ideal 
for group planting at the front of your 
borders.

A striking variety with magenta coloured 
petals that open wide in spring sunshine. 
With silvery backed petals and lush 
green foliage, these dainty tulips are a 
magnet for early pollinators.

A dwarf tulip, perfect for planting in the 
rockery or in containers. It produces 
bright scarlet red flowers with cream 
edges, above unusual purple-marked 
leaves. A low-growing variety with good, 
strong upright stems.

Gorgeous alpine looking tulip, ideal for 
rockeries. This beautiful short stemmed 
variety has large, open pointed petals in 
the sweetest shade of pastel pink with a 
yellow centre.

Multi-flowering variety producing up to 
four flowers per stem, this eye-catching 
tulip combines yellows, oranges and 
streaks of red creating a beautiful sunset 
effect in the garden.

Like a dramatic gloriosa-flower this 
lily-like variety returns every year with 
exotic-looking blooms. Stuns in magenta 
pink, with flashes of green and purple on 
the petal’s outer side.

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar

Height 10cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower May

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 55cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Tulip Dwarf Mix
Dwarf tulips are appreciated in patio containers, at the front of borders or in 
rock gardens. This cheerful mix of yellow, white and red striped dwarf tulips 
may be small but they have great impact!

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Apr

|2100-6461 50 bulbs £12.99

NEW

Tulip ‘Honeymoon’Tulip ‘Labrador’Tulip ‘Cool Crystal’Tulip ‘Estella Rijnveld’
A beautiful snow white tulip 
which makes a lovely cut spring 
flower, perfect for any occasion. 
The intricately cut edges give this 
variety a jewel-like quality, adding 
elegance to displays.

A bold variety to furnish your 
garden containers, with wine-red 
tulips boasting attractive spiky 
fringes on strong stems. Every 
flower opens to reveal dark purple 
to black petals that are loved by 
pollinators.

A double bloomed, fringed tulip 
with the wow factor. With its baby 
pink petals with flashes of ice-
white, it is perfect to add colour, 
dimension and texture in your 
spring garden.

A beautiful parrot tulip with white 
flowers with an amazing red flame. 
A true standout in the garden. A 
true standout in the garden, this 
exuberant flower impresses when 
planted in large groups.

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-6506 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-6004 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-6546 12 bulbs £7.99|2100-6185 12 bulbs £6.99

26p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Tulip ‘Amazing Parrot’ Tulip ‘Black Parrot’
The largest and most spectacular of all tulips. Frilled, ruffled and flared petals 
are splashed and striped with a soft cerise colour with a warm orange edge.

These exotic parrot tulip bulbs look ready to swoop with its dark maroon, 
almost black petals feathered with green. One of the darkest varieties available 
and voted Bulb of the Year in 2014.

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr  Height 40cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Mar-Apr

|2100-6080 12 bulbs £5.99|2100-6196 12 bulbs £6.99

NEW

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Bulbs for BordersBulbs for Borders

Anemone coronaria 
‘Bordeaux’

Erythronium ‘Pagoda’

Camassia leichtlinii 
‘Alba’

Erythronium dens-canisErythonium Collection

Eremurus ‘Cleopatra’

Chionodoxa forbesii 
‘Glory of the Snow’

Anemone Purple  
Pink Mix

Anemone coronaria  
‘De Caen Group’ Mix

|2100-2341 24 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3160 12 bulbs £7.99

|2100-2661 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-3171 6 bulbs £7.99|2100-3173 18 bulbs £12.98

|2100-3101 3 bulbs £8.99

|2100-3460 48 bulbs £6.99 |2100-2343 40 bulbs £6.99

|2100-2342 50 bulbs £7.99

Bulbs are a staple of the 
garden border in the early 
months. Not only do they 

bloom year after year, they 
look great planted in the 
border to fill in the gaps 

around other flowers, 
perennials, and shrubs. 

Colourful 
Border 

Displays

Erythronium californicum 
‘White Beauty’
Pearly white flowers with a light 
reddish-brown ring in the centre 
and beautifully mottled leaves. Also 
known as Dog’s Tooth Violets they 
are ideal for planting in a woodland 
garden.

Pagoda & dens-canis

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 25cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-3174 3 bulbs £5.99

NEW

St Brigid Mix

|2100-2344 50 bulbs £6.99

NEW

NEW

Fritillaria imperialis ‘William Rex’
Tall crown imperials which offset surrounding tulips perfectly. With almost 
tropical flair these flowers herald the spring. Exotic-looking yet fully hardy you 
can grow this bulb in any part of your garden whether you’re in the North or 
South of the UK. 

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|2100-6524 3 bulbs £8.99

Gladiolus italicus
Bring your garden to life with small magenta flowers that add bright colour to 
a spring bulb display. Slender sword-shaped leaves appear, followerd by flower 
spikes that often carry as many as 20 blooms on each stem.

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May-Jun

|2100-3511 12 corms £4.99

|2100-6523 3 bulbs £8.99|2100-4855 48 bulbs £12.99

|2100-4900 48 bulbs £6.99|2100-3321 6 bulbs £5.99

Fritillaria persicaNectaroscordum siculum

Puschkinia scilloidesFritillaria michailovskyi

Place these tall stunners to the back of 
your collection to make real impact. An 
excellent choice of flower to grow if you 
live in the country or near a country park 
and you get flower-eating deer in your 
garden.

An unusual and elegant allium with 
spectacular heads of bell shaped, 
apple green and pink flowers, held on 
long, leafless stems in late spring. The 
attractive seed heads that follow can be 
dried and used for floral decoration.

Easy to grow in your outdoor space.
These hyacinth flowers will grow just 
about anywhere, through the lawn, in 
containers, beds and borders, sun or 
shade making them an asset to any 
garden.

One of the daintiest fritillaria bulbs, this 
little charmer has striking little flowers 
held in clusters of up to four blooms on 
slim stems. Attractive to bees and other 
beneficial insects.

Height 80cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 90cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 15cm | Sent Sep-Nov
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

£ 3.00*
SAVE

Buy  
Collection

Early Spri  ng FlowersStriki
Variety

ng

|2100-3891 12 bulbs £5.99

Hyacinthoides non-scripta
This classic, native woodland plant 
has delightful violet-blue, scented 
bell-shaped flowers on slender stems 
above rich green leaves. Excellent 
under deciduous shrubs and trees in 
reasonably moist conditions.

Very U nusualLoved By Bees

* Compared to buying individually

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Allium BulbsAllium Bulbs

Allium scorodoprasum ‘Art’Allium ‘Ambassador’
An unusual variety that holds each 
purple hair like flower on a long 
wiry stem. Exhibits small flowers 
that have green spokes of purple 
florets. Much loved by flower 
arrangers.

Award winning and well-sized 
spherical orbs of starry purple 
flowers developing in late spring 
and early summer on green stems 
reaching up to 1m.

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May-Jun

Height 1m | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jun

|2100-2044 24 bulbs £6.99|2100-2041 1 bulb £5.99

Allium atropurpureum

Allium caeruleum

Allium ‘Caméléon’

Allium Collection

|2100-2188 24 bulbs £7.99

|2100-2040 24 bulbs £5.99

|2100-2045 24 bulbs £7.99

|2100-7618 50 bulbs £12.99

Allium ‘Graceful Beauty’Allium ‘Globemaster’Allium ‘Gladiator’Allium cristophii
Adds summer sparkle to any 
border and is a showy, hardy plant 
that gives a marvellous display. The 
spherical head is made up of lots of 
tiny individual white flowers, which 
are offset by purple stamens.

One of the largest of the allium 
flowers. ‘Globemaster’s’ flower 
clusters are up to 20cm in diameter, 
each containing hundreds of dainty 
star-shaped flowers.

A giant amongst alliums, one of 
the tallest available. Boasts massive 
rounded heads of tightly packed 
star-like flowers. A great variety for 
cutting.

Spectacularly large clusters of 
purple star-shaped flowers. Ideal 
for growing in the border, this is a 
tall flowering bulb that attract bees 
and butterflies and looks striking 
mixed with other flowers.

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Height 1.2m | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower June-Jul

Height 1.2m | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May-Jun

Height 50cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May-Jun

|2100-2186 12 bulbs £6.99|2100-2010 3 bulbs £12.99|2100-2098 6 bulbs £9.99|2100-2000 24 bulbs £9.99

Allium Duo
A duo pack of alliums - ‘Nigrum’, which impresses with its off-white domed 
heads that have a distinctive green centre, and ‘Purple Sensation’, one of the 
deepest coloured available which stands majestically tall in any border.

Height 90cm | Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower May-Jul 

|2100-2049 24 bulbs £8.99

Allium hollandicum 
‘Purple Sensation’

Allium sphaerocephalon

Allium amethystinum 
‘Red Mohican’

Allium ‘Summer 
Drummer’

|2100-2140 12 bulbs £5.99

|2100-2192 50 bulbs £5.99

|2100-2006 6 bulbs £11.99

|2100-2048 6 bulbs £7.99

|2100-2047 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-2046 24 bulbs £6.99

Allium ‘Metallic Shine’

Allium vineale ‘Hair’

Lives up to its name by producing dark 
lilac, star-shaped flowers with a metallic 
sheen to them. Ideal for encouraging 
pollinators into your garden. Can grow 
up to 50cm.

Very unusual variety that will make your 
hair stand on end with green and purple 
hair-like flowers on majestic stems. A 
fully hardy and dramatic addition to 
any garden, very different from the 
traditional pompom shape of common 
alliums.

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jun 

Height 60cm | Sent Sep-Nov 
Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jun 

NEW

NEW

NEW

Flower Heads
Up To 15c m!

Highly Reco mme nded

NEW NEW

Makes Wo nderful Dried Seedheads
Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 

item will be 5
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Indoor BulbsIndoor Bulbs

Indoor bulbs bring 
joyous colour and scent 

into your home.

They can be part of a 
centrepiece in your 

festive decorations or 
will add some cheer 
and colour on a cold 

winter’s morning. From 
an amaryllis, one of the 

most spectacular winter-
flowering bulbs to be 

grown as a pot plant, to 
the indoor hyacinth with 

its invigorating scent, 
indoor bulbs are a treat 

worth waiting for.

Festive 
Bulbs

Narcissus ‘Paperwhite Ziva’
This beautiful daffodil is said to have the strongest scent of all. It can be 
planted out in sheltered gardens, but it is more often planted up into bowls 
and ‘forcing’ to grow early as an indoor plant, bringing a heady fragrance into 
homes in the depths of winter.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

|2100-4815 6 bulbs £6.99

Hyacinth orientalis ‘Pink 
Pearl’

Hyacinth orientalis 
‘Delft Blue’

Narcissus ‘Paperwhite 
Grandiflora Ziva’

Hyacinth orientalis 
‘White Pearl’

Hyacinth Collection

Indoor variety that produces spikes 
of sweetly scented pink flowers 
in time for Christmas if you plant 
them by October A great festive 
decoration or centrepiece for the 
big day.

Specially prepared for growing 
indoors with porcelain blue flowers, 
they will bring joy in the darker 
days and have the most exquisite 
heady fragrance.

Highly scented, pure white clusters 
of flowers on sturdy green stems. 
Ideal for Christmas forcing so you 
have fresh flowers in the house over 
the festive period.

Prepared indoor hyacinth bulbs 
are fantastic for Christmas flowers. 
Produces spikes of sweetly scented, 
pristine white flowers and is one of 
the best hyacinths for forcing.

This collection of mixed colour 
Hyacinth Bulbs will produce 
white, blue pink and yellow highly 
fragrant flowers. They are perfect for 
growing in pots or flower bowls or in 
traditional hyacinth water vases.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Dec-Jan

|2100-1540 5 bulbs £6.99|2100-1520 5 bulbs £6.99

|2100-4776 6 bulbs £6.99

|2100-1501 5 bulbs £6.99

|2100-1541 15 bulbs £12.99

|2100-7222 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99|2100-7220 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99

|2100-7214 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99|2100-7212 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99

|2100-7221 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99|2100-7219 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99

|2100-7213 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99|2100-7211 1 x 26/28cm bulb £9.99

Hippeastrum ‘Salmon’Hippeastrum ‘Snow Queen’

Hippeastrum ‘Dancing 
Queen’

Hippeastrum ‘Elvas’

Hippeastrum ‘Red Velvet’Hippeastrum ‘Christmas Star’

Hippeastrum ‘Lady Jane’Hippeastrum ‘Benfica’

A cheerful variety with 4-5 large, salmon-
pink flowers that exude elegance and 
will make an instant visual impact on any 
windowsill, producing vibrant colour on 
the darkest of days.

A magnificent, white flowering amaryllis 
that produces several large, trumpet-
shaped blooms on top of the tall stems 
bringing cheer over the coldest months 
of the year.

The enormous blooms of this amaryllis 
bulb are heavily streaked with white and 
red and they’ll light up the room when 
they appear at Christmas and last into 
the new year.

Produces a spectacular double-flowered 
amaryllis to add Christmas colour or for 
use as cut flowers. A striking contrast of 
deep pink centres surrounded by pure 
white petals are held aloft on strong 
stems for a showstopping performance.

With crimson red blooms, this splendid 
and majestic amaryllis will be a standout 
during the festive period and provide 
cheer well into the new year. Stunning 
large and beautiful flowers that are so 
easy to maintain.

An amaryllis that is bright fire engine red 
with a white star burst in the centre held 
on sturdy green stems. Will add a flash of 
brilliant colour to your home at the time 
of the year when it’s most needed.

A spectacular Christmas pot plant with 
intricate markings and semi-double 
flowers. Strap-like leaves are followed by 
stout hollow stems topped with as many 
as five large trumpet-shaped flowers.

A treat to behold in the winter months 
with strap-like leaves and very large, 
regal red, trumpet-shaped flowers atop 
leafless stems.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Nov | Flower Dec-Jan

Large Flowers Stro
Narcissus

ngest Sce nted
Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 

item will be 5
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Bulb CollectionsBulb Collections

Bees & Butterfly Collection
Bring pollinators to your garden and create a buzz with this wildlife 
friendly collection. Contains Crocus ‘Romance’, Allium atropurpureum, 
Nectaroscordum siculum’and Muscari ‘Valerie Finnis’.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-May

|2100-4912 70 bulbs £12.99

150 Days of Colour Collection Cottage Garden Collection
A collection of popular bulb varieties including Galanthus ‘Elwesii’, Crocus 
‘Ruby Giant’, Narcissi ‘Topolino’, Tulip ‘Orca’ and Allium ‘Christophii’. Will adorn 
your garden with colourful blooms from January through to the summer.

Fill beds and borders with classic colour with this cottage garden collection. 
Contains Narcissi ‘Pheasant’s Eye’, Tulip ‘Apeldoorn’, Tulip ‘Tres Chic’ and Allium 
‘Roseum’.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Jun Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-May

|2100-7631 30 bulbs £9.99 |2100-4911 50 bulbs £12.99

|2100-8641 50 bulbs £9.99

Pink Shades Paper Bag 
Collection

Blue Shades Paper Bag 
Collection

A mix of best selling pink varieties 
to soften your garden borders and 
containers. Contains Tulip ‘Synaeda 
Amor’, Allium Oreophilium, 
Anenome ‘Caen Sylphide’ and 
Chionodoxa ‘Pink Giant’.

An inspirational collection to bring 
hues of blue to your outdoor space. 
Contains Tulip ‘Negrita’, Muscari 
Armeniacum, Crocus ‘Ruby Giant’ 
and Scilla Siberica.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov  
Flower Feb-May

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Feb-May

|2100-4915 40 bulbs £6.99|2100-4914 40 bulbs £6.99

Tulip Dark Collection

Yellow Shades Paper Bag Collection Tulip Mixed Border Collection

A mix of tulips in a dramatic array of purple crimson, deep red and almost 
black. Contains ‘Black Parrot’, ‘Purple Dream’, ‘Ronaldo’ and ‘Showcase’.

Bring a sunny disposition to your garden with this cheery yellow mix of best 
selling varieties. Contains Narcissus ‘Carlton’, ‘Romance’ ‘Tete a Tete’ and Iris 
‘Golden Harvest’.

A vibrant mix of stately garden worthy varieties, this mix is guaranteed to add 
the wow factor to any spring garden by adding height and interest to any 
border.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-May

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-May Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-May

|2100-4921 30 bulbs £10.99

|2100-4916 40 bulbs £6.99 |2100-6113 50 bulbs £9.99

NEW

20p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Gem Garden Collection
Create a rainbow of colour in borders or containers with this collection. 
Contains: Tulip ‘Antraciet’, Tulip ‘Daydream’, Allium ‘Caeruleum’, Narcissi 
‘Golden Bells’ and Crocus ‘Blue’.

Sent Sep-Nov | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-May

|2100-4913 50 bulbs £12.99

18p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

18p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

18p
LESS
THAN

Per Bulb

Buy any 4 spring bulbs and get 1 free CHOOSE FREEand cheapest 
item will be 5
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Winter & Spring Flowering BeddingWinter & Spring Flowering Bedding

Colour through the seasons
Our selection of wonderful winter and spring 
bedding plants makes it easy to create 
displays that will keep your garden colourful 
through winter and well into the new year. 

From pansies, polyanthus, and violas to 
bellis, wallflowers and calendula, our vibrant 
selection of blooming plug plants will go a 
long way to raising the spirits and 
create interest and delight in your 
outdoor space during every season.

|5112-4519 24 large plug plants £11.99

|5112-4518 24 large plug plants £11.99

|5112-4062 24 large plug plants £10.99

|5112-4157 24 large plug plants £10.99

Calendula Officinalis ‘Twist 
Lemon’

Bellis ‘Medicis’ Mix

Calendula Officinalis ‘Twist 
Apricot’

Bellis ‘Bam Bam’

A sunny addition to any garden, this 
summer long bloomer showcases 
multiple layers of narrow petals ranging 
in lemon, banana, and cream shades.

These gorgeous pompom-like daisies 
put on a prolific display of large red, 
pink and white flowers with quilled tips 
around a golden eye.

A stunning annual with attractive orange 
double blooms perfectly suited for long 
lasting borders, edgings and balcony box 
displays.

Compact, hardy perennial plant with 
ornamental daisy-like flowers and 
upturned petals in a bright mix of red 
and rose shades with pink undersides.

Height 20cm | Spread 20cm | Sent Sep-
Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 15cm | Spread 15cm | Sent Sep-
Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 25cm | Spread 25cm | Sent Sep-
Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Height 25cm | Spread 25cm | Sent Sep-
Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Dianthus ‘Bling Bling’
A stunning plant with an abundance of beautiful ruffled orange flowers 
throughout summer, with a spicy fragrance, Simple grey green foliage 
remains all year, whilst the blooms attract butterflies to your garden. Make 
excellent cut flowers. Perfect for patio or balcony containers, cut flower 
gardens and the front of sunny borders. This traditional dianthus has been a 
favourite of gardeners for generations.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct | Flowers Mar-Jun

|5112-4527 6 young plants £9.99

Dianthus ‘Bianca’

Dianthus ‘Allura’

A striking upright variety that produces dark green-grey foliage and fragrant, 
dark red semi-double blooms with a contrasting white edge. They are ideal for 
pots or containers, as part of a vibrant summer display or as a cut flower.

With its compact size and long bloom period, it is no surprise why this variety 
is so alluring! Bright red semi-double blooms are held well above compact 
foliage making this a superb performer for beds, borders and containers.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct | Flowers Mar-Jun

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct | Flowers Mar-Jun

|5112-4528 6 young plants £9.99

|5112-4529 6 young plants £9.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

Aubrieta ‘Royal Violet F1’
A compact perennial plant that grows in mat form making it perfect for rock 
gardens, walls, border edges, hanging baskets or containers. Its cascading 
flowers and foliage are magnets for early pollinators.

Height 15cm | Spread Up to 60cm | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-May

|5112-4092 24 large plug plants £10.99

Buy 2 or more packs of bedding and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied2

Browse 
our  

full range 
online
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Wo nderfull Spicy Fragra nce

E njoy I ndoors Or Outdoors
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Winter & Spring Flowering BeddingWinter & Spring Flowering Bedding

Myosotis ‘Forget-Me-Not’ Mix Kale ‘Northern Lights F1’

Gypsophila ‘Pretty Maid’ Stocks ‘Hot Cakes’ Mixed

One of the most welcome sights in spring is these shade-loving little flowers 
in pink, blue and white. A mix of hardy woodland plants that reveal delicate, 
charming little open flowers with five perfectly spaced petals.

Frost and winter-hardy attractive frilly-leaved cabbage plants with a rose-
coloured centre. An ornamental whose leaves offset colourful winter and 
spring flowers beautifully.

Produces gorgeous, fragrant white flowers with light pink veins and a low, 
compact spreading habit making them ideal for pots, borders and rock 
gardens. An extremely hardy plant, is drought tolerant and attracts pollinating 
insects.

A gloriously scented biennial producing masses of attractive flowers, no 
cottage garden would be complete without these beautifully perfumed 
blooms. One of the earliest flowering varieties, gardeners everywhere love this 
quintessential cut flower. 

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Apr-May

|5112-4154 24 large plug plants £10.99

|5112-4530 6 young plants £9.99

|5112-4120 24 large plug plants £10.99

|5112-4063 24 large plug plants £10.99

Viola ‘Frizzle Sizzle’Pansy ‘Cool Wave’ 
Pastel Mix

Pansy ‘Berries and 
Cream F1’ Mix

Viola ‘Jump F1’

Pansy ‘Freefall’

Viola ‘Sorbet Blueberry 
Frost F1’ Mix

Eyecatching variety that showcases 
fancy and ruffled blooms to 
add elegance to any basket or 
container. A fantasic grower that 
blooms in shades of lavender, 
purple, blue, yellow and pink.

A fast growing, long lasting trailing 
pansy in hues of pastel blue, yellow 
and white. Superior overwintering 
hardiness that will give you beautiful 
hanging basket or container 
displays from autumn to spring.

Top performing pansy variety that 
spreads freely for eye-catching 
container displays. Large flowers 
are held over strong disease-
resistant leaves. Makes a great 
spiller in pots and hanging baskets.

Striking, plain and bi-coloured 
blooms that sparkle like gems in 
shades of ruby, amethyst and topaz. 
Each bloom may look delicate but 
en masse they make a big impact 
in containers.

A superb trailing Pansy giving 
you outstanding colour with 
its cascading trails of yellows, 
lavenders, whites and purples for 
up to 8 months of the year. Perfect 
for hanging baskets, containers and 
window boxes.

A delightful and sophisticated mix 
of dainty flowers in every hue from 
dark to light blue. Perfect planted 
on their own or for adding a cool 
contrast to other bright spring 
flowers.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov
Flower Feb-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Feb-Mar

|5112-4520 24 large plugs £12.99|5112-4521 24 large plugs £12.99

|5112-4130 24 large plugs £10.99

|5112-4086 24 large plugs £9.99

|5112-4020 24 large plugs £12.99

|5112-4085 24 large plugs £10.99

Pansy ‘Delta F1’ Mixed
The Delta series has been refined for 20 years to give proven garden 
performance even in adverse weather conditions. Annual and compact in size, 
these plants produce scalloped, dark green leaves and large, heart-shaped 
blooms that reach up to 7cm across.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Feb-Mar

|5112-4018 24 large plug plants £9.99

42p
GREAT
VALUE

Per Plant

42p
GREAT
VALUE

Per Plant

Stu
Co m

nni ng Colour
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ng

Buy 2 or more packs of bedding and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied2
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Winter & Spring Flowering BeddingWinter & Spring Flowering Bedding

Primula vulgarisPrimula veris
This charming little woodland 
plant has pretty creamy-yellow 
flowers with darker yellow/orange 
centres. Completely hardy and they 
sometimes peep out as the snow 
melts.

A native perennial, this sunny 
little plant produces pretty bell 
like yellow flowers in clusters on 
its erect stems. Happy to grow 
in borders as well as grass and 
meadow areas.

|5112-4021 24 large plugs £11.99|5112-4031 24 large plugs £11.99

|5112-4162 24 large plug plants £10.99|5112-4161 24 large plug plants £10.99

|5112-4127 24 large plug plants £11.99|5112-4029 24 large plug plants £11.99

Primrose ‘Springtime’Primrose ‘Splash Mix F1’

Primrose ‘Bonneli Bright 
Mix’

Polyanthus ‘Crescendo 
Mixed’

‘Springtime’ is a compact variety with 
blooms knitted close together for that 
extra impact. The flowers are pleasantly 
scented with a fresh fragrance, with an 
elegant two tone shade.

An uplifting mix of primroses in new 
and exciting colour patterns. Every 
bi-colour flower gives you a red or dark 
yellow centre contrasting with a second 
colour on the outer petals. Compact for 
ultimate flower power.

A beautiful mix of popular Bonneli 
varieties with bright bicolour blooms. 
These primroses are the earliest to 
flower with blooms often open before 
Christmas.

The original and best polyanthus variety! 
Winter hardy and has superior disease 
resistance so is perfect for mass planting 
in beds and borders. This mix brings 
colour and cheer to the garden.

Primula ‘Victoriana Gold Lace’
A polyanthus variety for late-winter flower colour which is guaranteed to lift 
your spirits in January and February when other plants are dormant. Tall stems 
reveal mahogany flowers with yellow edging and panda-eye black centres on 
every petal.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct | Flower Jan-Mar

|5112-4150 24 large plug plants £11.99

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov 
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov  
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov  
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov   
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov   
Flower Dec-Jan

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov   
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov   
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov  
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Oct   
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Oct-Nov 
Flower Jan-Mar

Polyanthus ‘Spring Fever’ Mixed
Bring cheerful spring colour to your garden or balcony with this sunny variety. 
Carries an impressively large number of blooms in a wide variety of colours. It 
flowers late winter through to spring when many plants are dormant.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov | Flower Jan-Mar

|5112-4522 24 large plug plants £12.99

Primrose ‘Moonstone’Primrose ‘Mixed 
Emotions’

Primrose ‘Romance’Primrose ‘Fairy Dust’

Unique and eye catching variety of 
primrose that will stop you in your 
tracks with its striking blue striped 
flowers and golden yellow centres. 
Best suited to pots, containers, 
borderies and rockeries.

Create a rainbow of colours 
throughout the spring season with 
this bright variety. These delicate, 
lacy blooms will thrive in borders, 
pots and containers and cheer up 
even the smallest garden.

A fiery red and yellow primrose that 
flowers in time for Valentine’s Day. 
Each colourful flower has a sweet 
fragrance, whilst its dense green 
foliage makes it the ideal choice for 
the front of borders or edging.

A brand new, naturally compact 
primrose with white and magenta 
frilly edged petals with a yellow 
centre. These beautiful spring 
blooms have a delicate fairy 
dusting of pink on the petals. 

|5112-4526 24 large plugs £12.99|5112-4525 24 large plugs £12.99|5112-4134 24 large plugs £12.99|5112-4524 24 large plugs £12.99

|5112-4163 24 large plug plants £10.99

|5112-4523 24 large plug plants £12.99

Polyanthus ‘Calypso’

Primlet ‘Scarlet Red Shades’

Every flower rewards you with attractive 
crimson and gold petals set on strong 
and dependable stems. The plants are 
hardy to shady and winter conditions.

An unusual variety of primrose that 
produces masses of beautiful double 
or semi-double blooms that resemble 
miniature roses. Ideal for winter borders 
or containers.

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov  
Flower Jan-Mar

Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Sep-Nov   
Flower Jan-Mar

Wild Pri mroseWild Cowslip

NEW

NEWNEWNEW

NEW

Buy 2 or more packs of bedding and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied2
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Create a Hanging BasketWinter & Spring Flowering Bedding

Wallflower ‘Sunset Yellow F1’ Wallflower ‘Sunset’ Mix

Wallflower ‘Sunset Primrose’

Enjoy the great performance of these cheery yellow wallflowers bred to be 
naturally strong, free-flowering and vigorous. Your plants are ready to position 
in your garden, best by wall sides or in the centre of flower borders.

A collection of scented flowers in reds, oranges, purples, loved by pollinators.. 
They all come together to give you a winning display and thrive in beds 
towards the front and centre for a welcome injection of colour.

Uplifting primrose shades with fragrant flowers in lemon yellow and attractive 
to pollinators. Grow these beauties in pots or walllside borders for a burst of 
colour in your late spring and summer garden.

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Oct | Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr

|5116-9119 9 multi-sown modules (approx. 40 plants) £8.99

|5116-9133 9 multi-sown modules (approx. 40 plants) £8.99

|5116-9132 9 multi-sown modules (approx. 40 plants) £8.99

Wallflower ‘Sugar  
Rush F1’

Wallflower ‘Sunset 
Bronze’

A highly fragrant dwarf wallflower 
in a rainbow mix of colours suitable 
for borders, containers and window 
boxes.

Fragrant and charming blooms 
with majestic spires of red orange 
and yellow flowers. Perfect for 
containers and wall side borders.

|5112-4061 24 large plugs £10.99|5116-9116 9 modules £8.99

Height 30cm | Sent Sep-Oct 
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr

Height 20cm | Sent Sep-Oct  
Plant Oct-Nov | Flower Feb-Apr

Autumn 
Colour

Bellis perennis ‘Red’ Primrose Mix

Polyanthus ‘Crescendo 
Red’

Polyanthus ‘Crescendo 
Yellow’

Pansy ‘Blue Blotch’

Viola ‘Yellow Jump Up’

|5170-0501 12 large plugs £11.99 |5170-0502 12 large plugs £11.99

|5170-0503 12 large plugs £11.99

|5170-0505 12 large plugs £11.99

|5170-0504 12 large plugs £11.99

|5170-0506 12 large plugs £11.99

|1090-7136 £17.99

Blacksmith Metal Hanging 
Basket
Perfect for displaying beautiful blooms 
in your garden over the autumn and 
winter. Made to last with a tough 
weatherproof black powder-coated 
finish which gives a classic look. With 
chains and coco liner. 5 Year guarantee. 

Dim 30cm, H14cm

Carex oshimensis 
‘Everlime’

Euonymus fortunei 
‘Emerald ‘n’ Gold’

Cupressus macrocarpa 
‘Goldcrest Wilma’ Attractive variety with evergreen 

lime and dark green variegated 
leaves. An ornamental grass that 
looks great planted in containers, 
tubs and large pots on the patio.

A small, spreading, evergreen 
shrub with deep green leaves 
with a bright gold margin that 
turns cream and pink in winter. 
Low maintenance and makes an 
excellent specimen shrub and 
informal hedge.

A vigorous growing evergreen 
conifer with a narrowly conical 
shape. Its lime-yellow foliage is 
held in erect sprays that give off a 
refreshing lemon scent in summer.

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower Sep-NovSent Aug-Oct | Flower Sep-NovSent Aug-Oct | Flower Sep-Nov
|5140-5216 9cm pot £8.99|5140-5224 9cm pot £7.99|5140-5221 9cm pot £7.99

NEWNEWNEWNEW

NEWNEW

NEWNEWNEW

Perfect For Addi
Height To Baskets
& Contai

n

n

ig

ers

Buy 2 or more packs of bedding and save £2 per pack CHOOSE and the saving 
will be applied2

Planting up autumn 
hanging baskets and 
containers will inject a 
much-needed burst of 

colour as we head into the 
later part of the year.

Consider plants with 
colourful foliage, grasses, 

evergreen shrubs and 
conifers which are ideal for 
providing some height at 

the centre of your hanging 
basket or container. These 
can be complimented with 

vibrant winter bedding 
plants.
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Laurus Nobilis Tree

Laurus Nobilis Tree with Estate Planter

The leaves of this half standard bay tree are renowned for their fragrance and 
are widely used in topiary, as well as cooking to enhance the flavours of many 
dishes.

This half standard bay tree is approximately 1m in height and thrives in pots. 
The dark green, evergreen and hardy leaves make it a great favourite for 
culinary uses and for topiary. Comes with complimentary planter worth £14.99.

Laurus Nobilis Pyramid 
Tree with Planter

Laurus Nobilis Pyramid 
Tree

An aromatic and stylish addition 
to the kitchen garden. Comes with 
complimentary planter.

Add a smart topiary pyramid to a 
doorway or in your kitchen garden 
to add style and sophistication all in 
one. The leaves are great for picking 
all year round too.

Height Variable | Spread 1m  
Sent Sep-Dec Plant Jan-Dec 

Height Variable | Spread 1m  
Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Jan-Dec 

Ornamental Trees

Trees bring an array of benefits to any garden 
including privacy and shade. Many have good 
aesthetic qualities and produce pretty spring 
scented blossom or stunning autumn colours, 
whilst providing structure and height all year 
round. 

Trees also provide a welcome haven for wildlife 
such as nesting birds and pollinators. Our 
ornamental trees are perfect for 
small spaces due to their slow 
growth and compact habit. 

Height Up to 1.2m | Spread 1m | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Jan-Dec 

|1150-1140 5 Ltr pot £34.99
|1150-1141 2 x 5 Ltr pots £49.98

Height Up to 1.2m | Spread 1m | Sent Sep-Dec | Plant Jan-Dec 

|1150-1143 5 Ltr pot with planter £39.99
|1150-1144 2 x 5 Ltr pots with planters £59.98

|

|
1150-3032 5 Ltr pot £39.99
1150-3033 2 x 5 Ltr pots £59.98

|

|

1150-3034 5 Ltr pot 
with planter £39.99
1150-3035 2 x 5 Ltr pots
with planters £59.98

Browse 
our  

full range 
online

£ 20
BUY 2

SAVE

£ 20
BUY 2

SAVE

£ 20
BUY 2

SAVE

£ 20
BUY 2

SAVE

Pansy ‘Cool Wave 
Strawberry Swirl’

Pansy ‘Cool Wave 
Pastel’ Mixed

Pansy ‘Cool Wave 
Berries ‘n’ Cream’

A delicious variety with a unique 
branching habit that creates 
a fantastic colourful display in 
strawberry tones, overspilling from 
any pot or container to create the 
wow factor in a small space.

A fast growing, long lasting 
trailing pansy in hues of pastel 
blue, yellow and white. Superior 
overwintering hardiness that will 
give you beautiful hanging basket 
or container displays from autumn 
to spring.

A popular choice for UK gardeners 
due to its cascading blooms in 
shades of white, plum and lilac. Has 
superior overwintering hardiness 
and returns earlier than other 
pansies in the spring.

Sent Aug-Oct | Flower Oct-DecSent Aug-Oct | Flower Oct-DecSent Aug-Oct | Flower Oct-Dec
|5120-6921 1 Speedy planter £16.99|5120-6920 1 Speedy planter £16.99 |5120-6922 1 Speedy planter £16.99

Olive 
Planters

Wire 
Hanging 
Basket

|1090-7149 £8.99

|

|
1090-4713 2 x 23cm £12.99
1090-4715 2 x 30cm £19.99

NEW NEW NEW

Speedy 
Planters
Our Speedy Planters offer you the ultimate in 
convenience and design. Expertly pre-planted 
for you with bedding plants in constrasting 
sizes, heights and colours, simply place the 
mesh-bottomed planter into a 
container or hanging basket on top of 
some compost, and then fill around 
the edges with more compost. 

The plants will then grow their roots 
through the mesh for stunning 
displays of colour during winter.

Don't 
forget your 
container
compost

1090-4144    £15.98

Roots grow through the mesh

Specially chose nfor stu nni ng display*

* Plants shown are for illustration purposes only -please see specific mixes listed above
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Accessories for Autumn PlantingOrnamental Trees

|1150-1117 3 Ltr pot £21.99|1150-1151 1 bare root tree £21.99

|1150-1154 4 Ltr pot £22.99|1150-1114 4 Ltr pot £22.99

|1150-1177 1 bare root tree £21.99|1150-1185 1 bare root tree £21.99

|1150-1155 4 Ltr pot £22.99|1150-1113 2 Ltr pot £21.99

Gleditsia Triacanthos 
‘Sunburst Honeylocust’

Prunus ‘Autumnalis Rosea’

Salix ‘Flamingo’Cercidiphyllum Japonicum

Crataegus Laevigata ‘Paul’s 
Scarlet’

Prunus ‘Amanogawa’

Salix ‘Kilmarnock’Catalpa Bignonioides 
‘Aurea’

This beautiful garden tree reveals 
feathery leaves – fully hardy yet having a 
rare exotic look. Golden-yellow pinnate 
leaves contrast well with black bark and 
this gleditsia is thornless too.

Rosy pink flowers open from dark pink 
buds fading to soft pink as they age. 
Semi-double flowers open from late 
autumn to early spring to brighten the 
grey winter.

Creates seasonal interest for all months 
of the year. Train this colour-rich tree for 
one-year old stems that boast beautiful 
leaves of pink, green and white and 
bright red colouration which looks 
simply sublime in winter sun.

Add this attractive deciduous Katsura 
tree for your garden. It boasts heart-
shaped buttery yellow leaves and emits 
a subtle scent of burnt sugar especially 
when it’s breezy.

Ornamental spring flowering hawthorn 
tree with double, light red spring 
blossom and autumn berries. An ideal 
tree for a small garden. Attracts wildlife 
including bees and birds.

Due to its upright, fastigiate habit, this 
ornamental cherry tree is perfect for 
smaller gardens. The perfumed, pink, 
double flowers smother the branches in 
late spring and and orange leaves in the 
autumn make this tree a focal point.

Supplied as bare-root, a tree for all 
seasons with gorgeous colour and form. 
The perfect tree for the gardener that’s 
short on space, wants a focal tree for a 
sunny patio or balcony, or wants a small 
tree with a graceful habit. 

Invest in the deciduous Indian Bean tree 
for large, buttery yellow heart-shaped 
leaves and white horse chestnut-like 
flowers in July. Catalpa bignonioides 
Aurea reaches 10m in 10 years.

Height Up to 8m | Spread 5m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 8m | Spread 5m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 8m | Spread 5m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 10m | Spread 5m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 12m | Spread 4m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 12m | Spread 5m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 1.5m | Spread 4m   
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Height Up to 1.8m | Spread 4m 
Sent Nov-Apr | Plant Nov-Apr

Vegepod with Canopy
Get growing in no time with these innovative garden beds. Easy to assemble, 
they will keep your plants hydrated with built in water reservoirs and irrigation 
system with mist spray, whilst the cover creates a micro-climate and protects 
from weather and pests.

Square Raised BedRectangular Raised BedVegTrug Wall Hugger 
Planter

Wooden Patio Planter

Scandinavian pine raised bed 
which adds growing and planting 
space in your garden, yard or 
balcony. Perfect for strawberries, 
vegetables and plants.

The perfect addition to any 
outdoor area to give extra growing 
space. Made from renewable 
Scandinavian pine, it is quick 
and easy to assemble. Perfect for 
growing fruits and vegetables, 
shrubs and flowers.

A 310 litre wooden trug which 
you can tend to at a comfortable 
working height (perfect for the 
elderly or wheelchair users). Its 
compact shape makes it perfect for 
a small space or balcony.

Grow up to around 30 salads and 
vegetables at any one time on the 
patio, or in the back yard with this 
great space-saving, raised bed 
growing solution from VegTrug. 
Holds 420 litres of compost.

|1090-5808 £79.99|1090-5811 £79.99

Dim H80cm, W1.8m, D76cm Dim H80cm, W1.8m, D46cm
Dim H30cm, W1.2m, D90cm Dim H30cm, W1.2m, D1.2m

BEST 
SELLER

Dim Medium  
H1.03m, W1m, D1m

Dim Small 
H1.03m, W1m, D50cm

|1090-1101 Medium Vegepod with canopy £189.00
|1090-1100 Small Vegepod with canopy £129.00

Cold Frame
The perfect solution to starting crops off earlier in the year, and for getting 
greenhouse-raised seeds conditioned for growing outdoors. Fits small sized 
VegTrugs with a lid that opens partially or fully for aeration and easy access.
VegTrug stand shown in image not included.

Dim H45.5cm, W105cm, D76cm

|1090-2197  £79.99

|

|
1090-2272 Grey £169.99 
1091-0034 Natural £169.99

|

|
1090-2270  Grey  £179.99 
1091-0032 Natural  £179.99

STANDS 
AVAILABLE 

ONLINE

Stand NOT 
included

Great For S
Garde

m
n

all
s
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From composters and  
high-quality tools to lawn 
care, we have everything 
you need to ensure 
your garden is in tip-top 
condition this autumn.

Autumn 
Garden 
Care

Autumn Tidy Accessories

Tumbling Composter
Double chambered composter 
meaning you can fill one side, 
starting the process whilst adding 
new waste to the other. Produces 
a continuous supply of rich garden 
fertiliser.

Aerobin Hot Composter

Hotbin MK2 & Hotbin Mini
Utilises hot composting methods that produce compost up to 32 times faster 
than traditional methods. Reaches temperatures of 40-60°c enabling you to 
compost without the problem of odours, flies, turning and tumbling.

Efficiently turns food and green waste into compost by creating the ideal 
environment for highly efficient, healthy aerobic composting throughout 
12 months of the year. The bin is vermin proof and comes in different sizes, 
making it ideal for any garden.

|1090-6107 400 Ltr £229.99
|1090-6108 600 Ltr £331.99

|1090-6106 200 Ltr £161.99

|1090-6100 100 Ltr £150.00
|1090-6049 200 Ltr £199.00

|

|
1090-6101 105 Ltr £69.99
1090-6102 140 Ltr £89.99

200 Ltr  
H1.17m, W51cm, D51cm

400 Ltr  
H1.2m, W74cm, D74cm 600 Ltr  

H1.7m, W74cm, D74cm

100 Ltr H120cm, W45cm, D45cm200 Ltr H115cm, W55cm, D62.5cm  

Broom and Scraper

Gutter Cleaner

Foldaway Garden Kneeler

Garden Sheet

|1090-5680 £12.99

|1090-4462 £24.99

|1090-5783 £24.99

|1090-7198 £9.99

Perennial Hand Shears

Pop-Up Bin

Topiary Shears & Holster

Giant Garden Bag

Long Reach Easy Pruner

Unisex Thermal 
Gardening Gloves

Perfect for the training of perennial 
foliage. Their razor sharp long, thin 
bladed shears give fast and fine 
cutting, trimming and shaping. 
Made from lightweight carbon 
steel.

Quickly pops-up to hold garden 
waste and clippings with a hard 
base which protects the bag when 
dragged across hard surfaces. 
Durable polyester bag with spring 
steel frame and plastic base.

Handcrafted precision cutting for 
the training of perennial foliage, 
buxus, shrubs and trees into desired 
shapes and forms. Cutting diameter: 
4mm. Comes with a leather holster 
with easy belt attachment.

Ideal for collecting garden waste 
to take to compost heaps or the 
tip. Has a 150 litre capacity and 
made from heavy duty woven 
polyethylene fabric.

Handcrafted, long reach easy 
pruner suitable for cutting delicate 
stems, picking fruits and flowers, 
trimming thorn bushes, twigs, 
stems and high branches. Made 
with ground carbon steel blades 
with non-stick PTFE coating.

Extremely durable and provide you 
with reliable protection for heavy 
duty gardening tasks. Ideal for 
clearing, digging and tough jobs 
with a thermal lining for warmth 
and added comfort.

|1090-5690 £14.99

|1090-7199 £19.99|1090-7197 £7.99

|1090-5681 £24.99

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW

|

|
1090-5688 Small £17.49
1090-5689 Large £22.49

|

|
1090-5780 Medium £6.99
1090-5781 Large £6.99

NEW

NEW

Dim H38cm, W69cm, D69cmDim L1.8m, W1.5m Dim H69cm, Dia55cm

Quiet Garden Shredder
Shred waste into soil conditioner 
worth its weight in gold. The 
shredder aids composting making 
it faster and easier. Encourages 
worms and other beneficial micro-
organisms. With robust wheels for 
easy movement.

|1090-2362 £199.99

Folds Flat For 
Easy Storage

nnCo
Your Hose

ects To
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Garden ToolsAutumn Tidy Accessories

RHS Professional 
Compact Secateurs

RHS Professional 
Bypass Secateurs

General Lopper & Hedge 
Shears

Rot Resistant Twine 
Green

Diamond Blade 
Sharpener

|1090-7193 £31.99

|1090-7192 £34.99

|1090-7185 £24.99

|1090-5786 100g £3.99

|1090-5701 £7.99

Garden Life Lopper & 
Secateurs Set

Lopper & Ratchet 
Secateurs Set

Pruning Saw & Turbo Saw

RHS Professional 
Rotating Handle Bypass 
Secateur

Telescopic Handled 
Bypass Loppers

Lighter than normal tools, this set 
is perfectly weighted, balanced and 
proportioned to ensure precise, 
clean and healthy cutting in the 
garden. 

Perfect tools for your garden 
pruning needs. Hand crafted for 
precision cutting with high quality 
carbon steel non-stick blades, 
trimming will become effortless 
with this set.

Set includes a full size pruning 
saw Wand pocket sized turbo saw 
to keep your trees and shrubs in 
shape.

Made from tough polypropylene.

RHS endorsed with carbon steel 
blades for lasting sharpness. Robust 
alloy handles and a smooth volute 
spring make for easy cutting.

Made from the highest quality 
stainless steel. Handles extend from 
65cm to 90cm to enable easy reach 
when pruning trees and shrubs. 
5-year guarantee.

Get to grips with all your autumn 
garden pruning with this set of 
loppers and hedge shears. Ideal for 
pruning and shaping, both have 
carbon steel non-stick blades.

|1090-2048 £14.99|1090-7041 £29.99

|1090-7187 £14.99|1090-7186 £19.99|1090-7194 £36.99

Pruning Saw: L61cm 
Turbo Saw: L20cm

Cordless Hedge 
Trimmer

Petrol Leaf Blower and 
Vacuum

Garden Life Digging 
Spade / Fork / Set

This trimmer is both powerful and 
efficient. The battery will last for 50 
minutes on a single charge. Length 
of blade 50cm. Tooth spacing 
15mm.

A cordless petrol powered leaf 
blower and vacuum in one that 
allows you to get more done in your 
garden. This is both powerful and 
efficient meaning you can use your 
machine wherever and whenever 
you want.

40% lighter garden digging tools 
specially crafted to make the 
rewarding pursuit of growing your 
own crops more accessible. Made 
and tested to be lightweight, evenly 
weighted and balanced. 

Serrated Stainless steel head 
featuring four sharpened tines 
designed to cut through tough 
roots, hard ground and heavy soils. 
The strong tines make light work of 
penetrating the soil surface, while 
the large pan helps to lift the soil. 

Pointed tip for easy digging in 
more challenging soil surfaces. 
Makes light work of stony soils and 
is ideal for digging, cultivating and 
moving loose materials. Made from 
high quality stainless steel with an 
ash wood handle.

|1090-2318 £79.99|1090-2321 £139.99

Hand Fork / Trowel / Set
Ideal for various garden tasks 
including weeding, planting 
and cultivating around borders 
and raised beds. These tools are 
made from high quality materials 
guaranteed to last and come with a 
15 year guarantee.

Folding Saw

Folding Saw with Hand 
Guard

Stainless Steel Serrated 
Spade

|1090-7042 £12.99

|1090-5699 £14.99

|1090-7190 £26.99

|1090-5683 £24.99

Stainless Steel Pointed 
Spade

Ergo Pruner & Micro 
Snip Set

|1090-5684 £37.99

|1090-7189 £9.99

|

|

|

1090-7030 Fork £9.99
1090-7032 Trowel £9.99
1090-7033 Set £14.98

|

|

|

1090-7048 Spade £19.99
1090-7049 Fork £19.99
1090-7120 Set £29.98

£ 10
BUY

BOTH SAVE

£ 5
BUY

BOTH SAVENEW

NEW

NEW

Carbon 
Steel Clay 
Spade

Great 
Value

Great 
Value

Great 
Value

Great 
Value

10 YearnGuara tee

10 YearnGuara tee

10 YearnGuara tee
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Our huge range of wild 
bird food, feeders and 
wildlife accessories will 
help support British wildlife 
during autumn and winter.

Wild Birds 
& Wildlife

Hedgehog IglooHedgehog Haus

Wooden Hedgehog 
House

Hogilo Hedgehog House

This hedgehog igloo provides a 
safe habitat for hedgehogs to sleep, 
nest and hibernate, throughout 
the year, whilst fitting in with 
the natural surroundings of your 
garden.

Attract hedgehogs to your garden 
and provide a safe place for them 
to shelter from predators, as well 
as being a safe place to hibernate. 
Made with natural materials.

A sanctuary for hedgehogs made 
from durable wood and features 
a waterproof roof to ensure our 
prickly friends are protected from 
the elements and predators. Will 
keep hedgehogs warm and dry 
over the winter months.

This modern and fit-for-purpose 
home offers hedgehogs a 
secure, reliable and safe refuge. 
It’s the choice of the Hedgehog 
Preservation Society for 
rehabilitating hedgehogs and for 
re-releasing back into the wild.

Glazed ceramic feeding bowl. Has 
a drainage hole to prevent rain 
water collecting inside the bowl. 
Embossed with a fun hedgehog 
pattern, comes in a box making it a 
great gift for wildlife lovers.

|2600-112 £64.99

Hedgehog Bowl

Hedgehog 
Bites

Frogilo Frog & Toad 
House

NEWNEW

|8050-0320 £22.99 |8050-0330 £22.99

|8050-0355 £39.99

|8060-5603 650g £5.99

|8050-5207  £6.99 |8050-0111 £19.99

157Wildlife

Dim L36cm, W27cm, H20cmDim L50cm, W39cm, H23cm Diameter 13cm, H4.6cm

Dim L38cm, W49cm, H21cm Dim L59cm, W53cm, H22cm
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Autumn Lawn Care

Prepare for Spring

Autumn is an important time in the 
lawn care calendar; it’s time to prepare 
your lawn now to make sure it looks its 
best come the spring. 

Feed your lawn using a specially 
formulated autumn lawn feed and 
aerate it if it’s compacted, so water and 
nutrients get to the roots of the grass. 
Autumn is also a good time to lay 
a new lawn, or repair any patches 
that may have ocurred through 
heavy use during the summer.

|1090-7086 25 Ltr £7.99

|1090-3828 Treats up to 100m2 £16.99

Lawn & Turf Dressing

Natural Leatherjacket Killer 
(Autumn)

Westland Lawn & Turf Dressing is 
specially formulated for use on any lawn 
and contains finely sieved loam, peat 
and sand. Improves the root structure, 
drainage and physical condition of your 
lawn resulting in stronger, healthier 
attractive looking grass in just a matter 
of weeks.

Rescue your lawn with this natural 
garden care solution and let microscopic 
nematodes hunt out leatherjacket pests 
without the use of chemicals. If treated 
in spring, make sure to top up the 
treatment in the autumn.

Cobra Electric Scarifier

Lawn Drop Spreader

Lawn AeratorSmart Lawn SeedAll In One Autumn 
Treatment

Four prong lawn aerator for common 
lawn problems like compact soil 
and water logging, particularly in 
autumn. Has a high quality stainless 
steel head, excellent rust resistance 
and minimal soil adhesion when 
removing from the ground.

Use in spring & autumn.

Removes moss from your lawn.

Gro-Sure Smart Seed is supported 
by Aquagel technology to 
guarantee success when sowing. 
Can absorb 400 times its weight 
in water, before slowly releasing it 
back to the seeds for germination.

A specially formulated lawn feed 
and moss killer for use as an 
autumn lawn treatment. Specially 
formulated with a high potash 
fertiliser and ferrous sulphate which 
will eradicate moss and prevent 
discolouring.

|1090-9226
Treats up to 400m2 £24.99

|1090-9193
Treats up to 80m2 £28.99

|1090-7067
4-prong lawn aerator £29.99

|1090-2333
1300W electric scarifier £119.99

|1090-7090 Lawn spreader £24.99

Browse 
our  

full range 
online
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Wild Bird Food - Suets & ButtersWild Bird Food

Suet Feast Pack

Peanut Butter House 
with Feeding Tray

Complete Suet Cakes

Peanut Butter House

Extra Goodness Energy 
Balls

Peanut Butter Trio

Daily Goodness 
Nuggets

Supreme Energy Balls

Contains an array of flavours 
including fruit, berries, seeds and 
insects for your garden birds. All 
contain high energy and extra 
protein to keep birds fuelled for 
longer, especially during the winter 
months.

Made from FSC certified timber 
with a galvanised metal roof, this 
feeder is designed to hold peanut 
butter jars. The additional feeder 
tray can be filled with seed or 
peanuts. The feeder can be affixed 
to walls or fences.

These suet cakes are packed full of 
nutritious seeds all held together 
with natural beef fat to give the 
garden birds you love a good hit of 
slow-release energy to see them 
through the winter.

Expertly designed to hold jars of 
peanut butter which is a tasty treat 
for birds. Made from FSC certified 
timber with a galvanised metal 
roof, this feeder can be attached to 
walls, fences or trees.

Packed with high energy sunflower 
seeds and peanuts to help attract 
more birds to the garden. High 
in nutrition and protein, these 
balls are made from high quality 
ingredients to help fuel birds for 
longer.

Specially designed for garden birds, 
containing essential ingredients 
they need with no added salt. This 
special composition fruit peanut 
butter can be used all year round, 
simply place in the peanut butter 
house to attract the birds to feast.

Tasty, nutritious nuggets packed 
full of suet, seed and mealworms. 
Perfect for little beaks and provides 
birds with both high energy and 
high protein, keeping them in the 
best of health.

Treat your feathered friends with 
these suet balls which contain high 
energy ingredients including black 
sunflower seeds and peanuts, to 
keep garden birds healthy and 
strong this winter.

Sunflower HeartsWinter BoosterEssential Mix

No Grow Seed Mix

Premium Mix

Complete Seed & Nut Mix

These sunflower hearts are packed 
with energy and are husk-free, 
meaning birds won’t lose vital 
energy by removing the seed 
from the husk; this also means 
no mess in your garden! Loved 
by goldfinches, chaffinches and 
greenfinches.

This high-energy formula will 
support garden birds during the 
cold winter months. It contains a 
mix of 9 different high-calorie seeds 
and nuts, as well as added oil for 
healthy feathers, and is attractive 
to smaller birds such as robins and 
tits.

The perfect birdseed to sustain 
garden birds during autumn. 
Easy to pour into seed feeders, it 
contains 11 seed types, oyster grit 
to help with digestion and added 
Calvita vitamin mix to support 
feather and bone growth. Popular 
with tits, finches, buntings, robins 
and dunnocks.

A no grow bird seed mix which 
is the number one choice for 
gardeners, as it does not contain 
any germinating seeds that may 
cause unwanted seedlings in the 
garden.

Luxury seed mix for garden birds 
free from husks and unwanted 
mess. Contains 12 ingredients 
including red and yellow millet, 
canary seeds, white dari, red dari, 
hempseed, nyger seeds and 
feather-enhancing oil. Attracts 
smaller birds like blue tits and 
robins.

A blend of 12 seeds and nuts to suit 
your favourite feathered friends. 
With added fortifying Calvita 
vitamin mix for healthy feathers, 
this provides high energy and is 
loved by the UK’s top 10 garden 
birds.

Seed Mix

Peanut 
Kernels

Mealworms

Seed 
Storage 
Tin

NEWNEW

|8010-0130 12.5kg £25.75

|6005-1246 20kg £24.99 |8040-0110 50 balls £14.99

|8010-0140 12.5kg £17.99 |6005-1407 50 balls £14.99

|8010-0230 12.75kg £18.99 |8040-0220 £9.97

|8010-0160 12.5kg £22.99 |2500-217 10 suet cakes £9.99

|8050-5344 £21.99

|8010-0210 20kg £17.99

|8020-0030 12.5kg £27.50 |8040-0100 10 suet cakes £12.99

|8060-5600 Holds 15kg £19.99 |8050-5345 £14.99

|6005-2103 1kg £14.99

EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE

£ 10
BUY 2

SAVE

£ 15
BUY 5

SAVE

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW

|

|
6005-0142 1 x 2kg pack £9.99
6005-0143 5 x 2kg packs £34.99

Dim H19.5 cm, W15cm, D13cm Dim H31cm, W15cm, D14cm|

|
6005-1007 12.75kg £29.99
6005-1008 2 x 12.75kg £49.98

CUSTOMER 
FAVORITE
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Bird FeedersWild Bird Feeders

Heavy Duty Squirrel 
Proof Seed Feeder

Bird Seed Feeder

3 Port Feeder

Wall Mounted Bird 
Table

Heavy Duty Squirrel 
Proof Fat Snax Feeder

Heavy Duty Squirrel 
Proof Peanut Feeder

A decorative and hard wearing 
seed feeder that helps to deter 
adult squirrels and large birds from 
accessing the food.

This extra-large bird seed feeder 
will hold up 1.4kg of bird seed and 
allows up to six garden birds to feed 
at once. It features easy filling and a 
large loop for hanging anywhere in 
your garden.

Interchangeable feeder with 3 
feeding areas; can be used with 
any bird seed including nyger. 
Made from tough plastic, the base 
tray reduces mess and waste by 
stopping seed falling to the ground.

The easy to install wall mounted 
table has been specially designed 
to attract smaller bird species. 
Features an overhanging roof to 
keep food dry and the larger birds 
away.

Feed hungry garden birds all year 
round with this durable metal 
feeder. It houses up to four energy 
balls in a clever design that’s easy 
to fill and hang and for birds to visit, 
whilst keeping squirrels away.

Designed to keep out squirrels 
and larger birds, so the smaller 
birds can reach the peanuts safely. 
Features a FeedSafe biocidal 
coating to protect against germs 
and make it a more hygienic way to 
feed your birds.

Acorn Squirrel Proof 
Bird Feeder

Dining Station

Acorn Bird Feeder

Globe Window Feeder

Leaf Tray Feeder

All Weather Seed Feeder

Small Bird Feeder

Dual Seed Feeder

Designed to feed multiple birds at 
once, this decorative item will keep 
the squirrels at bay whilst adding 
interest to the garden. Can be 
suspended from hooks or trees. For 
use with seed only.

Perfect for attracting birds to your 
garden, the dining station has 
an attractive leaf design with a 
decorative antique finish. Comes 
with 10 hooks to hang bird feeders 
from and includes an additional 
mesh tray for other food such as 
mealworms and peanuts.

A woodland acorn design that can 
feed a flock of garden birds at once. 
With a suspension ring for hanging 
onto hooks or branches in your 
garden, this feeder is perfect for 
clinging birds to have a feast from. 
For use with peanuts only.

Offers a lovely close-up view of your 
garden birds. Suitable for seeds, 
suet, nuts or mealworms, the small 
entrance will deter larger species. 
Made from durable plastic with 
strong suction pads to ensure 
secure placement.

Dual-purpose feeder or bird bath 
with a strong and stable ground 
spike for staking into the lawn 
or flower bed. Features a unique 
‘umbrella’ roof to add protection 
whilst birds are feeding or bathing.

Perfect for seed mixes and 
mealworms, this bird seed feeder 
has a strong metal design to 
withstand the elements. Made 
from tough-metal alloy, it has a 
broad handle to hook it where 
needed in the garden.

An attractive ‘UFO’ design with a 
small entry port designed to attract 
garden birds. Great for keeping out 
squirrels as well as larger birds and 
has a wide easy to open lid to make 
refilling and cleaning easier.

An elegant looking feeder with a 
decorative leaf design and seed tray 
to prevent mess and waste. Gives 
the option to use two different 
types of seed to attract a diverse 
range of birds.

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

|6005-3061 £12.99

|8050-0840 £19.99

|6005-1229 £20.99 |8050-0750 £9.99

|8050-0851 £14.99

|8050-5349 £29.99

|8050-5201 £34.99
|

|
8050-0010 Small H23cm £12.00
8050-0040 Large H30cm £9.99 |8050-5342 £19.99 |8050-5343 £19.99

|8050-0858 £9.99

|8050-0854 £34.99

|8050-5341 £19.99

|8050-0864 £29.99

Complete Feeding Station Kit
This easy to assemble feeding station kit includes all the accessories and 
feeders you need to bring a wide variety of birds to your garden.

|8050-0853 £39.99

Dim H2.5m

Dim H28.9, Diameter 20.2 cm

Dim H56cmDim H31, Diameter 24 cmDim H31, Diameter 24 cm

Dim H31, Diameter 24 cmDim H2.26m

Dim Mounting baton H61cm

Dim H22, Diameter 14 cmDim H81cmDim H5.5, Diameter 26.5 cm

Dim 42cm, Diameter 12.5cm

n
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The Vegepod - available in 3 sizes!
1090-1102 Vegepod Large with Cover £299.00
1090-1101 Vegepod Medium with Cover £189.00
1090-1100 Vegepod Small with Cover £129.00

Stand available separately
1090-1105 Vegepod Large Stand £115.00
 H1.03m, W1m, D2m
1090-1104 Vegepod Medium Stand £59.00
 H1.03m, W1m, D1m
1090-1103 Vegepod Small Stand £49.00
 H1.03m, W1m, D50cm

Innovation in home growing
The award-winning Vegepod has been designed to make home-growing accessible for 
everyone. This contained raised gardening bed protects precious crops from pests and UV 
light, and the self-watering technology means your plants will stay healthy and hydrated. 
Find out for yourself why Vegepod is loved by gardeners’ all over the world. 

Protective 
Canopy

Mist spray 
irrigator

Permeable  
Mesh

Self 
watering

Elevated and Portable Gardening

Vegebag

Vegebag is perfect for growing in small spaces and is ideal for herbs, leafy 
greens, root veg and salad plants including tomatoes. Offering protection 
against pests, pets and inclement weather, it’s easy to move and is fully 
collapsible when not in use for easy storage.

1090-1124 | Vegebag Large
Diameter 60cm, Height 76cm 

£29.99

£ 5
BUY

BOTH SAVE

1090-1123  | Vegebag Small
Diameter 45cm, Height 65cm 

£19.99

Why people love Vegepod
●   Self-watering
●  Protects soil
●  Retains warmth
●  Easy set-up
●  All year-round growing

Includes Cucumber ‘Delistar’, Beetroot Sugar 
Salad Mix and Radish ‘French Breakfast’.

with every 
purchase

13 packet seed 
bundle worth

£30
FREE

Use code 1090-1125

To browse the full Vegepod ra               marshallsgarden.comnge go to:

How about a Vegebag for 
s m    aller garde s?     n

This year’s hottest bra d i i gn nn ngarde
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Bird Feeders & Baths

Wall Hanging Bird Table

Secret Garden Bird Bath

Cast Iron Bird Bath

Cast Iron Hanging Bird 
Bath or Feeder

Cast Iron Bird Bath or 
Feeder

A functional and decorative wall 
bird feeder for your patio or outdoor 
space to attract small garden birds. 
Constructed of sturdy, weather-
proof metal, this feeder is super 
durable and with a removable tray.

An attractive bird bath that needs 
no tools to assemble. Made from 
a durable metal, this ornamental 
bath will encourage your feathery 
friends to visit you for both 
hydration and to bathe.

Support the British Legion and 
Poppy Scotland with this beautiful, 
decorative and ornate poppy 
shaped feeding dish for garden 
birds. 50p from each sale goes to 
these charities.

No garden is complete without 
this ornate cast iron bird bath. 
Guaranteed to bring garden birds 
flocking to your home, this bath 
can be placed on a lawn or patio as 
a focal point.

Offer garden birds a safe and raised 
water bath with this classic and 
decorative cast iron bowl. Can be 
hung on a balcony terrace or near a 
window so you can observe nature 
at its best. Suitable as bird bath or 
feeding tray.

Help your garden birds flourish 
with this striking ornate cast iron 
bird bath suitable to use as a 
trough for bathing and drinking 
or fill with seed to use as a feeder. 
Comes in gift box.

Poppy Bird Feeding Dish

|8050-5346  £24.99 |8050-5347 £14.99 |8050-0846 £17.99 |1091-0054 £7.99

|8050-5348 £14.99 |8050-0830 £19.99

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

Apple Shaped Peanut Feeder
Attract a host of birds to your garden with this shiny red apple shaped bird 
feeder. It’s easy to hang and can be filled with nuts from the top. Will add a 
splash of colour to any outdoor space.

|8050-5350 £12.99

NEW

Dim H32cm

Dim H73.5cmDim H88cmDim W20.9, D14.7, H7.8 cmDim W29.5, D13, H7.1 cm

Dim W23.5, D14.5, H13.1 cmDim H14.5, Diameter 12.6 cm




